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"We were planning an invasion of Japan with the use 
of 2,000,000 men and the military has estimated that the 
invasion might result in very heavy casualties. In April I 
had appointed an interim committee consisting of 
Secretary Stimson, George L. Harrison, James H. By-, 
William L. Clayton, Dr. Vannevar Bush, Dr. Car1 T. 
Compton, and Dr. James B. Conant. Before I had left for 
Postdam the committee recommended that the bomb 
be used against Japan. 

General Marshall said in Postdam that, if the bomb 
worked, we would save a quarter of a million American 

-- - - - - - - - *  

lives and probably save millions of Japanese.-- 
I gave careful thought to what my advisors had 

co&seled. I wanted to weigh all the possibilities and' 
implications. Here was the most powerful weapon of' - 
destruction ever devised and perhaps if was more than 
that... 

I then agreed to use the atomic bomb Japan did 
not yield. 

I had reached a decision after long and careful 
thought. It was not an easy decision to make. I did not 
like the weapon, but I had no qualms if in the long run 
millions of lives would be saved. 

I 1  The rest is history .... 
Quotation from President Truman included 
inMr. President by William Hillman 



THE BOMBING OF HIROSHIMA 
SciencelAmerican Historv/STS Grades 8-1 2 

I LESSON 

I IMTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILLPROCESS 

We've been studying the second World War. In this lesson we're going to focus our 
attention on how the war ended and what impact its ending had on history after the 
war. We will also learn some ways to think about our decisions that can help us 
make good ones more frequently. Let's spend a little time on decision making first. 
How many of you have made decisions recently that you think are good ones? Ask 
for a show of hands and a few examples. 

How many of you have made other decisions that you weren't too happy with? Ask 
for a show of hands. Write down some details about a decision that you've made 
recently that didn't work out too well. Allow a few minutes. 

Now that you have had a chance to discuss your decision with a partner, will some- 
one tell the class about your decision? Ask for three or four examples. Write the 
decisions on the chalkboard, along with students' suggestions about how they could 
have made better decisions. Responses tend to include examples in which students 

Now tell your partner about your decision. Discuss two things: Why wasn't this 
such a good decision? What might you have thought about before you made it, that 
could have resulted in a decision you'd feel better about now. Write these ideas 
down as they come up in your discussion Give the groups a few minutes to work 
together. 

I I 
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didn't realize some of the consequences of their decisions. They usually indicate that, if 
they had thought about what might happen, or had gotten information about the 
consequences, they would have made a different decision. Other responses tend to 
include examples in which students didn't think about other alternatives which were 
better. Write the options examples in one column and the consequence examples in 
another. Then ask students to label what is in each column. ANSWERS INCLUDE: Alterna- 
tives, possibilities, choices, things to do, options (column 1); results, consequences, 
what will happen (column 2). Write these words on the board at the top of the appro- 
priate column. Categorize students' responses using the words "Options" and "Conse- 
quences" for these two columns. Label the columns 'Think about Options" and "Think 
about C o ~ u n c e s " .  

Now you've got some ideas about what to think about when you're making another 
decision Let's put these ideas together 
with some others that have been sug- 
gested about making decisions and 
develop an organized plan for good 

1. W hat makes a decision necessary? decision making. Write the thinking map 
of skillful decision making on the board: 2 What are my options? 

ment and use of atomic weapons d w g e d  world politics and ushered in the atomic 
age - an age in which we now live. While many people thought that President 
Truman's decision was a good decision, many thought it wasn't Even today people 
disagree. Let's hear what President Truman himself said about this decision Here's a 
quotation from a book by his biographer, William Hillman: 

'We were planning an invasion of Japan with the use of 2,000,000 men 
and the military has estimated that the invasion might result in very heavy 
casualties. In April I had appointed an interim cornmitt& consisting of 
!%cretary Stimson, George L Hanison, James H. Byrnes, William L. 
Clayton, Dr. Vannevar Bush, Dr. Car1 T. Compton, and Dr. James B. Conant. 
Before I had left for Postdarn the committee recommended that the bomb be 
used against Japan. 

General Marshall said in Postdam that, if the bomb worked, we would 
save a quarter of a million American lives and probably save millions of 
Japanese. 

I gave careful thought to what my advisors had counseled. I wanted to 
weigh all the possibilities and implications. Here was the most powerful 
weapon of destruction ever devised and perhaps it was more than that ... 

I then agreed to use the atomic bomb of Japan did not yield. 
I had reached a decision after long and careful thought. It was not an  easy 

decision to make. I did not like the weapon, but I had no qualms if in the 

We hope that, when our President makes 
important decisions, he thinks about 
them in this way. One of the key deci- 
sions made by a president in this century 
was President Truman's decision to drop 
the atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, to 
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3. What consequences information of each is there option? about the 

4. How important are the consequences? 

5. consequences? Which option is the best in the light of the 
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long run millions of lives would be saved. 
The rest is history ..." 

If students ask for information about the people selected for the committee, they can be 
given this background information: 

Henry L. Stimson served as Secretary of State under Herbert Hoover from 
1929 to 1933 and was appointed Secretary of War in 1940 by Democratic 
President FranMin D. Roosevdt in an effort to ensure bipartisan support for 
the impending war effort. Stimson participated in every phase of the plan- 
ning and direction of the atomic bomb project. 

George L. Harrison served as a special consultant to the Secretary of War. 
James H. Bymes had been a U. S. representative, senator, and Supreme 

Court Justice, and the Director of the Office of War Mobilization On July 7, 
1945 he became Secretary of State. Roosevelt called him "the Assistant 
President." 

William L Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. 
Dr. Vannevar Bush, Director of the Office of Scientific Development. 
Dr. Karl T. Compton, Resident of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol- 

OgY- 
Dr. James B. Conant, Chainnan of the National Defense Board and later 

the Resident of Harvard University. 
The interim committee would eventually include Arthur H. Compton, 
brother of Karl Compton and the director of the Metallurgical Laboratory at 
University of Chicago. and Ralph Bard, Undersecretary of the Navy. 
Stimson, Bush, and Conant had served on a presidential advisory commit- 
tee on nuclear fission since the fall of 1941. 

Note that President Truman tells us that he's thought carefully about his decision. 
He says 'T wanted to weigh all the possibilities and implications" What is he telling 
us about his decision making? Has he followed the thinking map? Resident Truman 
is saying that he wanted to consider all the options and consequences. This is the heart 
of skillful decision making as described on the thinking map. 

Let's think through President Truman's decision ourselves according to our plan for 
careful decision making to see whether we believe President Truman made the right 
decision. 

I THINKING ACTIVELY 

Suppose that you were in President Truman's position in August, 1945. What Presi- 
dent T m a n  tells us about in his quote was that he had the option of using the 
atomic bomb to bomb a city, but was hesitant about doing so. Why should he be 
hesitant? Hadn't we been bombing Japanese cities during this phase of the war? 
Why shouldn'e he just continue to do so but use this new bomb instead? In order to 
answer this question, let's look at some material from our physics book and from the 
additional source material on the effects of detonating an atomic bomb. Work to- 
gether in your groups again We are going to read the material in class using a "jig- 



saw!' Explain to students that a jig-saw is when each person in a group reads a differ- 
ent part (or piece) of an article, and then the group fits the different pieces together by 
sharing what they've read in the order in which it appears in the article. After a few 
minutes, ask students to share what they've read. When they mention things like 
nuclear fission, chain reactions, radiation, and nuclear fallout elaborate these concepts 
briefly so that you're sure the class grasps how this bomb was different from conven- 
tional weapons. Show the class pictures of the bomb that was used on Hiroshima, and 
of the nuclear explosion at Los Alamos, New mexico, when the bomb was tested. 

Now let's ask the first question on the thinking map for skillful decision making. 
Why was a decision about whether to use the atomic bomb on a city like ~ k s h i m a  
necessary in the first place? Why couldn't you defer that question to a later time? 
What was going on then? Why was a .  atomic bomb being considered? RESPONSES 
INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED m: There was a war going on. Many people were being 
killed. The atomic bomb had been tested and it worked. The atomic bomb has tremendous de- 
structive power. The Japanese said they would not surrender unconditionally. The Japanese had 
bombed Pearl Harbor in a surprise attack. 

What are different options for ending the war? What course of action might the 
United States take at this point? Discuss 
this together in a group of three or four and 
make a list of as many different options as 
YOU can on this graphic organizer for skill- 
ful decision making. Consider unusual 
possibilities. Try to include different kinds 
of options as well as some unusual ones. 
Maybe one of the unusual options will 
turn out to be better than the ordinary 
choices. Jot down your group's ideas about 
President Truman's options on the graphic 
organizer for skillful decision making. 
Give the students five to seven minutes to 
write down options. 

Now tell us one option from your group's 
list. Write these on the chalkboard or on a 
transparency containing a dass-wide ver- 
sion of the graphic organizer. RESPONSES 
INCLUDE: Demonstrate the bomb, use the bomb 
against Hiroshima, surrender, continue the 
~nbargo/blockade, engage in terrorist attacks, 
negotiate with Japan, invade the Japanese main- 
land, continue conventional bombing, ceasefire, threaten to drop the atomic bomb, incite the 
Japanese people against the Emperor, use chemical ~ e q ~ ~ n s .  

Let's think about one of these options. Let's pick one that seems worth exploring - 
invading the Japanese mainland. What might the consequences be if the United 
States undertook this military action? List as many as you c a .  Make sure you con- 



sider short- and long-term consequences, as well as consequences for others besides 
ourselves. Work in groups again, write 'Invading Japan' on your graphic organizer 
under 'Option Considered,' and list the consequences you come up with in the ap- 
propriate column. RESPONSES INCLUDE: Heazly American casualties, hea y Japanese casual- 
ties, high dollar cost, war continues indefinitely, loss of Japanese shrines, environmental dam- 
age, loss of public support at home, war contractors do well, fhe US loses the war, Japan gains 
allies, Soviet Union enters eastern front in Japan, Japan occupied by the United States and the 
Soviet Union like Germany. 

Now let's consider whether or not these consequences are realistic When you make 
a decision you shouldn't just base it on what you think might happen Often our 
hopes and fears make us think that something will result, when it is really unlikely 
that it will. Let's look at one of the proposed consequences - that there will be heavy 
US casualties and consider some information about the possibility of an invasion of 
the japanese mainland. Read this transcription of two ~aianese &itary men g 
about their preparations for an American invasion of the Japanese mainland. Does 
this information support the likelihood of heavy American casualties? Put a check 
next to this consequence if this information 
supports it. If the information shows that the 
consequence is far-fetched or very unlikely, put a 
line through it. Summarize the relevant informa- -.--V 

-ICIU-..- 

tion from these passages in the column next to 
the consequence. The information supports heavy 
American casualties. The graphic organizer at this 
stage in the lesson should look like this: 

Is this information enough for you to conclude 

five, they may not be as reliable as they wouldbe 
if there were made at the time, or they may represent barvado on the part of Japanese 
military men who were in charge of repelling an American invasion but who never had 
a chance to because the United States used the atomic bomb. Overall they need cor- 
roboration. 

;,,.that.the consequence it sipports is likely? How 
reliable do you think this information is? Why? 
Japanese military men might be exaggerating for 
propaganda value. Attending to the context of 
these statements may be helpful: If this were 
broadcast to the US, perhaps it is propaganda; if it i:; 

took place in a private conversation, perhaps it is ':: 

accurate. Students may also ask: When were these iii. 
. 

statements made? If the were retrospec- 

Let's look at some other information Here are some reports about the fighting in the 
Pacific. What do they show and how reliable are they? Do they corroborate what the 
Japanese military men were saying? Is there any reason to think they might not be 
reliable? Record your results on the graphic organizer. Give each group two of the 
four additional sources from the material contained as resources in this lesson. One 
group, for example, could receive accounts of the fighting in the battles for the islands 
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of Iwo Jima and Okinawa and you could point out where these islands are located and 
when this fighting took place. This will help them to detect a pattern of island-hopping 
towards the Japanese mainland, as the ferocious fighting that took place on each island. 
Whatever the source they are working with, ask each group to report back. Additional 
accounts tend to corroborate what the Japanese naval officers reported. As each group 
reports, ask whether or not they find the accounts reliable and why. 

When you try to decide whether an option is advisable, it is necessary to consider 
the importance of the consequences. Does the consequences we have been consider- 
ing 'count in favor or against the option? Write a plus or a minus next to it depending 
on whether it is a pro or a con Also, consider how important the consequence is? 
Rate the consequence as very important, important, or not important. Discuss the 
importance of the consequence in your p u p s  and write your comments in the last 
column on the diagram. If the consequence is very important, circle it. Most students 
rate this consequence as very important and circle it. When asked why, most students 
respond that life is very important or that preventing casualties among our own troops 
is a very important consideration lh warfare- 

Work in your goups now. One group should finish discussing this option and 
complete the diagram. Other groups should choose one of the other options. Write 
down what you think the consequences may be foryour option Then see if you can 
find information which supports or counts against whether the consequence will 
really happen. You can use information from your textbooks and/or from additional 
resource material. Continue to put check marks next to the consequences which are 
well-supported by what you judge to be reliable information. Otherwise, either put 
nothing next to the consequence, or, if there is reliable information which indicates 
that the consequence is very unlikely, cross it out. Rate the consequences & Well A d  
write your ratings in the last column on you  graphic organizer. After enough time 
for research and group work (this could be an overnight activity) ask each group to 
report. Ask the students to write the c o q e n c e s  and their ratings on the board so 
that the whole dass can see them and con compare the results from the different 
groups to each other. When they mention special consequences due to the special 
nature of the atomic bomb (like the vast destruction and loss of life if the bomb is 
dropped on a Japanese city) ask them to elaborate why they think this will happen 
based on what they know about the nature of this bomb. 

Now decide which option you think is best Write a recommendation on what you 
think should be done and defend your recommendation by referring to what you 
found out about the likely consequences of the various options. This can be an in- 
class assignment or assigned as homework. Discuss these recommendations in class. 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

How did you go about thinking through this decision? Describe what you did first, 
next, etc Draw a diagram that represents a flowchart of your ANY RESPONSE 
IS ACCEPTABLE, IF IT INCLUDES REFERENCE TO lXIMONG ABOUT THE FOLLOWING: W t  
makes the decision necessary, options, consequences, s u ~ f  for consequences, importance o f  
consequences, and best option. 
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INFUSING THINKING IKTO INSTRUCTION - SECONDARY DECISION MAKI~ 

S What do you think about this way of making decisions? 

1 How does this compare to the way you ordinarily make decisions? 

Is this a good way to do it? What are some of its pros and cons? 

Were there any aspects of this activity that you found particularly hard? Why? What 
might make it easier for you to do these next time? Answers vary to each of these 
questions, though many students say that the graphic organizer helps them be more 
thorough in their decision making and they feel more confident of their decision be- 
cause they can give reasons for it. 

What plan for careful decision making do you think works best for you? 

What's a good way to make sure that you follow this new plan instead of 
continuing to make decisions the way you ordinarily do? ANSWERS VARY. 

APPLYING YOUR THINKING 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 

Right after World War I1 the United States had to decide what to do about the condi- 
tions in war-torn Europe. Help our leaders decide* by working this problem out - 
using your decision making strategy. Write out your recommendations and include 
any back-up data you collect to support them 

Make note of a decision that you are trying to make right now, or that you will have 
to make some time soon. ANSWERS VARY. 

ZTzirikthrough this decision following the plan for decision making you just devel- 
oped. Make sure you list any unanswered questions you may have so that you can 
continue to think your decision through after you leave class. 

REINFORCEMENT LATER 

Later in the school year when the following topics arise ask these questions: 

We are studying the Cuban Missile Crisis. Use your plan for decision making to try 
to decide what to do. Look for information about how President Kennedy made his 
decision and compare it to yours. 

We are studying the development of nuclear weapons in this country. Use your plan 
for decision making to decide what policy we should adopt 





THE BOMBING OF HIROSHIMA 

SOURCE MATERIAL ON NUCLEAR FISSION AND THE 
EFFECTS OF A NUCLEAR BLAST ON A POPULATED AREA 

Nuclear Fission and Chain nuclei, which, in turn, trigger the fission of 
Reactions still other nuclei, and so forth. Such a self- 

The possibility of tapping the energy sustaining series of fissions yields &ormous 
stored in atomic nuclei as a source of amounts of useful ener gy... (from Physics, Its 
large scale power was opened up by the Methods and Meanings, by R Taffel, 5th 
discovery of nuclearfisson. by 0. Hahn Edition, Bacon, Boston, MA, 1986). 
and his coworkers. Nuclear fission is a 
process whereby certain nuclei of heavy 
a tom split up into two nearly equal parts 
when they are bombarded by neutrons. At the 
same time, each split nucleus ejects one or 
more neutrons that often move rapidly 
enough to cause other nuclei to undergo 
fission. In 1939 Hahn and his coworkers 
found that when the nuclei of the isotope 

. of uranium known as U-235 are born- 
h x k d  by neutrons, they break up into 
nearly equal pairs of nuclei such as 
barisun and krypton or antimony and 
niobi um... 
From the standpoint of developing 
nuclear power, fission is important for 
two reasons. First, there is significant loss 
of mass during every fission reaction so 
that the sum of the masses of the frag- 
ments of the split nucleus is smaller than 
the original mass of that nucleus. This lost 
mass is converted into large quantities of 
energy according to the Einstein relation- 
ship, E = MCZ. The energy is released 
from the nucleus as powerful gamma 
rays, heat, and the kinetic energy of the 
fast-moving nuclear fragments. 
Second, each neutron set free by the 
fission of a U-235 nucleus is moving fast 
enough to cause another U-235 nucleus to 
undergo fission. This makes it possible to 
set up a chain reaction in which the fission 
of one nucleus triggers the fission of other 

Energy from a Nuclear Explosion 
A nuclear explosion is simply IY 
rapid release of energy due to 
sion or fusion in a very small volume. The 
reaction generally occurs in a few 
onds, releasing enormous quantities of 
energy. The fission reaction requires a 
supercritical mass of an appropriate fission- 
able nuclide and an initial source of neu- 
trons. U-233, U-235, and Pu-239 are all 
suitable in that they are capable of undergo- 
ing fission with any energy of neutrons and 
have reasonably long half-lives such that 
they do not decay to other non-fissionable 
materials. The basic fission reaction, as 
exemplified by U-235, is 
U-235 + n =Fission Fragments + 2-3 neu- 
trons + Energy 
... Splitting of one U-235 nucleus releases 
about 200 Mev of energy ... About half of the 
energy goes into the explosive blast, a third 
to heat, and the remaining sixth or so to 
radioactivity ... In addition to the radioactive 
byproducts of the fission ... reactions, 
... fissio R.. explosives produce a variety of 
radioactive species from neutron activation, 
of the bomb casing and other materials, 
including the air and ground. (from Radio- 
activity in the Environment, by Ronald L. 
Kathren (Harwood Academic Publishers, 
1984). 



SOURCE MATERIAL ON THE CONSEQUENCES OF 
INVADING THE JAPANESE MAINLAND 

Reports by Japanese military two man submarines in Kagoshima bay. 
officers of Japan's preparedness We were absolutely confuient that with this 
for an American invasion of the force we could sink about two hundred Ameri- 
Japanese mainland can transports. " 
Lieutenant General Seizo Arisue 

"Those of us in the second department, 
the G2, had to consider whether the 
Americans would land in the southern 
Kyushu or on the Canto Plain. Our con- 
clusion was that if the Americans landed 
in the southern Kyushu our present 
forces alone would be sufficient to fight 
off the Americans" 

Captain Tsuezo Wachi, Commander of 
the Suiade Naval Forces in Kyushu 
revealed the specific tactics: 

By 1944 japan had lost almost all of its 
warships and as a result a unit known in 
Japan as tofsugekifai and which translated 
into English means pursuit unit was 
formed. The mainstay of this force was the 
fleet of shinyo -type boats. The name shinyo 
literally translated into English means 
trembling ocean boat. . . . . Its top speed 
ranged from 28 to 30 knots. About 300 
kilograms of TNT was put into the bow so 
that it would explode when the craft hit 
the target. Wachi's unit was, as he recalled, 

/ "the only force available to guard the entire 
I , coast line of southern Kyushu." The unit 
' consisted of shinyo boats, "human torpe- 
does" and midget submarines. Wachi 

I assumed that the Americans would come 
soon after Okinawa was secured: 
'There were about 600 shinyo -type uaft 

I and they were posted throughout the 
coastline hidden in small ports and other 

, vantage points for defending he coast. In 
I Koshikijima Island there were about 100 
1 Keiten -type human torpedoes primed for 

1 I action. In addition we had about sixty- 

The following account of the battle 
for Iwo Jirna and its repercussions 
on the home front has been 
excerpted from a book published 
twenty years later by an U-S, Navy 
war correspondent: 

The [American] tanks, now maneuver- 
ing inland, were helping, but there was a 
surprising amount of opposition left in the 
neck of the island. For days it had been 
saturated with naval and aerial bombs. 
Still the enemy lived on. Captain Masao 
Hayauchi's 12th Independent Anti-Tank 
Battalion knocked out several ~fierm"ks 
[American tanks]. When his guns were 
smashed, he led the last assault. Clutching 
to his chest a charge with the fuse lit, he 
splayed himself a tank and blew himself 
up ... 

Private First Class George Smyth, eigh- 
teen, of Brooklyn, had never seen such 
Japanese. They were 6-footers, and they 
never retreated. Smyth's buddy fell  beside 
him, a pistol bullet through his head, dead 
center. It came from a captured Marine 
-45. On the other side, a Japanese same 
down with his sword, both hands grasp 
ing the hilt. The Marine put up his right 
hand to ward off the blow, and his arm 
was sliced down the middle, fingers to 
elbow. As Smyth ran forward, a Japanese 
disappeared before him into a hole. Smyth 
dropped at the hole to finish him off, but 
the Japanese was already rising from a 
tunnel behind him. Smyth turned just in 



time to kill him. The ground was finest youth to be murdered on places like 
giving ...[ the enemy] every advantage, and Iwo Jima. It is too much for boys to stand, 
they were using them all. By nightfall, too much for mothers and homes to take. It 
nearly every [American] gain in the center is driving some mothers crazy, Why can't 
had been nullified ... objectives be accomplished in some other 

The 26th [Marine regiment] made nearly 
200 yards, capturing a strong-point that 
had held up the advance the previous day, 
and found itself in front of a knoll, north of 
what had been Nishi village. The enemy 
fell strangely silent, and the Marines cau- 
tiously surrounded the hill. Demolitions 
men blasted one cave entrance closed, and 
machine gunners cut down Japanese who 
ran from a rear entrance. The hill still 
looked suspicious, but Marines ran to the 
top of i t  Just then the whole hill shud- 
dered and the top blew out with a roar 
heard over the island. Men were thrown 
into the air, and those nearby were 
stunned by concussion. Dozens of Marines 
disappeared in the blast crater, and their 
comrades ran in to dig for them. Strong 
men vomited at the sight of charred bod- 
ies, and others walked from the area cry- 
ing. The enemy had blow up his own 
cokm&d post, inflicting forty-three Ma- 
rine casualties at the same time ... 

On February 27 the subject [of American 
losses] sprang into national prominence. 
The San Francisco Examiner, in a front page 
editorial, said that while the Marines 
would no doubt capture Iwo Jima, "there is 
awesome evidence in the situation that the 
attacking American forces are paying 
heavily for the island, perhaps too 
heavily." 

''It is the same thing that happened at 
Tarawa and Saip an..." the editorial said, 
"and if it continues the American forces are 
in danger of being worn out before they 
ever reach the really critical Japanese 
areas." ... 

On March 16, the Navy disclosed that it 
had received "a number" of letters, and 
released one as typical. A woman wrote: 
'Please, for God's sake, stop sending our 

way? It is almost inhuman and awful-stop, 
stop!" 

The Navy said that Secretary Forrestal 
had replied: ... 

"[We] have now, no final means of win- 
ning battles through the valor of the Ma- 
rine or Anny soldier who, with rifle and 
grenade, storms enemy positions, takes 
them, and holds then There is not shortcut 
or easy way. I wish there were." 

The following description was 
written by a war correspondent 
who landed with the Marines at Iwo 
Jima. -C 

Whether the dead were Japs or Ameri- 
cans, they had one thing in common; they 
had died with the greatest possible vio- 
lence. Nowhere in the Pacific war had I 
seen such badly mangled bodies. Many 
were cut squarely in half. Legs and arms 
lay fifty feet away from any body. In one 
spot on the sand, far from the nearest 
cluster of dead, I saw a string of guts 15 feet 
long. Only legs were easy to idat*; they 
were lap if wrapped in khaki puttees, 
American if covered by canvas leggings. 
The s m d  of burning flesh was heavy in 
some areas. 

What the Japs succeeded in doing was 
this: They built underground so well that 
they all but nullified our superior fie- 
power. We could bomb and shell until our 
guns sizzled and our pilots dropped ... But 
when our banage lifted and our infantry 
advanced the Japs were back in position, 
firing their machine guns and mortar. 

At times it was agonizing to realize that 
we progressed so slowly and at so high a 
price, in spite of our superior strength. For 
all our technical skill, we had on Iwo no 
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method and not weapon to counteract the 
enemy's underground defense- The Japs 
made us fight on their own terms. We 
could beat them on their own terms; we 
could kill four for one; we could make 
them take as many casualties as we took ( 
and their casualties were nearly all dead). 
But the men fighting on Iwo Jima frankly 
thought that price too high. The Japs 
didn't seem to mind dying; we preferred 
to liv e... 
The hopes we had of a quick victory 

melted away slowly. One day it seemed 
that only a few more days would be re- 
quired; next day it seemed that surely a 
break would come somewhere; a week 
later our progress was still being measured 
50 yards, 100 yards, 300 yards at a 
time ...[ The Japs] stayed in their tunnels 
and their molehills to the deathly end, and 
we had to go in and dig them out or burn 
[them] out or seal them in There was 
nothing else for us to do. It was brave men 
against Jap cunning and Jap steel. 

Iwo Jima was followed by the 
battle of Okinawa (April-June 
I S M ) ,  which was planned as the 
last step before the expected 
invasion of Japan. The following 
excerpt taken from the official U.S. 
Army history suggests the nature 
of the fighting there: 

Nothing illustrates so well the great 
difference between the fighting in the 
Pacific and that in Europe as the small 
number of military prisoners taken on 
Okinawa. At the end of May the III Am- 
phibious Corps had captured only 128 
Japanese soldiers. At the same time, after 
two months of fighting in southern 
Okinawa, the four divisions of the XXIV 
Corps had taken only 90 military prison- 
ers. The 77th Division, which had been in 
the center of the line ... had taken only 9 
during all that time. Most of the enemy 

taken prisoner either were badly wounded 
or were unconscious; they could not pre- 
vent capture or commit suicide before 
falling into American hands. 

In the light of these prisoner figures there 
is no question as to the state of Japanese 
morale. The Japanese soldier fought until 
he was killed. There was only one kind of 
Japanese casualty - the dead ... 

Casualties on the American side were the 
heaviest of the Pacific war...Nonbattle 
casualties were numerous, a large percent- 
age of them being neuropsychiatric or 
"combat fatigue'' cases ... The most impor- 
tant cause of this was unquestionably the 
great amount of enemy artillery and mor- 
tar fire, the heaviest concentrations experi- 
enced in the Pacific War. Another cause of 
men's nerves giving way was the unend- 
ing close-in battle with a fanatical foe. The 
rate of psychiatric cases was probably 
higher in Okinawa than in any previous 
operation in the Pacific 

A U.S. Naval Academy historian 
and the commander of American 
Naval forces in the Pacific describe. 
the effect of Japanese suicide 
planes (Kamikaze) in the U.S. fleet 
at Okinawa: 

From the beginning, Japanese bombers 
and suicide planes made sporadic attacks 
on the American ships off Okinawa. On 
March 31 a kamhze aashes onto 
Spruance's flagship Indianapolis, releasing a 
bomb that penetrated several decks and 
blew two holes in her hull. While Spruance 
transferred his flag to the old battleship 
N m  Mexico, the Indianapolis was patched 
up in the Kerama anchorage and then 
headed for Mare Island Navy Yard for 
extensive repairs. On April 4 a crashing 
kamikaze so mangled a destroyer-trans- 
port that she had to be sunk. By April 5 
Japanese bombers and suicide planes had 
succeeded in damaging 39 naval vessels, 



including two old battleships, three d s -  
ers, and an escort carrier. These raids 
however were mere preliminaries to the 
generai counterattack which the Imperial 
Army and Navy, acting for the first time in 
really close concert, launched on April 6.  
On the morning of the 6th a Japanese 
reconnaissance plane sighted TF 58 east of 
Okinawa. Shortly afterward 355 kamikaze 
pilots in old aircraft rigged for suicide 
attack began taking off from airfields in 
Kyushu Some headed for TF 58, others for 
the shipping off Okinawa. 

First and most persistently attacked by 
the kamikaze were the outlying picket 
vessels, which early in the campaign gm- 
erally had only their own guns to protect 
themselves. In mid-afternoon of the 6th, 
suicide planes swanned down on the 
destroyer Bush on picket patrol north of 
Okinawa and made three hits. The de- 
stroyer CaUzoun, patrolling the adjacent 
station, rushed to support the damaged 
Bush and was herself aashed by three 
kamikazes. Both destroyers began to sink. 
An alert combat air patrol and long-prac- 
ticed coun&mneasures prevented the 
enemy aircraft from reaching TF-58 that 
day, but about 200 reached the Oldnawa 
area. Here most of the attackers were 
disposed of by fighter planes and by anti- 
aircraft fire so intense that a hail of falling 
shell fragments caused 38 American casu- 
alties. Nevertheless the enemy planes 
damaged 22 naval vessels, sank a de- 
stroyer-transport and an LST, and demol- 
ished two loaded ammunition ships, leav- 
ing the Tenth Army short of certain types 
of shell,.. 

On April 7 a Kamikaze at last penetrated 
the TF 58 air patrol and aashed into the 
deck of the carrier Hancock, killing 43 men. 
By nightfall, suicide planes had damaged 
four more naval vessels. The April 6-7 raid 
was only the first of ten general kamikaze 
attacks launched against the fleet and 
shipping off Okinawa. Smaller-scale sui- 

cide and conventional air raids occurred , 
nearly every day ... 

Though the kamikaze continued to find 
most of their victims among the radar 
pickets and the ships off Okinawa, the fast 
carrier force took its share of hits. Admiral 
Mitscher lost a large part of his staff and 
had to shift flagships twice in three days as 
the carriers Bunker Hill and Enterprise were 
successively hit and put out of action by 
crashing kamikazes. Southeast of Okinawa 
the British task force also came under 
persistent kamikaze attack. All four British 
carriers were hit, but all were able to con- 
tinue operatio ns... 

Nearly 13,000 Americans had been killed, I 

of whom 3,400 were marines and 4,900 
navy. In the fleet most of the casualties 
among ships and men were the result of 
enemy air attack, chiefly by suicide planes. 
By air attack alone 15 naval vessels were 
sunk, none larger than a destroyer, and 
more than 200 were damaged, some be- 
yond salvage. This costly sacrifice had 
purchased a position for bringing air 
power to bear heavily upon the industrial 
centers of southern Japan and a base for 
completing the blockade of the home 
islands and for supporting an invasion of 
Kyushu. 
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demands and negotiate 
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Sample Student Responses The Bombing of Hiroshima 

Increase conventional bombing 
Incite Japanese people against their government 
Use chemical weapons 

may cause some to view Truman as irresolute. 

- Long-term damage 
to the environment 

tant, but less so if uninhabi 



(INFUSING THINKING INTO l ~ m u c m * -  SECONDARY DECISION MAKING 
l Sample Student Responses The Bombing of Hiroshima 

Tell the Japanese about the A-bomb and -en its use. 
Resign as EbzAdent 
Declare victory and withdraw 

BOMB ON A POPULATED M1 

Why do I think each 
consequence will occul3 

* 

eager to end it. 

Deters Soviet Union 

same moral consideration 
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Sample Student Responses The Bombing of Hiroshima Writing Extension 

I August 1. 1945 

Dear Resident Tnunan, 

I I understand that you must make a decision about how to end the war. From the information I have, you have five basic 
options. You may use the atomic bomb on a strategic military city, demonstrate the bomb, invade Japan, continue 
conventional bombing, or negotiate peace. I am going to lay out the consequences of each option to assist your decision. 

Recently, you have been given information about a top secret weapon, the atomic bomb. From the test at Los Alamos, we 
understand that this weapon could devastate an entire city. This fact in itself should be given heavy consideration. An 
entire city will be xleduced to nothing. Any people or buildings within a certain radius of the bomb will disappear. This 
not only includes military weapons and personnel, but it also contains civilians who work and live in the targeted aty 
and the buildings which they inhabit. This total destruction must be discussed further before making this sort of decision. 
On the other hand, our secret weapon may save millions of American and Japanese lives in the long run. Right now, 
many soldiers are dying on behalf of both countries due to conventional fighting tactics. Thedore, the atomic bomb 
could put a quick end to the war, saving many military casualties. 

However, most of the scientists I have corresponded with have made it very dear that they do not think we should use 
the bomb against a populated city at this point. They suggest that a demonstration of the bomb be given the Japanese. In 
this way, the Japanese will witness the power that the United States possesses. This may intimidate them enough to 
surrender and end the war and save lives. Yet, they may not surrender even if a demonstration is given. Or perhaps, the 
demonstration may not work properly. There is a lot of uncertainty about this. Nevertheless, a demonstration of the bomk 
will reduce some of the guilt that the United States will have to face if it is necessary to use the bomb on a military target. 

~reviously, the United States had been planning to invade Japan with two million soldiers. We estimate over a million of 
&ties on both sides as a result of this invasion. These numbers do seem plausible because of the reports we have 
d v e d  regarding casualties from -t attacks- The negatives seem to far outweigh the positives in this alternative. 
b i d e s  105s of life, we could loose the battle. In addition, this invasion may not end the war quickly. If the war is pro- 
longed, it will cost the U. S. more money. More men may be drafted in order to revive the force fmm losses. All of these 
factors may alsq cause you to lose favor with the American people and therefore lose the next election On the other hand, 
then? is a slim chance that we may win the war quickly by invading. The Allies may pin in. We may then be able to spare 
many civilian lives, and keep the atomic bomb as our "secret" weapon. 

an invasion may have many drawbacks, continuing conventional bombing seems to incur just as many. Em, this 
p& is costing us many American lives and dollars. Also, there is no guarantee that the Japanese will surrender 
anytime soon. We are receiving reports that the Japanese soldiers will fight until all of them are dead. On the other hand, 
we also have received reports which tell us that the commanders are talking about a way to negotiate an end to the war 
through Stalin as a mediator. In this is the case, we need to consider carefully the last option - negotiated peace. 

The final choice is my --endation to you. I suggest that the United States try to negotiate peace with the Japanese at 
this stage in the war. We may gain a resolution to end the war quickly. Leading Japanese intellectuals support negotia- 
tions. Also, we know that the Japanese military wanted to negotiate an end if they were to win the Marianas. Knowing 
that the Japanese leaders also consider surrendering under conditional tarns, we may be able to achieve peace quite 
easily through compromise. 

Yet there are people who believe that Japan will never surrender, due to their immense sense of national pride. In 
addition, Mr. Stimson believes that the United States should not change its position about Japan's unconditional surren- 
der. He thinks that if the Japan- do not surrender unconditionally, then they will rise up and begin another war. He 
d o g  not want to see the Japanese =peat what the Germans did in World War I and World War 11. There is also the fear 
that if we b e p  negotiations with Japan, the talks may take too long or that nothing will be decided from the talks. 
Filly, there is the danger that the Japanese may have time to become stronger during these peace talks. 

Nanerthdess, it is my -est opinion that peace arbitration is the best choice for you to make at this time. It is in the 
United States best int-t to end the war quickly. We may not have to concede anything very serious that could leave 
Japan still a threat: there is some indication that the Japanese will sufiender if they can retain their emperor. If the 
Japanese stall, on the other hand, to rebuild their armed forces, we must remember that we still have the ato~lnic bomb. 
We should then consider more saiously either demonstrating the weapon or using it on a city. We have little to lose if we 
give peace talks a chance, and much to gain. 

Sincerely, 
Rebecca Price 
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Sample Student Responses AlternaQLe Energy Sources 

DECISION MAKING , MATRIX 

OPTIONS 

NUCLEAR 

sOLAR 

WIND 

/+ * ,/+ power- - ,' - , - * ,-+ - 

RELEVANT CONSEQUENCES 

RENEWABILITY 
Uranium in U.S. 
reserves will p e r  
existing reactors only 
thirty years; breeder 
reactors produce more 
fuel than they use and 
can meet inaeased 
future demands. 

* :+ 
The sun tentially 
supplies% times mwe 
energy than we amswne 
each ear, more than we 
will l!kely ever need 
Solar energy h renewhe 
tesourcc. 

a ,..4 
h a s  of strong. 
prwailing mtinuoua 
wind are not common- 

lace in the world. 
hind ia 6easonal; in 
most plea s h e  amount 
varies from night today, 
season to s e a m  

ACCESSIBILITY 

One-fourth of world's 
uranium Is in U.S. in 
300 mines. If demand 
increases. mining 
would remain a 
practical process. 

- ' 

,. + 
Usuable radiant energy 
also diffuses throu h 
clouds. The sun is &e 
most amssible of all 
energy sources and will 
reina~n available 
regardless of future 
demand. 

/ '  + 
Where wind blows 
m t i n u d y ,  it b often 
usable for roducmg 
electridr 
windmil S ut most 
area9 having pmailing 
winds,Ukeopenaun. 
m mountain ranges, are 
impractical to exploit. 

, 

COSTOF * 

A pound of uranium 
hel  has 3 million 
times (he energy of a 
pound of mal; 
refining uranium is 
very ex ensive, but 
smoothb running 
plank pmdure cheap 
mergy. htw planb, 
likel to be more 
ef J n t .  + 
Sunlight is expensive 
b harness. Home soh 
collectors o n  cost 
$5000. Photo-voltaic 
cells p e r a t e  
ellctndtyody h-U 
amounts. Increased 
demand on solar 
energy would be 
expensive. 

, ' 

: - 
Windmill turbines 
expe~ive lobuild and 
maintain. takes 
hudreds to generate a 
small amount of 
electriaty. Increased 
supply of windmill 
energy would be very 
costly. 

EASE OF 
\ 
\ 

CONVERSION \ 

m although it is not 
feasible to power 
vehicles dirrctly with 
nuclear energy, 
nuclear power plan@ 
produce electridty, 
which is used along 
the existing power 
distribution network. 

COSTTO 
U)NYIHERS 

Energy produced 
fmm exlsting 
nuclear power 
plants readily 
available, abundant, 
and affordable, 
Nuclear power 
plants can be built 
almost anywhere. * ,,+: 
Although solar 
panels arc mtly, 
oncc in place, the 
eneg produced b 
virtuajl +. For 
those wto  llve in 
regions that get little 
sun, l a m  rtation 

SAFETY 

Radioactive material 
is extremely 
dangerous. At Thm 
Mile Island and at 
Chernobyl, serios 
nuclear accidents 
have occurred. More 
reactors mean more 
risk. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT 

Safe and long-term 
disposal of used 
reactor fuel is a big 
problem baked 
radioactivity can 
sicken and kill people 
and cause long-term 
damage to -tern 
More reacton means 

+ 
unlight is not 

h i n d 1  dangernu* 
Ii is not Aammable, 
d o n  not explode, 
d o n  not leak, d m  
not orate pollutants 
Harnessing more 
piar  gyp^ no 

ca t s  for tEenergy unusual mks or 
make it more 
expensive. 

.,l+ 

The sun is not only a 
p r t  0, MW, ~t is a 
q u h m e n t  for the 
survival of life on 
Earth. Without 
en of the the 
p\azs lemper.tum 
WU p!-et to 
1WfJ below zero, 

In regions in which 
there 1s regular wind 
and windmills are in 
place, cunsumer 
ca t s  are very low. 
Cosb are determined 
by maintenance and 
transportation. ~n 
Iw-wind areas, costs 
would be higher. , 

usin solar energy to 
heat %ath water is a 
thing; using it to 
power Industry and 
vehicles is amlher. 
Would be extremely 
difficult covedn 
ma* power utifities 
to solar energy. 

/ 

Modern windmill8 
arc simple machinn 
.that stay a n d r o d  in 
.the p u n d .  Neither 
the wind nor the 
windmill p- any 
extnadinarydan 
to t h w  mainhi& 

, them or those using 
them. 

I 

,/- 

Windmills little threat 
to environment. They 
don't produce toxic 
chemicals or endan er hh 
proper d e a d  b r a  
w i n d d l  "famm they 
are environment- 
friendly. 

~ ~ ~ ~ n $ & l ~ s ~ ~ n  
generate a limited 

of pawer; 
U"Uket~ that 
areas with adquate 
wind WO" he 

%ny$2 :Lv 
to produce significant 



~NNSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-SECONDARY COMPARING AND CONTRASTING 

I 

Geometry 

PYRAMIDS AND CONES 

Grades 6 - 12 

LESSON 

l INTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILLPROCESS .. 

Think about a time that you compared and contrasted two things. Write down an example of 
two or more things that you compared and contrasted. Give students a few minutes to think of 
examples. Examples vary and all are acceptable. 

What did you think about to compare and contrast them? Students usually answer that they 
listed similarities and differences. Write these first two steps on the board. 

What did you do with this information after you listed similarities and differences? Students 
comment that they tried to figure out what to do, which product to buy, whether the differences 
were important in ways that affected something that they want to do. Add "Draw a conciusion 
based on the similarities and differences" to the steps. 

YOU usually base your decision or judgment on important characteristics that you take note of. 
Whether or not you recall doing so, you mentally discarded anything that isn't really 
important. For example, I was shopping for a stereo the other day and was comparing and 
contrasting two products. I noted that there was a difference in cost and in the size of the 
equipment, but I also noticed that the power switch was in the upper right-hand corner of one 
and in the lower right hand corner of the other. While the first two differences were important, 
1 ignored where the power switch was because it was not at all important to my decision. Jot 
down some examples of similarities and differences that you discarded when you drew your 
conclusion from the similarities and differences you noted. After asking students to share a few 
of these examples with the class, insert "Which similarities and differences are important" 



l 

~ N N S ~ N G  THINKING INTO ~NSTRUCTION-SECONDARY COMPARING AND CONTRASTING 

between the "differences" and "conclusions" steps, and add the word "important" before 
"similarities" in the "conclusion" step. 

There is something else that we often do that helps us to draw conclusions. Let's see if you did 
it in the example you chose. There are often many kinds of conclusions or decisions that you 
can reach from the same list of similarities and differences. When you looked at the list of 
important similarities and differences, some kinds of similarities and differences usually - 
group together suggesting an important conclusion. For example, when I bought my stereo 
noticed that the one with the lower price didnot have a digital clock, could not be programmed 
to automatically record from the radio, and did not have a counter that indicated how far along 
a tape that was playing had gone. I noticed that there was a pattern of the elimination of 
standard extra features that the more expensive stereo had. The less expensive one was a 
"shipped down" model. Initially I thought that the less expensive one was a better deal 
because it cost less. But the conclusion I drew now, that they had the same basic playing 
capacity, but the less expensive model lacked a lot of features that I wanted, led me to buy the 
model with the digital clock, etc., even though it was more expensive. The patterns that I saw 
helped me form my conclusion. Think about whether you detected some pattems that helped 
you reach a conclusion in you example. If so, what 
were the patterns? After a few student reports, 
insert "What patterns or types of significant simi- 
larities and differences are there?" before the con- 
clusion step. 1. How are they similar? 

We now have a "thinking map" of comparing and 
contrasting on the chalkboard. It provides us 
with a p u p  of important questions to ask and 
answer when we compare and contrast so that we 
compare and contrast well. Write the heading 
"OPEN COMPARE AND CONTRAST" above these 
questions, number them, and draw a box around 
them. What you now have on the board should 
look like this thinking map: 

1 2 How a n  they di f fhnt? 

1 3. What similarities and differences 
seem significant? 

4. What ma'or categories, patterns or 
themes do you see in the si nificant 3 similarities and differences. 

S. What interpretation or conclusion is 
suggested by the significant similarities 
and differences? 

We're going to try out this way of comparing and contrasting in a math lesson to see if it leads 
us to important conclusions and insights about what we are studying that we might not have 
drawn otherwise. We're going to be studying the characteristics of regular solid figures and 
we will compare and contrast two of these. Let's think about situations in the world around 
us where solid objects have regular shapes. Draw two or three examples and identify the 
shape this is an example of. After a few minutes ask students to share their drawings. The 
common regular three-dimensional shapes students draw are cones, cylinders, cubes, pyra- 
mids, rectangular solids, and spheres. Many students draw pictures of ice-cream cones for cones, 
garbage pails for cylinders, boxes for rectangular solids and cubes, the Egyptian pyramids for 
pyramids, and a baseball or basketball for a sphere. Other examples of cones are: a dunce-cap, 
the nose-cone of a rocket, a church steeple, a funnel, and the nose cone of a jet fighter, and a plastic 
construction-marker used on roads. Other examples of cylinders are water pipes, toilet-paper 
rolls, and tubes of various sorts. Other examples of cubes are sugar cubes, of rectangular solids 
are paperback books, of pyramids are a church steeples, and of spheres, a balloon. 

When we study geometrical shapes, whether they are plane or solid, we study shapes that are 
abstracted out of real situations like the ones you have drawn. This can help us find out certain 
things about these shapes that in turn helps us with practical problems we have to solve about 
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INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION--SECONDARY COMPARING AND CONTRASTING 

objects that have these shapes like the ones you have drawn. What are some things you might 
have to do with these objects that information about these shapes can help you with. Take one 
of your examples and discuss this with a partner. After a few minutes ask for some examples. 
ANSWERS INCLUDE: To paint the church steeple we would have to know how much surface area there 
wasso that wecouldget therightamount ofpaint. We willhave to know how muchvolumean oildrum 
holds so that we can decide how many oil drums we need to store a given volume of oil. Ifwe have to 
move a container we will want to choose a shape that can be moved easily: maybe rolling will be a way 
to move the container, so a cylinder will be a good container; maybe the container needs to lieflat so 
that it can be put on something and loaded on a ship or plane, for example. 

One reason why it is important to abstract out the shapes of these objects is to enable us 
to develop ways of finding these things out about objects with these shapes. For example, 
by studying cubes we realize that there is a way of finding out the surface area if you only 
know the length of one side. If a side is 2 feet long, you can easily figure out that the surface 
area is 24 square feet because you know that all the sides are equal in length if it is a cube, 
and that there are six sides. So, multiplying the length by the width of one side, you find 
out that there are four square feet on one side, and you multiply that by 6 to get the total 
surface area of the cube. You can then develop the formula for the surface of a cube: Area 
= 6 times the length of a side squared (a = 6 X l* 1. How would you figure out the surface 
area of a rectangular solid? The area is two times the length times the width plus two times the height 
times the width plus two times the length times the height ( a  = (2 X 1 X W )  + (2 X 1 X h) + (2 X W X h)). 

THINKING ACTIVELY 

We're going to compare and contrast two of the regular solids you have drawn: pyramids and 
cones. These are part of a family of geometrical 
solids that have one flat surface, and an apex. Look at 
the pictures of pyramids and cones that the class has 
developed, these wooden mddels of the abstracted 
geometrical shapes, and your textbooks to find 
characteristics of each solid. Each time you find a 
similarity, write it on the line in the top box of the 
graphic organizer for open compare and contrast that 
YOU each have. Write the differences in the boxes 
under the arrows aside "How Different." In the box 
in the middle part of the diagram, write the type of 
difference this is. For example, the bottom of the 
cone is round and the bottom of the pyramid is a 
polygon. What term categorizes that difference? 
Shape of the base When most students have finished 
working, call on them randomly to report similarities 
and differences that they have found. Ask for only one 
similarity or difference from each student. Record 
responses on a large version of the graphic organizer 
on the overhead or on the chalkboard. 

How are the solids alike? As you record similaritieson the graphic organizer, obtainclarification 
or extension of the answer by asking questions about word meanings and the significance or 
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implication of information thestudents cite. SIMILARITIES STUDENTS NOTICE INCLUDE: Both have 
aflat base. Both have only one base opposite and perpendicular to the vertex. Both have a slant height 
measured from the lateral edge to thevertex as well as a perpendicular height measuredfiom tlze center 
for the base to the vertex. Both are solidfigures. Both are shapes thatfrequently appear in natural objects, 
The volume of each solid can be computed with the same formula: 1/3 X the area of the base X the height. 
One can compute the surface area of both by adding the area of the base to the area of the lateral sides. The 
fonnula for the area of the sides is 1/2 X the perimeter X the slant height. 

How are the solids different? Record differences, asking what each difference describes and 
writing it on the arrow. Continue to ask extending questions about word meanings and the 
significance or implication of information the students cite. DIFFERENCES STUDENTS NOTICE 
INCLUDE: The cone has no straight edge while the pyramid does. The cone has a rounded surface; the 
pyramid has lateral faces. The cone will roll; the pyramid will not roll. The formula for the volume of a cone 
is 1/3 &h, while the formula for the volume of a pyramid is 1/3s2h. The formula for the area of the surface 
of a cone is .m1 +d; the formula for the surfacearea of a pyramid is 2s l +sZ.The formula for the area of tlze 
base of a cone is d while the formula for the area of the base of a square pyramid is s2. 

Think about the similarities and differences on your diagram. There are true things we could 
say about the two solids that may not be significant. For example, maybe both solids are used 
to store food products. While that is an use for these solids, it may not be too important in our 
understanding of their properties. Are there any similarities and differences that are not 
really important? Draw a line through any similarities and differences that are not important. . 
Think about the important similafities or differences. Are there patterns or major themes that 
appear in the whole list of similarities and differences on your graphic organizer? Write the 
kinds of patterns or similarities that you note in the fourth box. After students have an 
opportunity to reflect and write, ask for three or four categories or patterns. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: 
Variation in tlze shape of the base = variation in the main properties of the solid object, three- dimensionnl 
%lids, uses are similar, forrnzrlas express the same principles. 

NOW think about something interesting that you can say about the two solids based on your 
comparison and contrast. What do the similarities and differences you have noted tell you 
about the solids? In the bottom box write one sentence that expresses a conclusion or 
interpretation that is suggested by important similarities and differences in the stories. Ask 
students to write their conclusions. 

We're going to do an activity called 'Think-Pair-Share." Each of you should pair up with a 
partner. One student in the pair should then read his or her statement. The partner serves as 
a listener to assist the speaker in expressing the conclusion clearly. The listener may only ask 
questions: 

Ouestions of clarification: If you don't understand what a term means or don't follow 
the meaning of the statement, you may ask questions which help you understand what 

'?l1 is being said. For example, you may ask, "What do you mean when you say '. . . . . . . 
Ouestions which extend the ides: If you think your partner is saying something 
interesting, but it is too brief, you can ask for elaboration. You might say something 
like, 'Tell me more about. . . . . l' 
Questions to C h a l l e n g e :  - If you think the speaker is misled or confused, 
you may ask questions like, "Why do you think.. . . ?" Maybe the speaker will explain 
why and you won't think the statement is confused anymore, or maybe the speaker will 



reconsider aspects of the statement. 

After two minutes of reflection, signal students to change roles. After both partners have served 
as speaker and listener, allow students an opportunity to rewrite their statement in any way they 
see fie. Ask for volunteers to read their statements to the whole class. CONCLUSIONS INCLUDE: 
Pyramids and cones are the same type of objects with diflerent bases. Regular pyramids and cones are 
members of a fanrily of solids that all have the same relationship between length of the side of the base, the 
lateral height of the sides, their surface areas, and their oolumes. While the cone has a rounded surface and 
the pyramid has lateral faces, a cone can be vimed as a pyramid whose base has been altered to contain an 
unlimited number of sides. 

Map out the thinking strategy you used to reach your conclusion about cones and pyramids. 
Ask students what they did first, second, etc. Record their 
strategy on the board or use a transparency of the verbal map, 
uncovering each step as students identify it. 

1. How are t h q  slmihr? 

2 Har are t h y  d1thnnc7 How did the compare and contrast process help you under- 
stand the two shapes more clearly? Student answers vary, but 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

a common response is that these two solid shapes seemedquite 
different from each other initially, but through comparing and 
contrasting them in this way their relationship with regard to 
their surface dimensions and their area and volume became 
very clear. They add that if they had just listed similarities and 

I 

differences and not looked forpatterns and drawn a conclusion these relationships would not 
have been clear to them. Students also sometimes add that this type of compare and contrast 
helps them see how many different regular solids also fit into a family with cones and pyramids 
even though they have more or less faces and edges. 

How did the way that you compared and contrasted cones and pyramids differ from the way 
YOU usually think about geometric shapes? Is it any better? Students responses vary but a 
common theme is that they tend to memorize formulas for these shapes whereas now they 
understand what these solids are and how the area and volume are connected with the shape of 
the base. 

DO you think that this is a valuable way to think about how two things are similar or different? 
Why or why not? If not, how could it have been done more effectively for you? Most students 
find this way of comparing and contrasting (Open Compare and Contrast) very valuable for the 
reasons mentioned above. 

What defaults in thinking (hasty, fuzzy, narrow, or sprawling thinking) would using the 
compare process prevent? Discuss the defaults with your partner. ANSWERS VARY. Most 
students recognize that this strategy for comparing and contrasting helps to avoid making hasty 
judgments about things (because you draw your conclusions from many similarities and 
differences that it takes thinking time to identify), and engaging in fuzzy thinking (because you 
take the time to clarify what thesimilarities and differences are and think aboutwha t they mean). 
Narrow thinking and sprawling thinking are mentioned less often as remedied by this strategy. 
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1 APPLYING THINKING 

Select one or more transfer lessons in related or different content like the following: 

Compare and contrast two other geometric shapes/solids that you have studied. 

Compare and contrast direct and indirect proofs. 

Compare and contrast congruence and similarity. 

Describe how you use comparingand contrasting in making purchases. Then so this type of 
thinking about something you are considering buying. 

Compare and contrast your two most favorite restaurants. 

REINFORCEMENT LATER 

Compare and contrast accuracy and precision in interpreting measurements and calculations. 

Compare and contrast two different techniques for simplifying equations. 

Compare and contrast the heroes from two Shakespearean plays. 

Compare and contrast two world leaders that you have studied. 
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Sample Student Responses Pyramids and Cones 

l OPEN COMPARE AND,CONTRAST - 

I CONE i 

For both solids, the height is measured from the vertex to the center of the base 

Both have a slant height I, measured from the lateral edge to the vertex. + 

Both have only one base opposite and perpendicular to the vertex (unlike cylinders and prisms). 

One can compute the surface area of both by adding the area of the base 
to the area of the lateral sides. S. 

The formula for the lateral area is 112 the perimeter times the slant height 

One can compute the volume of each solid with the same formula (113Bh). 
I I 

. .  . . : n , . . + -  r. 
,, , ., . ..: ,, . , .:. ~ .:. ~ 

l 
l Has no straight edge. Has straight edges. 

Has no lateral face. Has lateral faces. 
Rounded surface. 

. % 

One circular base. One square base. 

2s I (perimeter X slant height) 

-- 

PATTERNS-OF SIGNIFICANT SlMllARlTlES AND DIFFERENCES: Formulas for both express the 
same principles, but contain different variables. The shape of the base is the distinguishing feature. 

CONCLUSION OR INTERPRETATION: While the cone has a rounded surface and the pyramid has lateral 
faces, because the formulas express the same principles (surface area is the area of the base plus the area of the 
lateral sides and volume is 113 the area of the base times the height), a cone can be viewed as a pyramid whose 
base has has been altered to contain an unlimited number of sides. 
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PLANT C E L L S  AND ANIMAL CELLS 

iBiolosy Grades 6 - 12 

LESSON 

INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKIEWROCESS 

Ever notice how two things can do the same job but look different. For example, let's 
consider bricks and cinderblocks. Both are basic building materials used in the formation 
of buildings. Can you think of similar ways that these materials are used? Ask for re- 
sponses from the class. TYTICAL STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: When piled on top of zach other 
they make up foundations which support an entire building. They are use to make walls which sup- 
port floors and the roof of a building. Both are used to make fireplaces inside buildings. Can you 
think of other uses of these materials that are similar? TYPICAL STUTENT RESPONSES 
iNCLUDE:They can also be used for building roads and for creating pathways. Both ciln be uszd to 
make retaining walls by landscapers. Both are found in the construction of dams. Things used to 
make buildings are called "materials of construction." Can you name other materials of 
construction? Think about building a house. Have students brainstorm a lisr of common 
building materials. STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: lumber, nails, siding, cement, mortar, 
plywood, roof shingles, insulation, pipes, girders, rebars, sheetrock, screws, molding, doors, hinges, 

Although similar building materials are often used to accomplish the same building 
purpose, there are times when the differences between them make one a much better 
choice than the other. Architects earn their living by knowing all about building materi- 
als. They have learned to tell the differences between similar materials of construction 
and then choose which is best for a given job. For example, brick walls on a house look 
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nice, but cinde&locks, if not plastered over with stucco or some other covering would 
often look unattractive. Usually an architect 
will choose brick instead of cinderblocks for 
the exterior walls of a fine home, because the 
characteristic of attractiveness is very impor- 
tant. Although cindexblocks could do the 
same job, they are rarely are used for house 
exterior walls. Where do you usually find 
cinderblocks used as a material of construc- 
tion for walls? Have students brainstorm a list 
in the class and report the items on their list. 
Ask for one item only from each student who 
responds. TYPICAL RE!%ONSES INCLUDE: super- 
markets, warehouses, lumber yards, gas sfations, 
factontones, underground foundations, basement 
walk, the walls of a school building. Discuss with 
students the fact that in cases like these func- 
tion is more important than good looks. 

L' 

Meet in your groups and make a list of differences that you can think of between bricks 
and cinderblocks that might determine diifferent uses, just as the look of these two types 
of building materials is what determines their use in the situations we just discussed. Pass 
out a diagram of a typical brick and cinderblock (refer to figure 1). Also, if available, bring a 
brick and a cinderblock to class so that students can examine them. TYPICAL RESPONSES 
INCLUDE: Bricks are solid, cinderblack me hollow. Bricks are smooth, cinderblocks are rough. Bricks 
are small, cinderblocks are much larger. Bricks come in colors like red, tan, and orange, while 
cinderblocks are usually gray.Bncks are solid, cinderblocks have passageways through which pipes can 
trave. Bricks can not be reinforced, cinderblocks are sometimes filled with concrete and iron rods. 

Can you think of other building materials which can do the same job but look different: 
ANSWERS VARY BUT SOMETIMES INCLUDE: Lumber and steel, vinyl siding and stucco, plastic 
(PVC) and lead pipes, tile and wood flooring, paneling and paint, screws and nails,@thead and 
roundhead screws, brads and nails. 

What other characteristics do you think building materials might have which would 
determine how and when they are used? TYPICAL STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: how easily 
thty bend (flexibility), how brittle they are, if they are waterproof, whether they are coarse or smooth, 
how much they weigh, their size, their shape, huw long they last, their availabilify, their cost. 

Another name for the process of looking at similarities and differences in order to reveal 
important characteristics of things is called comparing 
and contrasting. In the example of bricks and 
cinderblocks, we compared the similarities they both 
shared and then we contrasted their differences. Once I. ~ a r  are the itotm M ~ R  

we know these distinctions we are in a good position to 
draw an intelligent conclusion about which material 

3. What similarities and differences 
seem significant? 

would work best for a particular job. This is a thinking 
map of the questions that can guide us in engaging in 
this kind of comparing and contrasting. Notice how L what inie rotation or wndu+ is, 

S"JBest%y ille dgn.-t *imlantles 

these questions include, but go beyond, asking about drffemncos? 

saimilarities and differences only, a typical way that 
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comparing and contrasting is usually done. We're going to use this map to guide us 
through an activity in science in which we will also compare and contrast two types of 
things, plant cells and animal cells. After we've done the activity I want you to think 
about which way of doing comparing and contrasting helps us better in understanding 
what we are comparing and contrasting. 

THINKING ACTIVELY 

Just as a house or a factory are made up of lots of basic building units like bricks and 
cinderblocks, the structures of nature -trees and fish and people- are also made up of basic 
materials of construction. The primary building blocks of living things are called cells. Cells. 
in fact, are the smallest units of construction which are able to c a n -  on all the activities of 
living things. In this lesson we are going to compare and contrast animal and plant cells to see 
what we can learn about these basic building blocks of living things. 

First, let's read some material about the structure and function of plant and animal cells. 
Distribute copies of the Animal Cell/Plant Cell Source Material to each student. As you read 
about plant and animal cells, be sure to look closely at the diagrams of each so that you can 
identify its structures. Allow students 6 or 7 minutes to become familiar with the material. 

Now that each of you have had time to become familiar with the layout of plant and animal 
cells organize yourselves into groups of four or five students each and ewmine the reading 
material and the diagrams more-ekly;Reread - 

- 

the material on the animal and plant cell and 
look for similarities and differencesbetween 

'-- thea'U'se the compare and contrast diagram to 
record how they are alike and different Distrib- 
ute a copy of the Open Compare and Contrast 
graphico~ganizer to each group. When you dis- 
cover similarities list them in the box headed 
"How Alike?" The differences between the 
animal and plant cell are less obvious. Be sure 
to read the material very carefully and ewmine 
the cell diagrams closely. When you find a 
difference put it in the boxes under "How Dif- 
ferent?" and think about what kind of differ- 
ence it is, recording this in the box under "With 
Regard To." For example, you will notice im- 
mediately that plant cells are green and animal 
cells are colorless. That's a difference with re- 
gard to what? The cell's color. Record the word 
"colof in the box under 'With Regard To." If 
another example is needed, refer back to the 
earlier discussion of the differences between 
bricks and cinderblocks. Recall that during your discussion of bricks and cinderblocks they 
noted that bricks are small and cinderblocks are large. Ask what characteristic is being referred 
to. They should readily answer "size". Allow 9 or 10 minutes for group work on the compare 
and contrast graphic organizer. 

How are animal and plant cells alike? After students complete significant work on their group 
graphic organizers, have one member of each team report back to the class by describing one 
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similarity. Record responses on the chalkboard or a transparency made from the black line 
master in this chapter. A s  students report on the similarities their group found, ask them 
questions of clarification that help them to elaborate the similarity and/or note its consequences 
or what it reveals about these cells. Encourage students to make use of information from the 
source material they have just read and anythmg they already lamv about these cells. TYPICAL 
STUDENT RESPONSES: They are both basic building blocks of living material. They both have a nucleus. 
They both have a cell membrane. They both have cytoplasm. They both are usually very small and require 
a microscope to see. They both reproduce by cell division. They both contain chromosomes. They both come 
in m y  sizes and colors. They both cmry g e n e  material called DNA. They both can grow. They both 
can repair themselves. plants and animals havemany cells. Many different kinds ofcells me found in plants 
and animals. The proper operation of the ce& in both plants and animals keeps the plants and animals alive. 

How are animal and plant cells different? As the reporter from each group contributes a 
difference record the difference and ask him or her what kind of difference this is. Note the type 
of difference in the boxes beneath the 'With Regard To "heading on the transparency or diagram 
you have written on the chalkboardAsk the student who mentiones the difference fexpanding 
questions about the difference and what it reveals about these cells. SriJDENT RESPONSES 
INCLUDE: Plant cells b e a  cell wal1,animal cells have membranes only; Plant cek have one huge central 
rmcuole,animal cells have several small m o l e s ,  if any. Planf cells have chloroplasts and mitocondria for 
energy producfion, while animal cells b e  only mitocdria. for energy producfion. Planf cells undergo 
photosynthesis, animal cells undergo cellular resplesplration. Plant cells are rigid, animal cells are flexible. 
Plant cells are usually green, animal &Is are usually colo~le~s; Plant celk have chlorophyll, animal cells 
don't, P h t  cells need light to fihtion *v, animal &lls fitidion in th;! absence-of lkht. &ny * 

kinds of animal cells have flagella for motion, while only some p h t  sperm cells have flagella. Plant cells 
take in carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and give off oxygen; animal cells take in oxygen from the 
atmosphere and give carbon dioxide. 

Now that you have stated how animal and plant ceIls are similar and different, we will use 
this information to give us insight into how and why these cells could be so much the same, 
yet in some ways very unalike. To do this we will follow the thinking map for comparing and 
contrasting by asking the remaining three questions about the similarities and diferences. 
Meet i n y ~ u t g r o u ~ s  and first determine which of the similarities and differences you've come 
up with are significant. If a similarity or difference seems not very significant, draw a line 
through i t  Then see if you can discover some patterns of similarities and differences or major 
themes in what remains in the Wow Alike" and "How Different" boxes. Write these using 
only a word or short pharse in the "Patterns" box on your diagram. It may be useful here to 

i 

have students refled back on the earlier example of the brick and the cinderblock. Ask them to 
brainstorm an answer to the question: "Can you come up with a pattern of similarities and 
differences which might explain why bricks are used sometimes and cinderblocks preferred at 
other times?" Students easily recognize that there is a pattern relating to appearance, cost 
strength, and versatility in both bricks and cinder blocks, with bricks exemplifying a higher 
degree of these qualities. After giving students a few minutes for reflection, discussion, and 
recording their responses on the graphic organizer, ask for reports from a few groups using the 
same technique as used in getting reports about the similarities and differences they found. 
STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: Structureand components relate to what the cells do. Many cells make 
up both plants and animals. Both are basic building blocks. Internal mechanisms lead to cell reprodudion 
and the growth of the liznng thing the cell is part of. Variety of functions, variety of components. What 
happens inside these cells remains constant while changes are produced. Energy users and producers. 

In your groups think about and discuss these patterns of significant similarities and differ- 
ences. Then express one or more of these patterns in some important insight or conclusion you 
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come to about these two types of cells. Formulate your conclusion in one sentence only and 
write it in the "Conclusion or Interpretation" box on your team's graphic organizer. If students 
aren't sure what you mean when you ask them to draw a conclusion explain that a conclusion 
is not a summary of the similarities and differences, but is a statement that goes beyond what is 
in the list of similarities and differences yet is supported by them. Go back to the example of 
bricks and cinder blocks and give an example like "Cinder blocks are important to consider for 
buildings in which strength is needed and cost is a factor, while bricks are important when these 
building materials show and looks matter." Explain to students how this goes beyond the 
similarities and differences stated earlier, yet is supported by them. You may also wish to tell 
students that you want them to come up with substantive conclusions, not just that both cells 
have some similarities and some differences. STUDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE: The structure of 
fyplcal plant cells reflect the basic features of plants, for example rigd walls for stem and trunk strength 
and chlarophyl for photosynthesis, while animal cells similarly reflect basic features of animal life, for 
exarnpleflexlble membranes and no rigzd walls for mobility. Animal and plant cells both use raw materials 
to make the products and energy essential to sustain the activity and life of the things that they are part 
4. Cells are likefidories using complicafed actimriesfor producing the ingredients that keep limng things 
alive, but typzcal plant cells do this through mechanisms that involve photosynthesis triggered by light 
while typical animal cells do this by using mechanisms that involve the breakdozctn of foods like glucose. 

After two minutes of reflection, signal students to change roles. After both partners have served 
as speaker and listener, allow students an opportunity to rewrite their statement in any way they 
see fit. Then ask if anyone would like to read their sentence to the whole class. Accept two or three 
students reading their sentences. Ask these students to read their sentences twice and ask the 
other students to listen to eachstatement, once for content and once for the kind of statement that 
is being read (comparison, contrast, comparison and contrast, generalization, etc.). Then ask the 
class to suggest what type of information from the similarities and differences noted could be 
offered to support thestatement if the statements was the mainidea for an essay assignment.Gea te 
a composite bulletin board of students' conclusions about the two types of cells. 

i 
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Each member of your group should now pair up with a member of some other group for an 
activity called "Think-Pair-Share." In this activity I would like one member of the pair to read 
his or her conclusion to the other, and the other member of the pair to help that person clarify 
and extend their thinking about their conclusion The way the second member will ds tkis is 
only by asking questions, not by making statements. There are three types of questions that 
can be asked: 

Ouestions of clarification: Ifyou don't understand what a word means QK the 
meaning of the statement, you may ask questions which help you understand 
what is being said. For example, you may ask "What do you mean when you 
say ? 
Ouestions which extend the idea; If you thinks your partner is saying some- 
thing interesting, but it is too brief, you can ask for more details about your 
partner's idea You might say something like "What more can you tell me 
about ? 

Ouestions to challen~e what is said; If you think the speaker is mislead or 
confused, you may ask questions you think may prompt your partner to rethink 
or restate some part of his or her statement like 'Why do you think ? Maybe 
the speaker will explain why and you won't think the statement is confused 
anyrnore, or maybe the speaker will reconsider aspects of the statement 



THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

Let's stop thinking about plant cells and animal cells and focus our attention on what we did 
to think about these two types of cells. What kind of thinking did we do? Students rapidly 
identify the type of thinking as comparing and contrasting. What did we do to compare and 
contrast the two types of cells? What, for example, did you think about first? Next? Prompt 
students to recall thestepsin the process. Record theirstrategy on the board or usea transparency 
of the thinking map that was identified in the introduction, uncovering each step as students 
idenwit. ~eview thediscussion for eachstep of the thinking map of opencompareand contrast. 

How was the compare-and-contrast process different from just identifying simihrities and 
differences? Is this way of comparing and contrasting more or less helpful in thinking about 
things? Howstudent answers usually focus on how this way to compare and contrast helps 
them to think about what they are comparing and contrasting more carefully than they would 
if they just listed similarities and differences and to understand what they are comparing and 
contrasting much better. They comment that having to draw a conclusion, especially, gives them 
a chance that they rarely have to formulate ideasabout what they are comparing and contrasting 
that are their own. 

How did the way that you compared and contrasted the two types of cells differ from the way 
you usually study important concepts in science?Students say that comparing and contrasting 
helps them look for important information as they read different passages, instead of trying to 
learn everything in case it will be on a test. 

Was using the graphic organizer helpful to you? HOW? Students comment that using the 
diagram assists them in recording details that they notice and might otherwise forget. They also 
say that the graphic organizer helps to lead them to draw a conclusion from the similarities and 
differences they have listed. 

-. 
. -  

In the Think-Pair-Share activity, was writing out your statement beforehand important? 
Students rec-e that, for clarity and ownership, having their thoughts written down befok 
discussion frees them to examine the meaning and implications of their conclusions. 

APPLYING THINKING 

Immediate Transfer 

Compare and contrast two paralell processes in plant and animal cells, for example, meiosis 
and mitosis, or photosynthesis and cellular respiration. 

Compare and contrast two types of plant or animal cells, for examples cells from leaves and 
cells from roots, or epidermis cells and brain cells. 

Compare and contrast two breakfast cereals in order to decide which isa better buy and which 
is more nutritious. 

Use the compare and contrast strategy in a subject other than science to compare and contrast 
two ideas, stories, characters, historical figures, or countries that you have been studying in 
order to learn something important about them 

Reinforcement Later 

Compare and contrast two different pieces of music 



Use the compare and contrast strategy to help you decide how YOU will spend some block of 
free time that you have on the next weekend. 
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ANIMAL CELLS AND PLANT CELLS 
SOURCE MATERIAL ON ANIMAL AND PLANT CELLS 

ANIMAL CELLS PLANT CELLS 
Cells are the basic units of life. Each cell can Plant cells are the building blocks of plant 

carry on the basic activities of living tissues. tissue-They are usually very small and require a 
Animal cells are the building blocks of animal microscope to be seen. They often appear green 
tissue. They are usually very small and require a because many plant cells contain the green pigment 
microscope to beseen. They appear colorless and chlroophyll. Plant cells can do many different jobs: 
nearly bansparent. Animalcebdomanydifferent they can work as root cells absorbing water or leaf 
jobs. For example they can work as blood cells cells collecting sunlight. 
carrying oxygen or nerve cells carrying thatghts- Plant cells are made up of many parts. They are 

Animal cells are made up of many parts. They enclosed in a two layer covering made up of a cell 
are surrounded by a cell membrane which only membrane and a cell wall. The cell membrane only 
allows wantedsubstanceslikewaterandnutrients allows wanted substances like water and nutrients 
to pass through while it keeps important to pass through while it keeps important 
substances like genetic material inside. The cell substancesinside. The cell wall is a rigid shell that 
membrane is flexible therefore animal cells can sunouflds the cell membrane. It is not very flexible. 
change shape. Therefore, most plant cells do not change shape. 
Animal cells also have a nudeus which controls The cell wall gives plant cells a solid structure so 

the activities which take place in the cell. Inside that they can be built into structures like tree trunks. 
the nucleus are chromosomes These are rope- Plant cells also have a nucleus which controls 
like structures which are made of DNA. DNA is cellular activities. Inside the nucleus are chromo- 
a chemical which acts like a blueprint and carries somes. These are ropelike structures which are 
instructions for making more cells. made of DNA. DNA is a chemical which acts like a 

The inside of the cell is filled with a* j~lly-like blueprint carrying instructions for more 
fluid called cytoplasm. The cytoplasm is like a cells- 
thick soup filled with small structures which Cells are filled a jelly-like fluid called cyto- 
havespecific jobs todo in thecell. Thesestructures plasm The cytoplasm is like a thicksoup filled with 
are d e d  organelles and they work together to small structures which have specific jobs to do in 

molecules which are used by the cell to the c& These structures are called organeiles and 
survive. Animal cells also have centrioles, a they work together to make molecules which are 
struchue needed for cell reproduction. used by the cell to survive. Plant cells also have 

Animal cells come from other animal cells by alarge central vacuole which is used to store water. 
the process of cell division. During cell division Plant cells come from other plant cells by the 
one cell makes a second copy of its genetic process of cell division. During cell division one cell 
material, its nucleus and its organelles. The the makes a second copy of its genetic material, its 
original cell divides in half, makes more cell nucleus and its organelles. The original cell divides 
membrane and becomes two smaller cells. Each in half, makes more cell membrane and becomes 
cell then grows until it reaches it original size. two smaller cells. Each cell then grows until it 

Animal cells need energy to do all this work reaches it size. 
They get the energy from food molecules. After Plant cells need chemical energy to do all this 
food molecules are digested they enter the cell work They get the energy in a process called pho- 
and are used as fuel to produce chemical energy tosynthesis. During photsynthesis the energy of 
in a special organelle called a rnitochondria. The sunlight is used to assemble food molecules in 
process of converting food into chemical energy chloroplasts. The process requires, carbon dioxide 
is called cellular respiration. This process requires and water and produces oxygen and food mol- 
oxygen and food, and produces heat, carbon ecules. Then the food molecules are used as fuel to 
dioxide and water. The energy is then used to produce chemical energy in mitochondria. The 
carry on activities like reproduction, growth, and chemical energy is then used to carry on activities 
movement. Like reproduction, growth, and movement. 
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I 1 gmwth; energy uses ard produces; variety of furetiCns,varietY of corrponents 

CONCLUSlON OR INTERPRETATION: 
Both animal and plant cells have structures which are good for doing the jobs required of 
them -- plant cells, for example, have strong cell walls so that they can be stacked like bricks 
so that their leaves can get high enough to get sunlight (necessary to produce energy so that 
plants can grow), while animals need to move around and get food, so animal cells are 
less rigid and ~roduce flexible structures which act together to produce movement. 
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ANIMAL CELLS AND PLANT CELLS 

l HIGH SCHOOL SOURCE MATERIAL l 
ON THE STRUCTURE OF ANIMAL AND PLANT CELLS 

I ANIMAL CELLS microfilaments which can contract and cause I 
The animal cell is the basic building block of cells to move or change shape; intermediate 

animal tissue. It is usually microscopic. Animal filaments which are very strong and anchor 

c e h  have many specialized functions including organelles within the cytoplasm; microtubdes 

those which provide structure, shape, nervous which are hollow tubes used to maintain cellu- 
pathways, immunity, secretions and reproduc- lar shape. Animal cells have a pair of microtu- 

tive machinery for the organism. Animal cells bular structures called centrioles which are 

come in a variety of shapes and sizes ranging used during cell division 

from the extremely small and round human egg Animalce~a~canhavese~aallong,whi~- 
to the extremely long motor neurons which like projections called flagella which are used 
conned our brains to our muscles. Animal cells for locomotion by sperm and other kinds of 
can grow, respond to their environment, repro- cells. Cilia also extend from the surface of 

duce and repair themselves. many kinds of animal cells. Whereas they are 

A typical animal cell is made up of four major used for movement by single celled organisms, 

components. It has a cell membrane, a nucleus, in complex animals they function to move ma- 

a je11y-like material called cytoplasm and a set of terial over the surface of cells. For example cilia 

structures suspended in the cytoplasm known move mucous out of lungs. 

as organelles. It also has an internal skeleton The of the animal cell is a soup 

made up of tubes and fibers. water, dissolved nutrients, minerals, electro- 

Many animal cell organelles are contained in lytes, small molecular building blocks &ke 

their own cell membranes and include mito- aminoacids, maaomolecules such as hormones 

chondria, lysosomes, Golgi bodies, smooth and and enzymes, and metabolic waste. 

rough endoplasmic reticulum and microbodies- The animal separates the cell 
Other cell do not have a cell mem- from its environment. Like other cellular mem- 

brane, for example ribowmes and centrioles. branes it is made up a double layer of lipid 

Some animal cells, like the single cell of the molecules called a phospholipid bilayer. It 

protist pmmpcium, also contain small compart- functionstOcontrol the movement of substances 

merits called vacuoles which collect excess wa- into and out of the cell. It is considered a selec- 
ter. tively permeable membrane because it allows 

The animal cell nucleus is surrounded by a only some substances to pass through 

double cell membrane called a nuclear envelope in the form of ATP is P ~ U C ~  in 

which is perforated by small passageways mi tochondia by breaking down the food mol- 
known as nudear pores. The nudeus contains ecule glucose- *h energy is used to power all 
DNA, the genetic material and is found in the activities of the cell. The process is called 
long strands called chromatin which, during cellular respiration, requires oxygen and food, 
cell division, into thicka coiled ~truc- and produces heat, carbon dioxide and water. 
tures called chromosomes can be seen Animal cells reproduce by cell division. The 
with the light mimscope. The nudeus also process by which one cell produces two identi- 
contains a nucleolus, the site where ribosomes cal offspring cells is called mitosis. When the 
are manufactured and a jelly-like granular fluid organism reproduces, specialized cells called 
called nucleoplasm. sex cells produce gametes (sperm, eggs). The 

The intern1 skeleton of the animal cell is a process which gametes are produced from 
protein scaffold made up of three types offibers: Sex cells is called meiosis. 



Although animal cells are flexible and at 
times mobile, they maintain a very constant 
internal environment. Each of the many. dif- 
ferent kinds of animal cells contributes to the 
overall stable internal environment of the or- 
ganism. This is a process called homeostasis. 

I PLANT CELLS 
The plant cell is the basic building block of 

plant tissue. It is usually microscopic. Plant 
cells have many specialized functions includ- 
ing those which provide structure, shape, im- 
munity, secretions and reproductive machin- 
ery for the organism. Plant cells come in a 
variety of shapes and sizes. They can grow, 
respond to their environment, reproduce and 
repair themselves. 

A typical plant cell is made up of four major 
components. It has a cell covering made up of 
a cell wall and cell membrane, a nucleus, a 
jelly-likematerial called cytoplasm and a set of 
structures suspended in the cytoplasm known 
as organelles. It also has an internal skeleton 
made up of tubes and fibers. 

Many plant cell organelles are contained in 
their own cell membranes and include mito- 
chondria, chloroplasts, a central vacuole, lyso- 
somes, Golgi bodies, smooth and rough end* 
plasmic reticuium and miaobodies. Other cell 
structures do not have a cell membrane, for 
example ribosomes. Nearly all plant cells con- 
tain one or several large membrane enclosed 
compartments called central vacuoles which 
contain water and enzymes, can enlarge and 
shrink, and function in cellular digestion and 
changing the cell's shape. 

The plant cell nucleus is surrounded by a 
double cell membrane called a nuclear enve- 
lope which is perforated by small passage- 
ways known as nuclear pores. The nucleus 
contains DNA, the cells genetic material, and 
is found in long strands called chromatin 
which, during cell division, condense into 
thicker coiled structures called chromosomes 
which can be seen with the light microscope. 
The nucleus also contains's nucleolus, the site 

where ribosomes are manufactured and a jelly 
like granular fluid called nucleoplasm. 

The internal skeleton of the plant cell is a 
protein scaffold made up of three types of fi- 
bers: microfilaments which can contract and 
cause cells to move or changeshape; intermedi- 
ate filaments which are very strong and anchor 
organelles within the cytoplasm; microtubules 
which are hollow tubes used to maintain cellu- 
lar shape. 

The cytoplasm of the plant cell is a soup of 
water, dissolved nutrients, minerals, electro- 
lytes, small molecular building blocks like amino 
acids, macromolecules such as honnones and 
enzymes, and metabolic waste. 

In plant cells a cell wall made of cellulose 
surrounds the cell membrane. The cell wall 
functions to give plant cells rigidity for support. 
Plant cells communicate through adjacent cell 
walls via small channels called plasmodesmata. 
The plant cell membrane, like other cellular 
membranes, is made up of a double layer of 
lipid molecules called a phospholipid bilayer. 
It functions to control the movement of sub- 
stances into and out of the cell. It is considered 
a selectively permeable membrane because it 
allows only somesubstances to pass through. 

Energy in the form of ATP is produced in 
chloroplasts by converting the energy of sun- 
light into chemical energy. This energy is then 
used to produce the food molecule glucose. The 
process is called photosynthesis, requires car- 
bon dioxide, water, and light energy, and pro- 
duces glucose and oxygen. Plant cells then 
undergo cellular respiration in mitochondna 
where chemical energy stored in glucose made 
during photosynthesis is converted into ATP 
which is used to power all plant cell activities. 

Plant cells reproduce by cell division. The 
process by which one cell produces two identi- 
cal offspring cells is called mitosis. W h n a  plant 
reproduces, specialized cells called sex cells 
produce gametes (sperm, eggs). The process by 
which gametes are produced from sex cells is 
called meiosis. 
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Both are basic units of living material 
Both carry on all processes necessary for life. 
Both are eukaryztas. - Bdh are microscopic ribosornes, Golgi complex, ER, rnicrotubules, etc. 
Both contain a nudeus and nuclear envelope. They both form tissues. 
Both contain chromosomes made up of DNA which They share many common survival needs: water, 

carries genetic information. minerals, electrolytes, etc. 
Bdh can undergo cell division by mitosis & meiosis. They both manufacture hormones and enzymes. 

proteins necessary for survival. 

Both require a energy input to carry on life processes. 

Animal cells require nutrition as a 'lant cells require sunlight as a source 

source of energy which is converted to of energy which is converted to 

chemical energy in the process of chemical energy in chloroplasts .. . in the 

Animal cells are contained in a flexible Plant cells are enclosed in both a cell 

selectively permeable cell membrane membrane and a cell wall. The cell 

which maintains its shape using a net- 
mrk of microtubules & microfilaments. 

bimal cells contain centrioles. Single 
cellular animals are the only animal cells 
which contain plastids. Animal cells 
contain few, if any, small vacuoles. 

jingle cellular animals can move as a 
1 result of the whipping movement of 

lagella and the beating movement of 
5lia 

hirnal cells fundion to maintain 
mmeostasis as they generate enough 
Inergy to provide for the acquistion of 

, . .-...-- -- ---- - -  FlCANT SIM-R~ES AND DIFFERENCES: 
3 Neither has oraanelles nor structures which are not used. Each has unique structures and organelles necessary ....... . m for the acquistLn and p-ssing of energy. Both use the same equipment to maintain homeostasis, synthesize 

A cell's str uctu re is determined by how it f unctions to maintain homeostasis and how it acquires energy. 
While both kinds of cells maintain an internal environment the same way, at some point in the history 
of life on earth cells evolved two processes for obt aining energy, thereby accounting fort he few 
significant di fferences between plant and animal cells. 



English 

TWO VIEWS OF THE RIVER 

Grades 9-1 0 1 

LESSON 
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS 

Often different people who speak or write about the same thing use different language to 
convey their thoughts because they want to communicate something different For exaqle, 
you may think a math test was hard, and someone else in class may think it was easy. If you 
say "Yesterday's math test was hard," and someone else says ''Yesterday's math test was 
easy," the different words you use convey the different thoughts you have about the test 
What kind of words are used to convey the difference in the way you and your classmate 
might feel about the same test? Thecrdjecfims. What type of word shows that the two of you are 
taIking about the same thing? The noun "test" is used to reffer to the same test because the modifiers, 
Testerday's" and "math" are the same. 

Sometimes more complex language is used to communicate more than just simple thoughts 
that the speaker or writer has about something. For example, here's a sentence about a person 
mentioned in a novel we've read, To Kill a Mockingbird. Write the sentence "All we had was 
S i o n  F a  a fur-trapping apothecary from Cornwall, whose piety was exceeded only by his 
stinginess" What is the difference between this sentence and the two about the rnath test? 
Students typically say that the writer is conveying more ideas about one thing, the person Simon 
Finch, by using the words he does to describe S i o n  The writer uses the modifier "an 
apothecav and the adjective "fur-tradingH they often note, to get aaoss two ideas about what 
Simon Finch does, not just one, like "hard" or "easy' communicate about he ma th test. They also 
often note that the mo6ifier "from Cornwall" is used to communicate where Simon was from. 
Similarly, some students recognize that the modifying clause "whose piety was exceeded only 
by his stinginess" is used to convey a different sort of idea: not only that Simon was pious and 
was stingy, but that stinginess and piety were the qualities he had the most of, with stinginess 
being first. This, they note, is conveyed through the use of the comparative adjective "was 



. . . . -. . . . _ _ -. ._ . . . _ _ . . -. - __-d.--... . - - -.-.. .......- -..- --.. . .a.-." I.,." 

exceeded only by." Is fie- anything besides this information about Sirnon that is conveyed 
by these words? Students usually say that the author of this sentence seems to have negative 
feelings about Simon because of the way he describes him. For example, "stinginess" conveys 
not only that Simon saves his money, but it also conveys the idea of hoarding money and not 
spending much of it, even though he has it. They also sometimes pick up on the seemingly 
contradictory things that Simon is described as doing: anapothecary works in a pharmacy, while 
a fur-trader traps animals out in the wilds and usually by himself. 

NOW let's look at another description of Simon Finch h m  To Kill a Mockingbird. Let's ask 
what we learn about the author of this comment fromit,and whatin it conveys this to us. Write 
the following sentence next to the previous one about Sirnon Finch: W e  had Simon Finch, a 
progressive, dever pioneer immigrant from England who was extremely rightedus and even 
more frugal." Student responses usually indicate that while he modifiers "righteous" and 

- "frugal" convey the same ideas as the first sentence, they don't carry the negative connotations 
that "piety' and "stinginess" do; rather, they convey that the author has a positive attitude 
towards Simon. Similarly, "progressivef' and "clevef' suggest that the author approves of what 
Sirnon does, while this does not come across in the first senhce. 

When we examine language to detennine a speakefs or writer's feelings and attitudes, and 
not just what information the speaker is conveying, we are determining what is called the 
"tone" of the passage. Notice how we did this by determining similarities and differences 
between a number of pieces of writing. Determining similarities and differences is part of 
what you do when you compare and contrast things. Comparing and contrasting is an 
important way of thinking that can be very helpful in understanding all sorts of things, not 
just different ways of using language. 

Let's think explicitly for a moment about comparing and contrasting and state exactly what 
sorts of questions we try to answer when we compare and contrast things so that we can learn 
important things about them. Let's start off with the idea that we first determine similarities 

'arid differences, like we did with these sentences. What else is it important to think about 
when we compare and contrast things? When we thought- about those sentences, what 
similarities and differences did we discuss? We discussed similarities anddifferences in the way the 
language was used to communicate ideas, feelings, and attitudes. Were there any other similarities 
and differences between the sentences that we didn't discuss? Yes. One m h c e  is longep. than 
the ofher, they both are in English, one refers to Simon as a petson from England and the other as m person 
from Cornwall, and they both end in a period. Why didn't we pay attention to these similarities and 
differences? They are not important in finding out about the author's thoughts, feelings, and attitudes. 
It's important, then, when you compare and contrast this way, to be clear about the purpose 
of the comparison and contrast, and to think beforehand which types of simihities and 
difference are important to consider in serving this purpose. For example, if you want to find 
the most nutritional breakfast cereal, you would decide beforehand that you11 look only at 
similarities and differences that help you to determine how nutritional the cereal is: how 
much protein, cholesterol, etc. is in the cereal. What the color of the boxes they are in, and even 
the price, may not be impoxtant for this comparison and contrast. That's what we did when 
we compared the sentences. Our purpose was to determine what they communicated and how 
they did so, so we looked at the similarities and differences in ideas conveyed, the use of 
words, etc. I'm going to write these four questions that guide this type of focused compare and 
contrast on the chalkboard so that they can guide us in comparing and contrasting. Write these 
questions on the chalkboard: 
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1. What is the purpose of the comparison and contrast? 
2. What factors should be considered in comparing and 

contrasting for that purpose? 
3. What similarities fall into these categories? 
4. What differences fall into these categories? 

Is anything else important to do when we engage in focused compare and contrast? Do we end 
when we list similarities and differences? Student answers usually focus on the fad that we 
size up the similarities and differences and try to do what is induded in the purpose statement. 
They sometimes speak of drawing a conclusion or deciding something. I'm going to sum this 
up by adding the question, 

5. What conclusion is suggested by the similarities and differences 
that is relevant to our purpose in conducting it? 

to our list. For example, what would you conclude about the tones of the two sentences about 
Simon Finch? POSSIBLE STUDENT m While both authors thought Simon spent his money 
carefitlly, one author felt that he overdid this and was selfish in the way hedid it, and the other didn't 
have these negative fd ings .  You can convey the same information in what you say by two different 
sentences, but one can convey negative feelings and the other positive feelings depending on the 
adjectives you choose. 

I also want to add something that I often do: Before I draw a conclusion I look for major 
themes or patterns in the similarities and differences to help me to formulate a conclusion. 
For example, I might find that there is a pattern of skimpiness in nutrients in one breakfast 
cereal, compared to another, while at the same time the f i s t  cereal has lots of sugar, food 
coloring, etc., in contrast to very little in the other. This usually helps me conclude that the 
first cereal is much more nutritious than the other. I'm going to add anotherquestion, 

What patterns of similarities or differences are revealed? 
before the last question and construct a "think- ... 

ing map" for focused compare and contrast to 
guide us in this kind of thinking from now o n  
After we've tried focused compare and contrast 
a few more times we can come back to the think- 
ing map and ask if we add any 
questions, or delete any that aren't too helpful. 
Add last question to the first five in  the 
apppropriate spot, put a box arolmd all six ques- 
tions, and title it "Focused Compare and CO* 
trast" It should look like this  

THINKING ACTIVELY 

Let's use this strategy for comparing and con- 
trasting to work in a more thorough and orga- 
nized way on tone in writing. We're going to read two passages that Mark Twain wrote at 
different times in his life about the same scene on the Mississippi River. Let's see what we 
can find out about the tone conveyed in each passage, ahd how it is conveyed. This will be 
the purpose of the comparison and contrast. We will use a special graphic organizer for 
focused comparing and contrasting in this activity. Write this purpose in the top box of your 
diagram for focused compare and contrast and then write in next-box what factors you will 
consider to compare and contrast these passages for this purpose. Work in groups of four or 
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that you can get responses from as many groups as [ - 

possible. POSSIBLE STUDENT ANSWERS: Selection of '-"- C 
- 

detail, imagery, figurative language, feelings con- 
veyed by the passage. 

Read the first passage. Sketch on paper the 
scene that Mark Twain describes. Wait a few 
minutes for the students to complete their 
sketches. Share your sketch with your partner to 
see how similar your sketches are. If they are 
dissimilar, re-read the passage together and try 
to reach consensus on how the sketch should 
look Once you have reached consensus, bring 
your sketch to the front of the room to be dis- 
played on the board with the rest of the sketches. 

Do the same for the second passage. 

Now look at the passages again, and at the ki 
sketches, and use the list of factors to consider 
on your diagram as a @de to search for relevant similarities and differences. If y ~ u  find 
that there is a similarity with regard to one of these types of similarities or differences, 
write the factor considered under "factors considered" next to the similarities box, and 
write the similarity in the box. If there is a difference, write the factor and the difference 
below under "How Different?". After five minutes, ask for reports from the groups about 

- similarities, taking only on from the group that reports. Continue and come back to groups 
to report only after every group has contributed at least one similarity to the diagram. Write 
these on a class diagram on an transparency, a large poster, or on the chalkboard. POSSIBLE 
STUDENT ANSWERS: Similarities: Selection of Detail: Same logs, shore line, ripples in the water etc. 
described. What the Passage is About: Same spot on the river. Differences: Feelings of the Spenker: 
Awe, wonder, a v i a t i o n  o f  nature, sense of beauty (earlier passage); respect, fear, wariness, 
usefulness (later passage). Figurative Language; comparisons to gems (e.g.,. opals), precious metals 
(e.g. gold); (earlier passage) No figurative language Visual Imrzgq: Vivid color words (e.g. "red 
hue") , powerful vivid images (e.g. "turned to blood," "cleanstemmed dead free waved a singIe leafy 
bough that glowed like aflame in the unobstructed splendor t h t  was flowing from the sun") (earlier 
passage); Morbid and foreboding images (e.g., "tall dead tree with a single living branch," 'Silver 
streak in the shadow o f  the forest") (later passage). Connotation of Words: Beauty (e.g. "graceful 
circles," "radiating lines ever-so delicately traced," "grcu:tf~l curves,"), me-inspiring (e.g. "lay 
sparkling upon the water").; Danger (e.g., "troublesome place," " blind place"), Ustfulness (e.g. "the 
fiendly old landmark," "refers to a bluff re$") As each group spokesperson reports, ask the 
soup extending questions like "What feelings does the phrase "red hue" suggest?" or "How 
is danger suggested by the author?" Allow suffiaent wait time for responses, and stay with 
the students for a few minutes to elaborate their responses? 

Think about the similarities or differences you have identified Are there patterns or 
similarities and differences that you find? Write th@kinds of patterns or similarities that you 
note in the fourth box. After students have an opportunity reflect and write, ask for three or four 



categories or patterns. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: The early passage has a pattern of a i d  and sensuous 
images while the second has a pattern of down-to-earth images. The tnrly passages uses t0~fd.s that convey - bright colors; the late passage uses words that convey dark colors. 

Now think about something interesting and important that you can say about the tone 
conveyed in the two passages based on your comparison and contrast. What do the 
similarities and differences you have noted reveal? In the bottom box write onesentence that 
expresses a conclusion or interpretation that is suggested by important similarities and 
differences in the passages. Ask students to write their c o n d u s i o n s S U D ~ ~ ~  AN- 
1NCLUDE:Mark Twuin uses colorwords, bright visual images, and words that connotegentleness and 
beauty to convey his feelings off uppreciution and awe at an evening sunlit scene on the Mississippi, 
but, whik keeping thespot and thedetaik t h e m e ,  changes the tone ofthe passage tooneofpracticality 
and danger by changing the words that convey visual images, color, and feelings to words for darker 
color, hidden dangers, and that connote practicnlity and use. You tun change the tone of  a passage by 
changing the words even though the two passages are about the same details. 

We're going to do an activity called 'Think-Pair-Share." Each of you should pair up with a 
partner. One student in the pair should then read his or her statement The partner serves as 
a listener to assist the speaker in expressing the conclusion clearly. The listener may only ask 
questions: 

ons of clarification: If you don't understand what a term means or don't follow 
the meaning of the statement, you may ask questions which help you understand what 

'7' is being said. For example, you may ask, "What do you mean when you say '. . . . . . . 
w i  If you think your partner is saying something 
interesting, but it is too brief, you can ask for elaboration. You might say something 
like, 'Tell me more about.. . . I' 

Ouestions to C h a l l ~ n ~ e  what is said: If you think the speaker is misled or confused, 
you may ask questions like,'Why do you think . . . T' Maybe the speaker will explain 
why and YOU won't think the statement is confused anymore, or maybe the speaker will 
reconsider aspects of the statement 

After two minutes of reflection.signa1 students to change roles. After both partners have served 
asspeaker and listener, allow students an opportunity to rewrite their statement in any way they 
see fit. Ask for volunteers to read their statements to the whole class. 

When two different people, or the same person, desuibes the same thing in ways that have 
different tones, the we usually say that the passages express different "Points of View" about 
the same thing. When our feeling sand attitudes enter into the way we describe things through 
the use of visual images, figurative language, and words that connote feelings, what we have 
mitten expresses a point of view. In the two passages from Muk Twain, is one point of view 
better than the other? Students usually recognize that both of these points of view are viable. 
How would you describe the point of view of the first passage? POSSIBLE SIZIDEN'E ANSWERS: 
w e t t i n g  nature. An asthetic point of view. Expresses fcdings o f  bemrty. How would you 
describe the point of view of the second passage? POSSIBLE SUDENT ANSWERS: Practical, 
Scim tific, the point of v i m  of a boatsman. 

Now read the whole passage from Mark Twain in which these two selectons appear. Does 
Mark Twain share your comparison and contrast of the two passages? Explain? ANSWERS 
VARY. Do you agree with Mark Twain about whether a person can view the river from these 
two different points of view? Explain. 



l THINKING ABOUT THINKING I 1 Map out the thinking stntegyyou used to reach your conclusion about the two views of a river. , Ask students what they did first, second, e t r  Record their strategy on the board or use a 
transparency of the verbal map, uncovering each step as students identify it. 

How did the compare and contrast process help you understand more clearly the way language 
expresses feelings and attitudes? 

How did using the graphic organizer help you remember important things about the tone of 
the passages? 

How did the way that you compared and contrasted the passages differ from the way you 
.usually think about descriptons of things that people write? 

*Do you think that this is a valuable way to think about how two pieces of wxiting are similar 
or different? Why or why not? If not, how could it  have been done more effectively for you? 

What defaults in thinking (hasty, fuzzy, narrow, or sprawling thinking) would using the 
compare process prevent? Discuss the defaults with your partner. 

APPLYING THINKING 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 

Select one or more transfer lessons in related or different content like the following ones: 

Campareand contrast Chee and Old Man Fat in "Chee's Daughter" in order to determine how 
the portrayal of the characters reveals the way of life the author is advocating. 

Compare and contrast the motives of values of Brutus and Cassius in Julius Caesar. 
- . A  

Sometimes the same basic story is told in two different media. The most familiar example of 
this is when a novel is made into a motion picture. The play, "A Jluy of Her Peers," and the - .  

short story, "Trifles," were written by the &me author about the same story. Compare and 
contrast how a significant incident in the plan and in the short story are handled to convey the 
author's insights. 

Select an issue in our society today from the following list and obtain an article written by a 
proponent of one point of view about the issue and an article by a proponent of another point 
of view: 

Gun Control Crime Smoking 

Compare and contrast these articles to determine how the author's point pof view is expressed 
in the use of language in the article. 

REINFORCEMENT LATER 

Compare and contrast a Shakespearean comedy and tragedy to determine how the author 
creates a comic atmosphere in one and a tragic atmosphere in the other. 

Works of art often convey attitudes, feelings, and points of view. Compare and contrast 
Picasso's and one other work of art depicting a military engagement to determine 
how the artists communicate their attitudes, feelings, or points of view about these military 
engagements. 
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Mark Twain 

. Two Views of the River 
NOW when I had mastered the language of and tfic sun and the twilight wmght upon tht riveis 

this water and had come to h o w  every trifling f a a ;  another day came when I ceased altogether to 
feature that bordered the grtat river as f a d i d y  note them. Thcn, if that sunset scene had been 
as I knew the letters of the alphabet, I had made a rtptatod, I should have iooltd upon it without r a p m ,  
v d ~ a b k  acquisition. But I had lost something, and should have coxnme.~tcd upol; it inwardly after 
too. I had lost something which could never be this fashion: "This sun means that we are gckg to 
restortd to me while I livtd. All the gra% the have wind bmorrow; that floating log means ti;,?t 
beauty, the poetry, had gone out of the majestic the river is rising, S& thnnh to it; that rfaating 
river! 1 still kept in mind a certain wonderful mark OQ the water rtf- to a bluff reef which is gdng 
sunset which I witnessed when steamboating was to kill SOrIlCbody's skilmboat one of these nights; if it 
new to me. A broad expanse of the river was keeps on stretching out l i e  that; those tumbling 
tumed to blood; in the middle distana the red hue 'boils' show a dissolving bar and a changing d 
brightened into gold, through which a solitary log there; the lines and circles in the slick water over 
came floating, black and conspicuous; in one yonder are a warning that that troublesome pi= is 
place a long, slanting mark lay sparkling upon the shoaling up dangerously; that silver streak in the 
wata, in another the surface was bmkcn by boiling. shadow of the forest is the 'break' from a rtsw snag 
tumbling rings, that were as many-tinted as an and he has located h i r ~ ~ ~ ~ i f  in the very best place be 
qpal; where the ruddy flush was faintest, was a could have found to fish for steam- chat t d  &ad 
smooth spot that was c o v d  with @ul circles tree, with a singe living branch, is not going to last 
and radiating lines, ever so deLicate1y traced; the long, and then how is a body ever going to get 
shore .on s u r  left was densely wooded and the through this blind pIace at night without the friendly 
somber shadow that fell from this forest was old landmark? 
broken in one place by a long, ruffled trail that No, the romance and the beauty were all gone 
shone like silver, and high above the fonst wail a from the river. A& the vaIue any feature of it had for 
cican-stemmed dead waved a single leafy now was the amount of usefdness it could furnish 
bough that glowed Like a flame in the unobstructed toward cornpassing the d e  piloting of a steamboat 
splendor that was flowing from the sun. T h e n  Since those days, I have pitied doctoR fiwm my bcdn 
were graceful curves, reflected images, woody What does the Ioveiy flush in a beauty's &c& m c a ~  
heights, soft distances, and over the whole scene, to a doctor but a 'break" that ripples above xxnc 
far and near, the dissolving lights drifted steadily, deadly disease? AIE not all her visible chanrts sowln 

enriching it every passing moment with new thick with what art to him the signs and symbols of 
marvels of coloring. hidden decay? Dots he ever see her beauty at d. or 

I stood like one bewitched, I drank it in, in a doesn't he simply view her professiondIy lad 
s ~ e s s  rapture. The w d d  was new to me and comment upon her unwholesome condition al l  ta 
t had ncver seen mything like this at homc But as himself? And doesn't he sometimes wonder whecber 
have said, a day Gune when I began to ctast from he has gained most or lost most by learning his trade? 

noting the glories and the channs which the moon 



Two Views of the River 

I still keep in mind a certain wonderful 
sunset which I witnessed when stemboating 
was new to me. A broad expanse of the river 
was turned to blood; in the middle distance 
the red hue brightened into gold, through 
wSich a solitary log came floating, black and 
cr~nspicuous; in one place a long, slanting 
mark lay sparkling upon the water; in an- 
other the surface was broken by boiling, 
tumbling rings, that were as many-tinted as 
an opal; where the ruddy flush was faintest, 
was a smooth spot that was covered with 
graceful circles and radiating lines, ever so 
delicately traced; the shore on our !eft was 
densely wooded, and the s o m k  shadow 
that fell from this forest was broken in one 
place by along, ruffled trail that shone like 
silver; and high above the forest wall a clean- 
stemmed dead tree waved a single leafy 
bough that glowed like a flame in the unob- 
structed splendor that was flowing from the 
sun. There were graceful curves, reflected 
images, woody heights, soft distances; and 
over the whole scene, far and near, the dis- 
solving lights drifted steadily, enriching it 
every passing moment, with new marvels of 
coloring. 

This sun means that we are going to have 
wind tomorrow; that floating log means that 
the river is rising small thanks to it; that 
slanfingmark on thewater refers to a bluff(l*) 
reef which is going to kill somebody's steam- 
boat oneof these nights, if it keeps on stretch- 
ingout like that; those tumbling "boils" show 
a dissolving bar(2*) and a changing channel 
there; the lines and circles in the slick water 
over yonder are a warning that that trouble- 
some place is shoaling up(33 dangerously; 
that silver streak in the shadow of the forest 
is the "break" from a new snag, and he has 
located himself in the very best place he 
could have found to fish for steaxnb0ats;that 
tall dead tree, with a single living branch, is 
not going to las tlong, and then how is a body 
ever going to get through this blind place at 
night without the friendly old lindmark? 

1. re& an underwater ridge of sand or rodc 
2 dissolving bac a sandbar gradually worn away 
by a change in the river's current. 
3. shoaling up: becoming shallow. A shoal is a 
shallow area in a river or ocean. 

('1 - denotes supemcript 



INFUSING THOWING WTO INSTRUCTON- LEWENTARY COUPARJNG AND C O N W S ~ ~  

Sample Student Responses Two Views of the River 

PURPOSE : To determine the a t t l tud~  and feellngs (the Cone) conveyed In sadr passage and how the 
Mthor (Mark Twain) conveys these atMtud~ and feelings to h& audience. 

FAC?ORS TO CONSIDER: What the pasages are abouS sdedon of d-1, the fdlngs conveyed 1 by tJw pa-W the ima- wnveyed by the psaaWS f l 9 w h n g ~ e  u t  and the . . . %g: connotation carri& by the words used. 
as: .:*: 

M THIS ACTIVITY: 

La What the passage is about 1 .,.:2ys:::y< . .... &*:.>v :r~%r~*g,. ~*i.#h~*. . Jiri*:,:a::is:i:...;.: l~>s~;~<fjs~q:.nQiIP3a~G~~@@~~ ........ :.:.;. ...... ..... . ... .:..,*:s.i The same details about the spct the same logs, shore H 

(opals) and precious use of language literal 

P A ~ E R N S  OR SGNIFICANT THEMES: 
Pattern of vivid, sensuous, and appealing images conveyed by words and phrases in earlier 
passage: panem of realistic, down-to-earth features of the river as used Mark Twain. 

.;;. .: .;.;. ........................................ .:.:. :.;.:.:..:;:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:7:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.,.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.I.:.:.:.:.:::~:~:~.:.:.:by_<.; .:.,, : . : ;  <....,........._I_ . .. 

CONCLUSION OR INTERPRETATION: 
By shifting from wlorful and sensuous words and images to more desaiptive, literal, and realistic 
words, Mark Twain conveys two very different points of view that he held about the Mississippi 
River: a~~redation of its beauty in conb-ast to recoqnition of its usefulnes and its hazards. 
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Both liked Robinson Crusoe; learned from each other; were prsjudiced 

Both received gifts that belonged to their grandfathers; 

Both had a good work ethic; had no parents at the time 

Both hunted for food and were responsible 

He was white from Quincy, 

Land axlld be bought in order to 
belongs to everyone 

He made fishhooks, bows and 

cufture, overcqrning prejudice toward the other race 



cl,' 4 ,,. 'L p-~d  .&L ,d. ;C-l 
* l . '  
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COMPARE AND CONTRAST 
WRITING TEMPLATE 

TO BE USED TOGETHER WITH THE COMPLETED COMPARE AND CONTRAST 
GRAPHIC ORGANIZER 

Paragraph # 1 -- The introduction to your writing. 

Sentence 1: Explain what you compared and contrasted in one sentence. 
Sentence 2: State your conclusion from your graphic organizer. 
Sentence 3: Write one more sentence about your conclusion. 
Sentence 4: End the paragraph by saying that your conclusion is based on the 

similarities and differences you found between the two things. 

Paragraph # 2 - The first paragraph explaining why you made your conclusion 

Sentence l: Start with a sentence saying that you will now explain some of the 
similarities between the two things that support your conclusion. 

Sentences 2,3, and 4: In the next three sentences state three of the similarities 
you found ending with the most important one. 

Paragraph # 3 - The second paragraph explaining why you made your conclusion 

Sentence 1: Start with a sentence saying that you will now explain some of the 
differences between the two things that support your conclusion. 

Sentence 2: Then write a sentence about what kind of difference one 
difference is (from the 'With Regard To" box). 

Sentence 3: Write a sentence stating the difference. 
Sentence 4 & 5: Next write a sentence about what kind of difference a second 

difference is and state the difference. 

Paragraph # 4 - The closing paragraph of your writing 

Sentences l & 2: Write the first two sentences of the introduction again in 
different words. 





,INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-SECONDARY CAUSAL EXPLANATION 

THE MYSTERY OF THE SlLENT SPRING 

LESSON 

INTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS 

When things happen that we don't understand or don't like, we often try to find out what 
is causing them. For example, when my car doesn't start on cold mornings I want to find 
out why so that I can do something to prevent this from happening again. Or when my 
tomato plants produce really large tomatoes I want to find out if anything I did caused 
this (like how long I waited to plant the seedlings in my gardening, or my watering cycle) 
SO that I can do it again Can you think of times when you wanted to find out what caused 
something? Write down one or two in your notebooks. After a few minutes, ask for three or 
four examples from the students. 

Finding a cause is often a simple process; turn on a light and the monsters of your imagi- 
nation disappear. But sometimes, when things are a little more complicated or unfamiliar, 
we think we know the cause and are really jumping to a conclusion without any evidence. 
Are any of your examples ones in which you thought you knew the cause but were mis- 
taken? If not, can you think of any such additional examples? Write one or two in your 
notebook. Ask for two or three examples from the dass after a few minutes. Students usually 
can produce a number of such examples. If they are having difficulty, tell them about a 
situation in which you thought you knew the cause of something but were mistaken.. 

Let's think about these examples now. Can you think of anything you might have consid- 
ered or thought about before you decided what the cause was that might have led to a 
better sense of what really caused the effect you were concerned about - that might have 
avoided your mistake? How might you have done some more careful critical thinking in 
these cases? Write one or two ideas down in your notebooks. After a few minutes, ask for 
some ideas from the students. Write them on a transparency or on the chalkboard. SrUDENT 
RESPONSE! VARY BUT ARE TYPICALLY LIKE THE FOLLOWING: Instead of jumping to a conclu- 
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sion, I could have stopped and thought about what the cause might be and then eliminated the 
possibilities that didn't work. I should have made sure I had good reasons for thinking that what I 
thought was the cause was the right cause. I should have looked for evidencefirst. 

Here's a way to put your ideas together into a series of important questions'to ask and 
answer well before you decide what caused some- 
thing. Draw this thinking map of skillful causal expla- 
nation on a transparency or on the chalkboard. Notice 
that I have put in two questions about evidence: one 
about what evidence I might find that would show that 
the cause I am considering is the right cause, and one 
about what actual evidence I have found. That's how I 
sometimes make sure I have good reasons for thinking 
that a specific possibility is the right cause. I think 
about what I would need first and then look for it. 

SKILLFUL CAUSAL EXPLANATION 

l .  Wh.1 am possible causes of the event 
in question? 

n wha COUI~~ you pnd tha would count for or 
against the likelihood of pomibiliflss? 

3. Whaf evidancti do you already have. or have 
you gathared, th.t IS *ant to deteminbg 
what caused the event7 

4. Which possiblnty b mndemd mod nbty  b.& 
on the wideme? 

Then, when one cause stands out and I've eliminated 
the rest, I feel pretty confident @at I've got the right cause. That's what I do when my car 
doesn't start, for example. Finding out what the best explanation for what caused sorne- 
thing is called "causal explanation." 

Finding the cause of complex or unfamiliar phenomena in science also can often require 
ingenious critical thinking. In medicine, for example, in order to find a cure for a disease, 
the f b t  step is to isolate its cause. We're going to look at a classic example of a medical 
mystery and how one physician, Ignaz Semmelweis, solved it, to see if our ideas about 
skillful causal explanation coincide with what this physician d i d  The action takes place 
in Vienna, Austria during the middle years of the 19th century. The place, the Vienna 
Hospital, is where Semmelweis worked as an assistant. The mystery to be solved is that at 
that hospital within a week or two of childbirth many mothers were dying from a disease 
called "childbed" or "puerperal" fever. Childbed fever was particularly commonplace 
after hospital deliveries and was often referred to as "the temble evil". It often produced 
fatal symptoms including high temperature, pain, abscesses, peritonitis, septicaemia, 
delirium and heart failure. Read the passage in your source material handout titIed Saving 
Mothers, which describes the conditions and attitudes of the time, and, in your groups, 
reconstruct a list of the possible causes of childbed fever considered at that time. List 
student responses on the chalkboard or on a transparency under the heading "Possible 
Causes of Childbed Fever". Have each group contribute one or two responses. SnJDENT 
RESPONSES: It was caused by a "miqsma"; it was caused by an infectious vapor in the atmosphere; I t  
~ o a s  mused by "putrid particles" It was transmittedfiorn cadavers by the dirty hands of interns; It 
was something carried by only women; It was "The curse of me". It was caused by poverty. It was 
caused by medical school students. 

Semmelweis was also aware of these possibilities. But he focused on only one. W h y  did 
he rule out the others? TYPICAL sTUJJENT RESPONSES: He thought about all the possibilities but 
there was only m'dence for one. Sometimes they add that some ofthe possible causes weren't 
logic.nl. Have students reread the selection and then give examples of the kind of thinking 
that might have led Semmelweis to disregard possible causes. STUDENT RESPONSES: lfonly 
females got the disease then why didn't females get the disease outside the hospital also. I f  the disease 
wasfound only in the hospital then why didn't femules in either hospital ward have an e q u l  dunce of 
surviving childbirth. Iffemales got the disease, why didn't rich and poor females have an equal chance 
ofgeffing the disease? I f  it was an infectious aapor, why wasn't it seen, smelled and equally present in 
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all the hospital wards? Students usually realize that Semmelweis discarded possible causes 
because he had evidence against them and didn't observe any evidence to support them. 

Why did Semmelweis accept the idea that "putrid particlesff were the cause of childbed 
fever? FREQUENT STUDENT RESPONSES: He dismered &dence pointing in that direction. Because 
he found no evidence supporting the other possible causes he was able to eliminate them, while at the 
same time he thought he had good eoidence to s u p r t  the theory of putrid particles. 

Lets look carefully at how Semmelweis might have gone about finding evidence to sup- 
port his hypothesis. Keep in &d that before you can look for evidence you need to know 
what you are looking for. Galileo knew that if his theory was true, he should expect that 
when he dropped two objects from the leaning tower of Pisa, they would reach- the ground 
simultaneously. Gregor Mendel similarly knew that if his theory was true, he should 
expect that a cross between two heterozygotes would produce a homozygote. In your 
groups make a list of what Semmelweis might have expected to find as evidence in sup- 
port of his hypothesis that putrid particles on the hands of interns were the cause of 
childbed fever. TYPICAL SKIDENT RESPONSES ABOUT WHAT SEMMELWEIS SHOULD HAVE 
D(PECIED: that chi2dbirth.s done at home were safet than those deliveries performed at the hospital; 
that mothers whose deliveries were performed in the ward by doctors who did autopsies were much 
w e  likely to get childbed fmer; that deliw- performed by midwives at the hospital were much 
safer than deli- performed by interns; that interns perfoming autopsies themselves might get the 
symptoms of dziklbed feaer. 

How was Semmelweis able to prove his hypothesis? STUDENT RESPONSS: He looked for 
evidence that he expected tofind; he compared mortality rates inside and outside the hospital; he 
compared the mortality rates for each of the wards; he compared mortality rates between intern and 
midwife ddiveries; he looked for evidence that interns themselves were victims of childbed fmer. 
Tell students an epilogue that Semmelweis's discovery that putrid particles (the bactemia 
Mycoplasma haminas) in fact did cause puerperal fever and was transmitted on the dirty 
hands of interns who went diredly from the autopsy room to the delivery ward was not 
immediately accepted by the medical community. In fact it was not until 1879, some 30 hears 
laterf that Semmelweis was vindicated when the great French scientist, Louis Pasteur, at a 
meeting at the Academy of Medicine in Paris, loudly defended Semmelweis's explanation 
that bacteria were the cause of most postoperative infection 

Does the thinking plan that Semmelweis seems to have followed look like the plan you 
developed for skillful causal explanation? Students usually agree that the two are very 
much alike. 

Bacteria, like mycoplasma haminis, are not the only causes of human suffering. Some- 
times we are our own worst enemy. We're now going to use causal explanation to solve 
another scientific "whatdunit", The Mystery of the Silent Se~g8. 

THINKING ACTIVELY 

Rachel Carson was an aquatic biologist with the United States Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
vice. She had changed her college major from English to Biology after a biology pro- 
fessor rekindled her childhood fascination with nature. Her book, Silent Spring, writ- 
ten in 1958, became hugely s.uccessfu1 and equally as controversial. Moreover, 
Carson's book was to influence a president (John F. Kennedy), anger an industry, and 



act as a catalyst for worldwide change. Today you are going to read a selection from 
Silent Spring and figure out whjr. 

Follow along with me as I read to you part of the first chapter of the book, "A Small Town in 
America"; Read the selection out loud. 

"Chapter One 
A Small Town in America 

'There was once a town in the heart of America where all life seemed to live in harmony with 
its surroundings. The town lay in the midst of a checkerboard of prosperous farms, with fields 
of grain and hillsides of orchards where, in spring, white clouds of bloom drifted above green 
fields. In autumn, oak and maple and birch set up a blaze of color that flamed and flickered across 
a backdrop of pines. Then foxes barked in the hills and deer silently crossed the fields, half hidden 
in the mists of fall mornings. 

Along the roads, laurel, viburnum and alder, great ferns and wildflowers delighted the traveler's 
eye through much of the year. Even in winter the roadsides were places of beauty, where 
countless birds came to feed on the bemes and on the seed heads of the dried weeds rising above 
the snow. The countryside was, in fact, famous for the abundance and variety of its bird life, and 
when the flood of migrants was pouring through in spring and fall people traveled from great 
distances to observe them. Others came to fish the streams, which flowed clear and cold out of 
the hills and contained shady pools where trout lay. So it had been from the days many years 
ago when the first settlers raised their houses, sank their wells, and built their barns. 

Then a strange light aept  over the area and everything began to change. Some evil spell had 
settled on the community: mysterious maladies swept the flocks of chick- 
sickened and died. Everywhere was a shadow of death. The farmers spoke of much illness 
among their families. In the town the doctors had become more and more puzzled by new kinds 
of sickness appearing among their patients. There had been several sudden and unexplained 
deaths;mt only among adults but even among children, who would be stricken suddenly while 
at play and die within a few hours. 

There was a strange stillness. The birds, for example -where had they gone? Many people spoke 
of them, puzzled and disturbed. The feeding stations, in the backyards were deserted. The few 
birds seen anywhere were moribund; they trembled violently and could not fly. It was a spring 
without voices. On the mo&gs that had once throbbed with the dawn chorus of robins, 
catbirds, doves, jays, wren, and scores of other bird voices there was now no sound; only silence 
lay over the fields and woods and marsh. 

On farms the hens brooded, but no chicks hatched. The farmers complained that they were 
unable to raise any pigs -the litters were small and the young survived only a few days. The apple 
trees were coming into bloom but no bees droned among the blossoms, so there was no 
p-tion and there would be no fruit. 

The roadsides, once so attractive, were now lined with browned and withered vegetation as 
though swept by fire. These too, were silent, deserted by all living things. Even the stream were 
now lifeless. Anglers no longer visited them, for all the fish had died ... 8,  

Something bad happened here. Lets work toward solving the mystery. We are going to begin 
our investigation by carefully thinking about what we've read by asking two questions about 
each paragraph: what is it about and what is the point? Meet in your groups, read the first 
paragraph, and then write a group statement on each line of this graphic organizer for each 
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ow enough time for the groups to 
read and discuss the first paragraph and 
then have them report back. Write their 
mponses on an About-Point diagram 
on the chalkboard and use them to create 
a class about-point statement for each 
paragraph. Students usually write that the first paragraph is about a beautifil town in America; 
and fhe point is to make us want to keep i f  thaf way. They readily recognize that the second 
paragraph is about the countryside and how 
natural and untouched it was; they often 
write that the point is to make us hope it 
continues to flourish. The partially com- 
pleted diagram with these statements 
should look like this: 

Now that we have carefully read this 
quote from the first chapter of Rachel Carson's book, what question immediately 
comes to your mind? Students usually say that they want to know what happened to 
this town? Why does this question come up immediately? Typically, students say that 
the town was once prosperous and there has obviously been a change that has destroyed 
this. What kind of thinking is important to do well if you are to answer this question 
satisfactorily? Causal explanation. If we go back to the thinking map we used in think- 
ing about Semmelweis and his attempt to explain causes, what should we avoid and 
what should we think about first in trying to uncover the causes of this change? Typi- 
cally, students answer that we should avoid making a hasty judgment about the cause 
without evidence; rather, we should think about possible cases and then try to get 
evidence that will show which of these possibilities is the most likely explanation. In 
your groups read the passage again and make a list of all the possible causes you can 
think account for the strange and mysterious events described in Silent Spring. Allow 
ample time for groups to brainstorm a minimum of four possibilities. Then have each group 
contribute one or two response and list these on the board or on a transparency. TYPICAL 
SrUDENT RESPONSES: A nuclear accident spread radiation; the town was damaged by biological 
warfirre; the tavn was poisoned by chemical warfare; the town was poisoned by industrial pollution; 
aliens attacked and made animaIs and people sick; the hale in the ozone layer got big and leaked too 
much radiation; a new virus infkcfed all living things; evil spirits put a curse on fhe town; black magic 
or Satan cursed the t o m ;  polluted drinking water caused the problems; illness was caused by bacteria 
brought to the town by veteransfiom Deserf Storm 

As you have said, once we have a list of possible causes, we have to determine the best 
explanation from our list How can we do that in an efficient way? Most students respond 
quickly that they can follow the verbal map for skiUful causal acplhtion again and con- 
sider, first, what evidence they might find that would point to one or another of the possible 
causes as likely. If necessary remind them that, just as Semxnelweis might have explored the 
possible causes for puerperal fever by evaluating evidence, so might they consider evidence 
which counts for or against their list of possible causes for Carson's Silent Spring. 

Let's try this out by taking a closer look at one of the possible causes, "Radiation from a 
nuclear disastef. In order to help us organize our thoughts about evidence we are going 
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tion from a nuclear disaster is a likely, un- 
likely or uncertain cause of the silent spring, 
based on the evidence, by working through 
the graphic together. Display a transparency or 
create a graphic organizer for skillful causal 
explanation on the chalkboard. Write "Radiation 
from a nuclear disaster" in the "Possible Cause" 
box (refer to diagram on the right). 

Work in your groups again and think about the 

SlVDENT RESPONSES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: Symptoms of radiation szkkmss in 
people and animals can be observed. Traces of radiation would befiund in the town. A power plant, 
missile base, or submarine base is located nearby. A truck, train or airplane carrying nuclear waste 
crrl~hcd, derailed, or exploded in or near the town., A nuclear bomb exploded near the town. 

Let US now use your list of possible evidence to research for actuaI evidence. If what we 
find indudes what you have listed what would that show about radiation as the basic 
cause of the devastating change described in Silent Spring. If some of this evidence is found 
it would increase the likelihood that radiation was the cause. If a lot of what we have listed is 
found, it would made radiation pretty likely. Where might you find such evidence to sup- 
port radiation as a likely cause of the tragedy? Students usually respond immediately, "In 
the reading material." Let's first reread the selection from "A small town in America" and 
see if we can find any actual evidence cited that matches the possible evidence we listed 
on the graphic organizer. We will start with "Symptoms of radiation sickness in people 
and animals". Read each paragraph carefully and see if you can discover any clues which 
would count for or against this possible piece of evidence. As you write this evidence in 
the actual evidence box next to "Symptoms of radiation sickness..." put a plus (+) next to it 
if it counts in favor of radiation as a cause, and a minus (-) if it counts against. !SIXDENT 
RESPONSES: There is mention of "mysterious maladies" (+),"m kinds of sickness" (+), "sudden 
and unexplnined deaths" (+), dead insects (+), Ifeless streams (+), chicks that don't hatch (+), young 
pigs that died right affer birth (+), sick sheep (+), "brown and withered vegetafion" (+). 

NOW that we have evaluated one piece of evidence and have decided on whether it counts 
in favor of or against the possible cause, it is time to work in groups and complete the 
"actual evidence" boxes for each of the remaining pieces of "possible evidence." Assign or 
have each group select different evidence to search for and evaluate. Have them decide the 
nature of the actual evidence as they find it in the text and whether it counts for or against 
the possible cause. Allow enough time for each group to consider the evidence carefully and 
complete their assignment. Then have each group report back to the class. Record their 
responses on the class graphic organizer for "Radiation from a nuclear disaster". 
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The evidence we are looking at is W t e d  to Rachel Carson's prose in the reading selec- 
tion. Has she planted enough evidence in her story so that we can accept or reject radiation 
as an explanation for the afflictions which have fallen on this town? Is the possible cause 
likely, unlikely or uncertain? While some evidence does support radiation as a possible 
cause, students usually reason that it is not compelling enough to convince them that the 
cause is "likely". They often reason that just because people, animals and plants are sick, 
doesn't necessarily mean that radiation caused the sickness -students recognize that there 
can be many other causes of sickness and disease, for example chemical pollution and other 
"possible causes" under investigation. Students also focus on the passage "a strange light 
crept over the area and everything began to change", and many feel this is strong evidence 
that a nuclear explosion detonated near the town; however most consider the passage vague 
and although it counts somewhat in favor of radiation, there is no explicit indication in the 
text that this strange light is a nuclear explosion. The most important evidence students 
uncover in the text counting against radiation is absence of its mention from the narrative. 
Students are quick to point out that nowhere in the passage are the words radiation or radio- 
activity used. Likewise, there is no reference in the story to a nuclear spill, a plant meltdown, 
or a problem at a nuclear facility. Students, therefore, find that, based on what is in the text, 
radiation from a nuclear disaster is an uncertain cause of the silent spring. 

When you investigate a possible cause like we just did and you find inconclusive evidence 
in one source, what might you do to probe further in the hope of resolving the uncer- 
tainty? Look for more evidence somewhere else. Where might you get additional evidence? 
TYPICAL sruDENT ANSWERS INCLUDE: Look in newspapers for reporfs of nuclear spills, eic. 
Look in magazines from the period. Consult the Atomic Energy Commission and ask them if they 
have any records of nuclear spills, etc. Find outfrom the Army whether they tested any nuclear 
bombs m r b y  during that period. 

I'm going to ask you to investigate, in the same way, the other possible causes you've 
listed, and to expand your investigation to include such additional sources. The period 
in question is the late 1950s. Each group should select another possible cause for the 
silent spring and use the graphic organizer for causal explanation to record your results. 
Begin by making a list of possible evidence that you might find that would convince you 
that the possible cause in question was likely. Then reread the selection from The Silent 
Spring. Look for actual evidence in the reading selection that matches the possible evi- 
dence you list, fill in the appropriate columns, and mark whether each item counts in 
favor of (+) or against (-) the suggested causal explanation. Then determine if the possible 
cause is likely, unlikely or uncertain, based on the evidence- If additional evidence is 
needed, use the packet of resource material which includes newspapers, magazines, and 
various reports to try to find other actual evidence that counts in favor or against the 
possible cause. Record that evidence on the graphic organizer also. Students usually find 
that, based on the selection from The Silent Spring, many of the possible causes, including 
biological and chemical pollutants, are uncertain causes. Other than the strikingly unlikely 
causes like Sam,  or evil spirits, students do not count out any of the possible explanations 
for the silent spring. ~n this case - where Rachael Carson's description is of a fictitious town - 
- it is necessary to draw up similarly fictitious newsclips Like those in the resources at the end 
of the lesson. They should be varied and present students with challenging, if not conflicting 
evidence that must be culled from the material. When students expand their research to 
include investigating source material like that included as resources in this lesson they 
usually accumulate evidence that points to the extensive use of pesticides as the most likely 
possible causes. 
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An even more ambitious way to provide such resources is to insert such articles in facsimiles 
of newspapers, magazines, etc. so that the students have to search for them in a way that 
more closely represents what they would have to do if they were engaged in an authentic 
causal investigation. An alternative to the latter is to use a real case - i.e. the case of Love 
Canal - as the context for expanding the investigation of the causes of the silent spring in 
this town. Then real newspapers, etc. c m  provide authentic source material in which to 
search for real evidence to solve the mystery. 
Whatever method is used, summarize the results of each group's evaluation by using the 
chalkboard or a transparency to list each possible cause and whether it was determined to be 
likely, unlikely or uncertain. Students nearly always have difficulty chooshg one possible 
cause. They agree that a number of different causes could combine together and account for 
the silent spring. 

NOW that you've made judgments about the likely causes of the silent spring in this 
American town, what are some possible things we might do to prevent such tragedies 
from happening again? Brainstorin possible remedies with the students and list these on the 
challcboard or on a transparency. STUDENT, ANSWERS VARY, BUT MAY INCLUDE: Pass laws 
against the use of the pesticides used in this town. Educate people so that they don't abuse the 
environment. Try to develop pesticides that don't have this efiect. These responses can be used 
later to initiate a problem-solving lesson. Conclude this part of the lesson by discussing with 
the students the implications of a work such as The Silent Spring. and discuss whether 
Rachael Carsods style in writing this book was legitimate for a scientists of not, noting how 
such books can have an impact on public opinion and public policy in this c o ~ t r y .  Ask 
students whether Rachel Carson's love of nature and passion for protecting the environment 
has had an impact on their attitudes towards the environment. 

I THINKING ABOUT THINKING - I 
After such complex thinking it's always a good idea to stop to think about your thinking, 
especially when you are trying to follow a plan for your thinking. Let's review what plan we 
followed and how well we were able to do it? Prompt your students to spec* what plan they 
were following. When they indicate that it was the plan for causal explanation they developed 
earlier write "Causal explanation" on a transparency or on the chalkboard. Most students 
indicate that it didn't seem difficult at all to follow the plan for causal explanation. 

What was the sequence of questions you followed? Students identify the questions on the 
thinking map and indicate that they started trying to come up with possible causes, thought 
about evidence they would need to show that these hypotheses were good ones, and then 
looked for this evidence, recording what they found and determining how likely the hypotheses 
were based on the evidence. 

Wils it easy to follow these questions? If so, why? ANSWERS INCLUDE: You led us through tht? 
plan by asking us these questions. We used a graphic organizer which you asked us to work onfmrn 

to right and thegraphic organizer incorporated the questions we put on the thinking mapfor causal 
explanation. 

In this a good way to determine what caused something? Students often say that it is a good 
way to do this because you look for evidence that shows whether the possibilities are likely rather 
than just guess. They say that if there is good evidence they can be pretty sure the possibility that 

I I 
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is supported by the evidence is the right one. 

S How could you be sure to follow this plan in the future if 1 am not around? TYPICALSTUDENT 
ANsWERS INCLUDE: I could write the plan down and use it when I had tofigure out what caused 
something. I could try to remember the questions from the thinking map. I could write down the 
graphic organizer when I had tojind out what caused something and use it to guide me. I could work 
with someone else so that we could check each other. 

IVs a good idea for you to put this plan for causal explanation in your own words so that 
you develop your own plan for thinking through a complex problem like the mystery of the 
silent spring. Please do this in your notebooks. 

l I APPLYING YOUR THINKING 

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER 

Shortly after the main activity in this lesson is complete and the students have developed a plan 
for causal explanation, ask them to work on the following causal explanation issues: 

Over the past twenty five years a number of animals have appeared on the list of endangered 
species that the govenunent keeps. Pick one of these animals and determine what caused 
them to become endangered using your plan for causal explanation. 

Bacteria have been living on the earth for close to four billion years. What is the best causal 
explanation for their survival? 

REINFORCEMENT LATER 

Later in the school year ask the students to work on the following causal explanation issues. 

) 

What are the main causes of acid rain? Explain why you think your explanation is the best 
explanation. 

Causal explanation is not only used in science, it is also used in history. Pick one of the 
following historical events that you have studied and determine what the best causal 
explanation is of the event: the industrial revolution, the exploration of space, the production 
and use of metal tools, the "age of exploration." 

Select a major character in one of the novels you are reading in English, and select an 
important turning point in the novel. Explain why the events that constitute this turning point 
occurred. Explain what evidence you have for your explanation. 

1 Select one of the following and explain why it occurred: an upswing in your performance in 
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I I 
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The Mystery of the 
Silent Spring 
RESOURCE MATERIAL 

I. SOURCE MATERIAL ON SEMMELWEiS AND CHILDBED FEVER 

Savinq Mothers Semmelweis found that ward no.2 was run 

Childbirth today is usually a time of great joy; 
once labour is finished and the mother at last 
holds her new baby, there is little worry about 
her health. However, in the past, many mothers 
died within a week or two of giving birth from 
a disease called 'childbed' or puerperal, fever: a 
high temperature, pain in the lower abdomen, 
swelling of the pelvic tissues, abscesses, perito- 
nitis, septicaemia, delirium and heart failure. 

Childbed fever was particularly common in 
women who delivered in hospitals - and in the 
19th century, these were almost always the 
poor, since the more well-to-do invariably gave 
birth at home. 

One who refused to see the disease as the 
'curse of Eve' was a Hungarian doctor, Ignaz 
~emmelweis. In 1847, as a 28 year old assistant 
at the Vienna Lying-in Hospital; he noticed a 
striking difference between the incidence of 
deaths from childbed fever in the hospital's two 
obstetric wards: in ward no.1, 9.9 percent of 
newly delivered mothers died (and sometimes 
as many as 29.3 per cent); in ward no.2, it was 3.9 
percent. Ward no.1 became notorious, and 
patients would beg tearfully not to be placed in 
: i 
lt. 

The doctors in charge of the hospital, like 
others elsewhere in Europe, were certain that 
childbed fever was caused by a 'miasma' -an 
infectious vapour - present in the atmosphere. 
Semmelweis could not accept this, for surely 
the miasma would affect both wards equally? 
Other suggested causes were just as unsatisfac- 
tory. 

almost exclusively by midwives, who were care- 
ful about cleanliness; ward no.1 was the prov- 
ince of medical students, who entered directly 
from the dissecting rooms without washing their 
hands, wearing the same blood- and tissuespla t- 
tered coats in which they had performed autop- 
sies. When one of Semmelweis's friends dies of 
blood poisoning from a cut received while dis- 
secting, having developed many of the same 
symptoms as the victims of ward no.1, he was 
sure of the cause of bdth. Something - 
Semmelweis called it 'putrid particles' - was 
being transferred from the cadavers of the dis- 
secting rooms into a wound: the small cut on his 
friend's hand or the large 'wound' left behind 
after the placenta-separates from the uterus fol- 
lowing childbirth. 

The young doctor must have been elated at his 
discovery, but he was also filled with guilt. He, 
too, had dissected many bodies, primarily to 
find out why so many of these poor women were 
dying. "Consequently must I here make my 
confession that God only knows the numbers of 
women whom I have consigned prematurely to 
the grave." 

Semmelweis acted quickly. Much to their sur- 
prise and anger, he Listed that the students 
wash their hands with a solution of lime chloride 
before entering ward no.1.. The results were 
conclusive: within one year, the mortality rate in 
the ward fell to just over 3 per cent, and the 
following year, it further declined to 1.27 per 
cent. 
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I 11. SOURCE MATERIAL ON RADIATION I 

Medical consequences of a nuclear 
conflict for the human population 

From Ecological and Demographic Consequences of a 
Nuclear War, Yuri M. Svirezhev. ISBN 3-05-500193-1 

"A great amount of toxic substances would 
enter the atmosphere as a result of nuclear 
explosions and the fires accompanying them 
Calculations how that a tenfold increase in 
atmospheric contamination products can bring 
about a catastrophic growth of allergic dis- 
eases, and diseases of the nervous system and 
organs of sense and respiration. Practically 
every person would become chronically ill" 

In the wake of a nuclear exchange, "30% of 
the land surface in the middle latitudes" would 
receive a lethal dose of radiation. Peoples in 
areas which survived a lethal dose would stiU 
develop tumors, eye cataracts, gastro-intesti- 
nal disorders, sterility, and commonplace birth 
defects. 

Radiation effects on mammals and 
birds 

ibid. 

Irradiation doses lethal for some mammalian and 
bird species. LD,,denotes a dose that brings 
about the death of 50% of irradiated population in the 
course of 30 days. 

Small rodents: 300 
Coat , 3 5 0  
Goldfinch MH) 

House sparrow 625 
Pigeon 920 

neutrons and protons are held together by large 
amounts of energy. However, the nuclei of some 
atoms are not stable. Energy and /or particles are 
released when these nuclei break down. This is 
called radiation. 

"Radiation surrounds us. It is a part of our 
nafxral environment. Alpha, Beta, or -Gamma 
radiation is ionizing radiation. This high-energy 
radiation can knock electrons from atoms. Some 
ionizing radia tion enters earth's atmosphere from 
outer space. We call this cosmic radiation. Solar 
radiation is mostly nonionizing, low energy light 
waves. 

Radium is a naturally radioactive element. This 
means that radium is found in the earth's crust 
and its nuclei is so unstable that it breaks down 
without any outside force to start the process. 
The nucleus of a radium atom Breaks down or 
"decays" into a radon atom Radiation is given 
off. 

"Radiation is given off by trace amounts of 
uranium-238 ... the level of naturally occurring 
radiation is referred to as the background level. 

"Man-made radiation sources include all of 
those activities in which man has created radio- 
active elements. Nuclear weapons testing re- 
sulted in areas where radioactivity levels were 
higher than natural levels. 

"Manufactures use radioacitve substances to 
cure paint and coat nonstick frypans. Other 
radioactive materials are used by water depart- 
ments and oil companies to detect leaks. 

Biological Effects of Radiation 

ibid. 

Radiation - As a Pollutant 
From Environmental Science, Jane L. Person, ISBN 
0-920008-11-0 

'The nucleus [of an atom] contains small 
particles called neutrons and protons. The 

"How does this radiation affect the human 
body? Most of our knowledge of the biological 
effects of radiation is the result of many labora- 
tory experiments involving large numbers of 
plants and animals, but not humans. Humans 
who have been exposed to radiation because of 
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medical treatments, nuclear accidents, or nuclear be continued" 
weapons have also been studied. "More than five years after the accident, the 

'The energy of radiation may cause chemical department of health conducted a study tc 
changes within the cell. The new chemicals may determine if the number of new cancer cases 
alter the structure of the cell or interfere with the and the number of deaths due to cancer is larger 
cell's normal chemical reactions. The cell may no than expected. Why had they waited this long? 
longer be able to carry out its normal functions. If Cancer caused by radiation usually takes a long 
these functions are vital to the life of the organ- time to develop. It may take ten to twenty ears 
ism,. death will result before cancer, caused by radiation, ids diag- 

Clinical effects of doses below 1,000 millirem nosed. Even leukernia, a cancer which as a 
are not measurable by current technology. In relatively short period of development, usually 
general we can say that the higher the dose, the isn't detected until five years after exposure to 
more damaging will be the effects, and the quicker radiation. 
they will appear. The chart belowshow the effects "As of 1985 there is no evidence which sug- 
of specific doses of whole-body radiation given gests that the accident at TMI has caused an 
within a short period of time. inaease in the cancer death rate. The question, 

Dosage in millirems "Did the accident at Three Mile Island cause an 
increase in cancer?" can only be answered: not 

lO,OOO,OOO: Person become comatose and dies yet. 
within one or two days from 
damage to the central nervous 
v- Chemobyl disaster killed many, but 

~poO,ooo: Person wiu immediately experi threatens even mare. 
ence nausea, vomiting, and 
diahea. Death will follow in one 
or two weeks from blistering of the 
small intestine 

Nuclear disasters such as the explosion at 
Chemobyl, Russia, release lethal amounts of 

350,000: one half of P~*N exposed will radioactivity into the atmosphere. It is es,ti- 
die in the first 60 days from 
damage to the blood and bone mated that those in close proximity to the acci- 
marrow. Ihe pemm that s w i v e  dent received more than 300,000 "millirems of 
will experience various degrees of 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, radioactivity as evidenced by the high fatality 
reddening of the skin loss of ha~r, rate in the town proper. Chemobylians began 
blisters, decrease in number of 
blood and bone marrow cells and a 

showing up for treatment within hours of the 
decrease in resistance to tragedy exhibiting cysts, blisters, bleeding sores 
infections. and a multiplicity of gastrointestinal acute dis- 

100,m. Person ,,,ill not any orders including bloody vomiting, severe 
although them will be a decreased cramps, extreme nausea and homile pain. Years 
white cell count There will be an 
in- p*biuv of after the accident, the high incidence of ledce- 
and life shortening. - mia and cancer are constant reminde,~ of the 

10,m ~ i i  defects in early embryo importance of nuclear power plant safety. 
stages. l 

I Three Mile Island - Five Years Later I 
Ibid 

"Harrisburg, September (1985) - The state 
Health Department said in a report today that it 
has found no evidence of increased cancer among 
area residents due to the 1979 accident at Three 
Mile Island but hat long-range monitoring will 
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l 111. SOURCE MATERIAL ON INSECTICIDES 

I Insecticides 
There were two types of insecticides used 

during the 1950's to control the spread of in- 
sects, the chlorinated hydrocarbons such as 
DDT and organic phosphates such asmalathion 
and parathion. 

*Chlorinated hydrocarbons are known to 
affect the liver, an organ which cleanses the 
body of toxins and poisons. "Without a 
normally functioning liver the body would 
be disarmed - defenseless against the great 
variety of poisons that continually invade it. 
..the liver deals with the majority of the toxic 
materials to which we are exposed. A liver 
damaged by pesticides is not only incapable 
of protecting us from poisons, the whole 
wide range of its activities may be interfered 
with. ..it is interesting to note the sharp rise 
in hepatitis that began during the 1950's. 
Cirrhosis also is said to be increasing. 
"(SSP192) Chlorinate h-ydrocarhons also 
affect the nervous system. "As for DDT, the 
first of, the new organic insecticides to be 
widely used, its action is primarily on the 
central nervous system of man; the cerebel- 
lum and thehigher motor cortex ... abnormal 
sensations as of prickling, burning, or itch- 
ing, as well as tremors or even convulsions 
may follow exposure to appreciable 
amounts, according to a standard textbook 
of toxicology." (p.192SS) Effects of absorp- 
tion of DDT through the skin were described 
by two British Scientists who described their 
symptoms: 'The tiredness, heaviness, and 
aching of limbs were very real things, and 
the mental state was also most 
distressing ... extreme irritabili ty ...g rea t dis- 
taste for work of any sort ... a feeling of men- 
tal incompetence in tackling the simplest 
mental task. The joint pains were quite 
violent at times." (cited in SSp193): Having 
applied a solution of DDT and acetone to his 
skin, another researcher experienced con- 

stant aching in limbs, insomnia, nervous ten- 
sion, feelings of acute anxiety and "spasms of 
extreme nervous tension." 

Organic phosphates destroy enzymes which 
are necessary for the proper functioning of the 
nervous system. Chemicals called neurotrans- 
mitters are required to pass a nervous impulses 
from neuron to neuron. However when the 
nervous impulse is completed the neurotrans- 
mitter must be destroyed, otherwise, impulses 
would continue to fire between neurons even 
when there was no initiating event. Acetylcho- 
line is a neurotransmitter which passes impulses 
between the brain and the muscular system. If 
the acetylcholine is not destroyed after a muscle 
moves then "tremors, muscular spasms, convul- 
sion, and death quickly result. 

This contingency has been provided for by the 
body. A protective enzyme called cholinest- 
erase is at hand to destroy the transmitting cherni- 
cal once it is no longer needed .... on contact with 
organic phosphorus insecticides, the protective 
enzyme is destroyed. [Organic phosphates] re- 
semble the alkaloid poison m u s c a ~ e ,  found in 
a poisonous mushroom the fly amanit a''. (SSp29.) 
... A chemist, thinking to learn by the most direct 
possible means the dose acutely toxic to human 
beings, swallowed a minute amount ....p aralysis 
follows so instantaneously that he could not 
reach the antidotes he had prepared at hand, and 
so he died." 

Other reported symptoms of organic phosphate 
insecticide poisoning include numbness, mus- 
cular weakness, tremors, convulsions, paralysis, 
depression and a sense of mental incompetence. 
(RSSp.98) 

*Both chlorinated hydrocarbons and organic 
phosphates have been shown to interfere with 
enzymes necessary for the production of ATP 
from ADP. Cancer and congenital deformities 
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may develop. DDT and several other insecti- Effects on Fish: 
cides were shown in 1960 to cause tumors in 

Pesticide Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
laboratory animals. Infertility may result from 
a lack of ATP-in the fertilized egg. High levels 

Concentration Fertile-Egp - <- Normal b n r c  Nonnal Juveniles 
of DDT have been found in bird and mammal 
eggs.(RSSplOo) "Knowing that DDT and other ,,, 86.9 138 ~9 

chlorinated hydrocarbons S top the energy pro- 
ducing cycle by inactivating a specific enzyme 0.18 97.7 23.6 16.7 

... it is hard to see how any egg so loaded with 
residues could complete the complex process O-l0  99.2 100.0 99.0 

of development. 0.0s X 9  104.0 
90.2 

"..scientists were aware of the reproductive 
problems faced by large predatory birds and Control 9S.4 100.0 100.0 

were reasonably certain that DDT was in- 
volved. Osprey's and bald eagles were se- Effcc of Pesticrde on Early Life Stages of Fathad Minnows 

verely contaminated by pesticides and had ,lProblems caused by pesti~des,M 
Environmental 

massive reproduction problems. Experiments Science, Penon 
were begun with the new breeding colony of 
kestrels (small falcons) in an attempt to eluci- 
date the problem. Before the results of these 'The chlorinated hydrocarbons became the 
experiments were available, a British scientist most important group of insecticides. They 

reported that eggshell weight in European were successful b-we-they were Cheap 
birds of prey had decreased since the introduc- and easy to use; they killed many different 
tion of modern pesticides. The work was soon kinds of insects; they continued to kill in- 
repeated in the United States by a group at the sects 10% after they were applied; they 
University of Wisconsin. ~ h ~ ~ ,  -*g weren't washed away by the rain. The first of 
was shown by correlative data to be a major thechlorinatedh~drocarb~m was the chemi- 
mechanism of pesticide impact on wildlife caldi~oro-ctiphenly-~~or~-ethanetmore 
populations. "(SSRp96) commonly known as DDT. - 

"When the synthetic pesticides first appeared, 
100 

m 
m 
W 

X 

2 2  
E% 
2: 
t= M 
a 

YO 65 

doctors had visions of no more diseases 
spread by pests and farmers imagined a day 
whenna more pests would harm their crops. 
Unfortunately, neither vision came to pass. 

"Superbugs: When insects are sprayed, a 
few of the insects become resistant to the 
pesticide. The resistant insects may mate 

1 
l 10 188 

with other rkistant insects..The new gen- 

DDE(PPM) eration of insects will have many more resis- 
tant insects. Unaffected by the spray, they 

Graph depicting the relationship of DDE (a breed and reproduce. Most of the insects in 
breakdo- product of DDT) and eggshell the next generation will be resistant." 
thickness in brown pelicans.(SSREp.99) Superbugs result and are tougher to get rid 

of. 
Ground water contarnina tion: Because pes- 

ticides produced before and during the 1960's 
were water insoluble, they probably were not Bioaccumulation: "When pesticides like 
an environmental problem. Ground water con- DDT are carried into lakes and streams, much 
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of the chemical is deposited in the soil at the 
bottom of the water or absorbed by organ- 
isms living in the water. Cell membranes 
are made out of protein and fat. The chlori- 
nated hydrocarbons are easily absorbed 
through the cell membranes of the aquatic 
organisms. 

"Most organisms do not have the enzymes 
needed to break down the pesticides. ..the 
pesticides begin to accumulate in the organ- 
isms. As the pesticide moves up-the food 
chain, it becomes more and more concen- 
trated. This is called bioaccumulation. 

In 1957 a study at California's Clear Lake 
showed that fish eating birds contained 50 
times the concentration of pesticides as did 
the fish they fed on. 

'The populations of some species of fish- 
eating birds, such as ospreys and eagles, 
began to decline. In Connecticut one colony 
of ospreys declined from 200 breeding pairs 
in 19398 to 12 pairs in 1965. Scientists fre- 
quently found broken eggs and eggs that 
did-not hatch." 

Pesticide Poisoning - 
"In 12972 the World Health organization 

estimated that 500,000 people were & t h s  of 
pesticide poisoning, and approximately 5,000 
people died. During 1977 more than 1500 
cases of pesticide illness were reported in the 
state of California. Almost half of these ill- 
nesses involved fann workers, most of the 
workers were pickers. 

"Most agricultural pesticides are applied by 
airplanes. A study of aerial spray pilots (aop 
dusters) conducted by the FAA showed most 
of the pilots had mild to moderate symptoms 
of pesticide poisoning. 
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root growth. 
A recent study determined the level of heavy 

metals in white-tailed deer shot by hunters in 
the area near the smelters .... Concerntrations of 
cadmium, lead and zinc were higher in deer 
killed near the smelters. Older deer had higher 
levels of cadmium in the kidneys that the younger 
deer. 

Disaster in Bhopal 

"It came on the evening wind that drifted 
through the shantytowns .... The lucky ones, 
alerted by the suffocating odor, escaped. Thou- 
sands did not. Some perished in their sleep. 
Others awoke, drzzy and nauseated, their eyes 
on fires and their lungs filling with fluid until 
they could no longer breathe, dying fromexpo- 
sure to a chemical few had heard of in perhaps 
history's worst industrial accident." 

The site of the world's largest industrial acci- 
dent was the Union Carbide Pesticide Plant in 
Bhopal, India. On December 3,1984, water acci- 
dentally en tered a tank containing methyl isocy- 
anate (MC), a chemical used in making pesti- 
cides. The chemical reaction caused the pres- 
sure in he underground storage tank to increase. 
The safety system failed, and the very toxic MIC 
gas filled the air. 

Some of the MIC broke down into hydrogen 
cyanide, a poison used in the Nazi gas chambers 
in World War 11. Unfortunately no one realized 
this, and a cyanide antidote was not used. Gov- 
ernment figures show that 2500 people died, 
and another200,OOOpeople were affected. People 
are still dying because of lung or heart problem 
caused by the gas. Some complain of chest pains, 
breathlessness, and pains in their muscles. Those 
with lung damage-cannot get enough oxygen 
for hard physical labor. 
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V. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES COLLECTED IN THE AFTERMATH 

OF THE SILENT SPRING 

l 
Outbreak of hepatitis puzzles 

physicians . 

John Fiynn has been practicing medicine in 
this area for more than 30 years. He has treated 
his share of mumps, measles and chicken pox 
and occasionally he diagnosis hepatitis, a dis- 
ease of the liver. But Dr. Flynn is puzzled. Dur- 
ing the past few months he has diagnosed hepa- 
titis in no fewer than 17 people, 4 of whom are in 
the same family; When he arrived at the Smith 
farm last week for a housecall, he was puzzled to 
find John Smith, his wife and his two children 
exhibiting symptoms of hepatitis. Dr. nynn has 
contacted the Center for Disease Control in 
Atlanta, Georgia. They are to send an epidemi- 
ologist to investigate. 

Town clerk quits job, looses pension 

Stephanie Collins, just weeks before official 
retirement, has suddenly quit her job. "I just 
don't want to work anymore ... I feel like I'm 
jumping out of my skin. I am making too many 
stupid mistakes" she explained. What makes 
this situation particularly bizarre is the fact that 
Mrs. Collins stands to loose half of the pension 
she would have gotten had she retired 3 week 
from now. When reminded of this she said in a 
weary voice "I just can't handle the job any- 
more" 

Help Wanted Advertisement 

Help wanted: experienced crop dusters. 
Apply Ace Crop Dusting, CO& Airport. 

County suicide rate explodes. 

l 

There were 7 suicides here last month. "That is 
more than we have seen in seven years" com- 
plained county coroner Lou Phips. "Maybe its 
just a coincidence, but something's definitely 
wrong here" 

Local artist loosing his "touch" 

Renowned landscape artist Paul Jones, best 
known for his stylized paintings of corn and 
wheatfields, was taken suddenly ill last week 
"My right arm went numb, I started shaking, I 
dropped my brush ... I barely had enough energy 
to reach the barn and call for help" he related to 
me as he convalesced at the hospital. Doctors 
are not sure why his hand is numb or why he 
periodically starts shaking. They-suspect a neu- 
rological problem and have sent for a neurolo- 
gist. 

"Hercules" described by CAD at 4H 
club fete 

The County Agriculture Department intro- 
duced farmers and other interested parties to a 
new strain of fly they have nicknamed "Her- 
cules". Members of the 4H club proudly dis- 
played trapped specimens of Hercules -so 
named because they s u ~ v e d  this years annual 
insecticide "foggingu- during their annual end- 
of-summer barbecue. 

New woes at the county zoo 

Only Iast month the county zoo sadly an- 
nounced the death "Sabo", its prize gorilla, from 
what appeared to be "depression". He just lost 
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interest in food and showed no enthusiasm for 
anyone or anything. To add to the zoo's 
troubles, Yesterday, the zoo, long a sanctuary 
for the region's birds, announced its eagle 
population had fallen on hard times. Accord- 
ing to ornithologist Todd Graham, "For a 
number of years the variety and number of 
birds nesting in our sanctuary has declined. 
But this year we are faced with a tragedy" It 
appears that only a handful of eagle chicks 
were borne. Graham blames the problem on 
eagle eggshells which, he says, are lately too 
thin and fragile to survive. 

norms". ?'he report went on to praise local town- 
ships for effectively controlling the amount of 
soot and other airborne products of combustion 
released into the atmosphere. 

Problems at Golden Pond 

John Brown suspected that something was 
wrong out at Golden Pond. For years he has been 
happily fishing there. Recently, he can't catch so 
much as a minnow. Local wildlife management 
officials ran a test on the pond and found con- 
tamination. The identiy of the pollutant has not 
been found yet, however, powerboats will not be 
allowed out on the lake for the h e  being. 

Clean air study gives "thumbs up" 

State measurements of airborne toxic pollut- 
ants reveal the county is "within established 
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INTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILLPROCESS 

After a few minutes ask for three or four examples and list your students' responses on the 
chalkboard or on newsprint Now discuss with your partner whether there was anything you 
could have found out beforehand connected with why you think the event didn't happen that 
could have made you realize that it might not happen Make a list of things you might have 
found out in your notebooks. 

When you think that something will happen before it happens, you are making a prediction 
That means that predictions are always about the future. We can't know the future the way 
we know what's happening now, but we can find things out now that indicate whether what 
we predict is likely, unlikely, or uncertain. Those things that you could find out now that help 
you decide how likely a prediction is count as evidence for or against the prediction. When you 
think about how likely a prediction is and base your j udgment on evidence, you are practicing 
critical thinkin. Go back to what you have written in your notebooks and attach the 
following labels to the different items: 

Your Prediction 
What haupened 
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Evidence you might have got at the time that would have indicated 
that your prediction probably wouldn't happen 

If you got that evidence how would you have rated your prediction: Likely, unlikely, or 
uncertain? Write this in your notebooks also with an armw pointing to the prediction. Ask for 
a few examples from the class. Each time a student explains whether his prediction remains 
likely, or would become either unlikely or uncertain, ask why. 

Why do you think that predicting accurately is verg important? STUDENT ANSWERSVARY BUT 
SOMETIMES INCLUDE: You might make plans based on your prediction and then be disappointed. You 
might get hurt if you predict that scmzething .will be safe and it isn't. You could end up doing things that 
you don't h e  to do, for example if1 think it is going to be cold and wear my coat, but it turn out to be 
warm I redly didn't have to wear my coat. What should you do to make sure your prediction is as 
accurate as possible? STUDENT ANSWERS SO-S INCLUDE: YOU ~ h o d d  fry fo find out in 
adwnce i f  anything might cause  our predidion to be rnistuken. You should lookingfw m i d m e  that 
prediction may or may not turn out the way you think it will. 

Let's put together some of these ideas about how to 
make skiUfu1 predictions- Well make a thinking 
map that can guide us to make more accurate predic- 
tions. The thinking map contains questions to ask 
and to answer carefully as you are making a predic- 
tion The map helps you think critically about your 
predictions. If, as you use this strategy, you find that 
your prediction is not accurate, you should then 
modify it according to the evidence you have. 

SKILLFUL PREDICTION 
1. Whet mlght happen? 

2 Whet evidence mlght ou get that woufd 
tna- ttrat this pmJictlon 1s 

3. What evidence Is available that is W e m t  
to wwther the prediction is ~ilcely? 

4. Based an the evideneq kthe pdiction - - --- 
likely, unlikely, or uncertain? 

.' &S use these ideas to think about a r e d y  simple prediction. If you are going outside and 
it's sunny, you may predict that it is not going to rain and decide not to take your raincoat. 
When you see that it's sunny, that is your evidence for thinking that it will not rain. PS that a 
good reason? Why? No. Lots of times when it's sunny it gets cloudy and rains. 

If you hear on the radio that thunderstorms will move into your area before you get back fmm 
school, how might that influence whether or not you take a raincoat? Why? Students often 
respond that the report would change their minds and that they might decide to wear their 
raincoats. They sometimes say that they remember times when they got wet in an unexpected 
stonn. Whose prediction is more reliable: yours or the weatherperson's? What reasons might 
you have for reconsidering your prediction of sunny weather? IQ3SIBLE ANSWERS. Weather 
reports are based on records and o ~ t i m  with equipment that we don't commonly have. T k  weather 
setvice bases its predictions on conditions in a larger area than we can see. All of this usually pm*& 
euidence that is better than just noticing that it is sunny. 

, What information might help the weather s e ~ c e  to predict precisely when it is going to rain? 
l 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Infinmation about the speed of an apprmchingfront, fhe diffmences in barometric 
pressure on either side of a front that may influence its intensify or speed, records of ;the sped of 
approaching storms based on past ones. 

THINKING ACTIVELY l 
Among the many things that we predict, change is one of the most frequent concerns of ours. 

, The weather is one good example, but there are many others Where science comes in is in 
1 studying how things change so that future changes iue predictable and we can prepare for 

them You have been reading in your textbook about how populations change in relation to 
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their food supply. For example, when there is a shortage of food, the popuLation of animals 
that feed on that food tends to shrink when it is abundant, p w t h  is evident. Suppose that 
the food supply is constant, however. Will the population grow at a constant rate? Students 
areoften quick to realize that other fadorsmay play a roleindetennining thesize of a population. 
They mention things like disease, or the migration of predators, as other factors that can effect 
the size of a population. 

Let's consider a specific case of human population growth - the growth in the size of the 
population of a major city. For example, Las Vegas is a city on the move. IVs population is 
growing =ore rapidly than any other city in this country. It is now a little over a million Back 
25 years ago in 1972 the population of Las Vegas was appmximately 500,000. Most of the 
increase was due to people moving to Las Vegas from othar places in the United States. Work 
with your p e e r  and construct a graph that will project the population growth of Las Vegas 
at the same rate over the next 25 years After a few minutes ask for student responses and for 
student displays of their graphs. Most s@dentsproject a doubling of the populationof  as V- 
over the next twenty-five years and use either a bar graph or a line graph to illustrate this. Who 
might be interested in these pmjecti~xk? STUDENT ANSWERS VARY BUTTYPICALLY NCL,UDE: 
City p l a m  who had to pian fm adequofe roads and parking S~WS,  red estate deoeiopers who were 
fhinking about investing in property and building new  home^, casino ~ ~ n e r s ,  food chains like Stop and 
Shop who had to phn locating m stores in the mea. 

In order to gain more confidence in these projections, therefore, what would you have to find 
out? Students usually respond quickly that they would have to find out that these things were 
not going to happen. Realistically we can't find out now that these things are definitely not 
going to happen because they are in the future. Think about our earlier discussion of 
prediction, however. What might be available to us now that can help us with these 
predictions? Students usually respond that we could get evidence now that indicates how likdy 
or unlikely these things are. If they are having trouble responding, refer them to the thinking map 
that was developed earlier about skillful prediction. When students recognize that they might 
get evidence that would help here, ask them what they would do about their predictions of 
population size if the seems to indicate thatsome of these inhibiting factors are probably going 
to occur, or that some of the accelerating factors were probably going to occur. Students ususally 
respond that we should then we should adjust our predictions downward or upward accord- 
ingly. In the same spirit students also usually acknowledge that igf the evidence indicates that 
these factors will probably remain as they have been over the past 25 years, we should keep the 

If you were one of these people, would you rely on these projections? Why or why not? While 
often some s tudents say that they would, somestudents recognize that these projections assume 
that factors that could finge'the population growth rate are constantthrough t&perbd,ad- 
that there may well be things that could happen that would change the population growth rate. 
They are not sure how reliable these projectionsare. When this response is givenask the students 
what factors they can identify that might change the growth rate either up or down. Ask the 
students to work in pairs again and to brainstorm at least five such factors. Then ask for repor& .. 
accepting only one item from each group until most of the groups have reported, thensolicit any 
additions from any of the groups that wish to add items to the IGt. Write these on a transparency 
or on the chalkboard. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Land for expanding the city may not be a&&, the deafh 
rate might go dozun because of advances in rnedicineooer the next 25 years, there might bea serious medical 
eprdemic over the next 25 years that would kill lots of people in Las Vegas, t h e g m m e n f  might declare 
casinogambling illegal, there might not be enough water in the desert around Las Vegas jbrall those people, 
people might feel pretty cmfn-table in Las Vegas and might make a lot ofmonaj, and might decide tohave 
larger families. 

- - 



Let's shift our focus now and do the very same thing with the overall population of human 
beings on the earth For this activity we will also develop some graphs of human population 
growth, but in addition use a special graphic organizer which represents the thinking strategy 
for skillful prediction we have been discussing. This will enable us to make some judgments 
about the likely population growth trends of humans in the future. Fist, however, let's think 
about the main factors that contribute to changes in size of the human population lliey are 
cleariy not connected with the migration of people from one place to another, as they are in 
Las Vegas. What do you think the main determiners of the growth in human population are? 
Students are usually very quick to recognize that the number of people born and the number of 
people that die are the main determiners of population change. Let's consider just these factas 
for a moment If the number of births in any given period equals the number of deaths, what 
effect will this have on the size of the human population? Most students recognize that this will 
keep the population stable; it will not grow or shrink during this period. However, this is m t  

new humans are added to the population. Let's 
figure out how the human population grows rela- 
tive to the birth-death ratio. Let's suppose that we 
start with 50,000 people, and that the population 
doubles over 100 years. Then, after 100 years, how 

% many people will there be? 1 0 0 ~  peopk. Then 
suppose that in the next 100 years this population 
doubles. What will be the population then? 200LlO0 
peaple: In t&e next 100 years? 400,000 people. based on 
this progression, draw a graph of the increase in the 
human population for m y e a r s .  Students typically 
come up with versions of a standard "J" graph for 
population growth. What you have drawn is called a 
7" graph and it represents growth that is called 
"exponentiaLm That means that the population in- 
creases by doubling like from 2 to 4 to 8 to 16 to 32 
etc Actually, that is what the graph for human 
population growth looks like. Here is one that rep- 
resents things the way they have been on the earth 
since the beginning of human history: 

Now let's figure out what this all means and do some thinking about i t  Based on this graph, 
what is the size of the human population now. About 5 billion people. What will the population 
be in U117?Abouf 8 billion, And in 2051? About 16 bdlion? Andin U)90?Abouf 32 billion people. That 
represents a lot of people, approximately ten times the number of people on the earth now. 
This is what people mean by the "population explosion." This was not something that people 
were concerned with in the 1700s and 1 8 0 0 ~ ~  but you can understand from this graph why we 
are concerned about this now. If the human population growth continued at this rate for 
100,000 years can you imagine how many people there would be? People would, in fact, fill 
every space in the known universe! For now, though, it looks like, at this rate, sometime soon 
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human beings will fill up all the space on the Earth Think about this for a few seconds; 
HOW many of you think this is likely? Most students say that this couldn't happen. Why do you 
think that this would not be a very good prediction? Work with your partner again and think 
about what would probably prevent such a huge population explosion Make a list of four 
factors that might influence how much the human population grows. After a few minutes ask 
for responses from the teams, allowing only one item to be mentioned per team. Write these on 
the chalkboard or on a transparency under the heading "Factors That Might Influence Human 
Population Growth'' STUDENT ANSWERS USUALLY INCLUDE: We might nm out of food. There 
wouldn't be enough air to breathe. We might fight with each other and kill each other over scarcer and 
scarcer resources. We might run out of material to fight diseases mZOIth. We might poison the atmosphere 
with more and more carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and other things like these that would kill a lot of 
people. The Earth might gef hotter and the heat would kill us. 

If such a huge population explosion that would fill all the space on the earth is prevented by 
these factors, what do you think might happen instead? Let's look at some information that 
we have about other living things to see if we can get some ideas about what might happen 
to humans. Divide the dass into three roughly equal and balanced groups of students and have 
them do a "jigsaw" by reading three different selections and then reporting on the situation they 
describe to the class. Give the first group of students the selection on the growth and subsequent 
levelling off and stability of a population when it reaches the -g capacity of the environ- 
ment and zero population growth results.Ask them to graph the situation described. Give the 
second group of students the selection describing m-ats with the growth of bacteria and 
ask them to graph the population growth and subsequent k.line. Explain to them that when a 
population expands rapidly like this and then dies off population experts say that the poghGon 
has "crashed." Finally, give the selection on the fly experiment in which overshooting of the 
carrying capacity was induced, leading to undershooting, and then to overshooting and 
undershooting in a recurring pattern. Introduce them to these terms. Ask each group t~ report 
and to exhibit the graphs that represent the popdation growth in each situation. 

Let's now try to predict which trend is the most likely scenario for human population growth - the pessimistic prediction that at a certain point our population will crash, the optimi&c 
prediction that we will reach the carrying capacity of our environment and attain a stable zero 1 
population growth, or the population 
oscillation represented in the third graph 
Use this graphic organizer for predic- 
tion Each group should write the sce- 
nario they studied, applied to the human 
population, in the box on the left for 
what might happen. For example, the 
group that studied the experiment with 
bacteria should write, "The human popu- 
lation will crash," and the other groups 
should write similar predictions that 
match the situations they have studied in 
the first box on their diagram. In the 
boxes under possible evidence write what 
information you might get that would 
tend to support the lfkelihood of this prediction. For example, the first group might write in 
one of the boxes under "Possible Evidence" that the food supply for humans is finite, limited, 
and does not grow. After y o u  group has written in the boxes a number of possible facts that 

I 
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favor of the likelihood of your prediction. Use your textbooks, other resources in class, and 
the school library to research the evidence. Record what you find in your graphic organizer. 
Then your group will reconvene and share what they have found After all of the actual, 

of the increased toxicity of the environment. In addition, some students note that the trend 
towards better and better ways of travelling in space provides some evidence in favor of a 
stabilization of the population on Earth as more and more people may become space travders 
vd colonizers of other planets. Finally, birth control methods and attempts by some govern- 
ments to limit family size is noted as a possible bend that also counts in favor of stabilization of 
the population In general, students conclude that while there is, of course, a great deal of 
uncertabty with regard to human population growth on Earth, a population crash is somewhat 
less Iikely thanzero populationgrowth, but that the oscillation model is probably themost likely. 
Resulting graphic organizers are reprinted on pp. ---- 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

What did we do in this activity that is different from the usual ways you make predictions? 
PosSIBLE ANSWERS: Usually I don't think about whether my predictions are accurate, I just make them. 
I rarely ask whether there is anyeaidence for my predictions when I make fhem. Inever compare my reasons 
for my predictions with the infarmation I think I would need to make a good prediction. 

In your own words, construct a thhkkg map of skillful prediction that you can use in the 
future to be sure that your predictions are as accurate as possible. Discuss with y o u  students 
how the methods they sketch in their thinking maps produce predictions that aren't just gu 
Ask the students to write their thinking maps in their notebooks for future reference. If there are 
differences between what the students produce, ask them to discus these differences. 

When would you use this strategy for prediction? In what circumstances might you not use 
it? Discuss this with a partner. Ask students for some of their ideas. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: I would 
use it when something dangerous might happen, when w b t  Iam predicting is important to me, and whm 
l hme the time toget mdence. Only rarely would I not use it: when there is no time to get the inforwration 



I need, and when the prediction is not important; however, if there was no time to get a lot of information 
and the prediction was important, 1 would do the best I could. 

How would using this process affect your confidence in your predictions? How would using 
this process affed your confidence in your decisions? Usually students say that it makes them 
feel more confident in both their predictions and the decisions they base on these predictions 
because they've looked for evidence and can back up their predictions with reasons. 

I APPLYING THINKING I ~ Immediate Transfer I 
Shortly after this activity on human population growth ask the students to do more activities in 

which they use the strategy for skillful prediction. Here are three possible follow-up activities. 

* Scientists are warning us about the possibility of "global warming-an increase in the 
temperature of the Earth due to industrial gasses acting as a blanket in the atmosphere. They I 
project that the planet's average temperature could increase by approximately 5 degrees over 
the next fifty ye=. Use skillful prediction to determine the likely impact of this increase in 
temperature on how we live. 

Choose one of your schools athletic teams that competes with teams from other schools. Use 
skillful prediction to determine the likelihood that your team will have a good record this 
year. *. 

- Q  

Use skillful prediction to determine how long it is likely to take you to prepare for your next 
test so that you can do well. I 

Reinforcement Later 

Later in the school year come back to skillful prediction and ask students to review thestrategy 
and use it again in activities like the following: 

Apply skillful prediction to decide whether a currently-endangered species, such as the 
Florida panther, is likely to become extinct. 

Apply skillful prediction to a recent historical event that you have studied or to some current 
news event to determine what its consequences are likely to be. 
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Population Growth on Earth 
10,000 BC - 2,100 AD l 
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Resource Material on Human Population Growth 
Exponential Growth Represented by a J Curve 
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Resources on the Behavior of Populations 

1 Population Stability and Zero 
Population Growth 

When the birth and death rates in a popula- 
tion remain constant and the birth rate is higher 
than the death rate, the population grows by 
doubling, from 2 to 4, from 4 to 8, from 8 to 16, 
etc. provided no other factors such as emigra- 
tion influence its size. This is called "acponen- 
tial growth-" Such growth can be drawn on a 
graph such as the one on p. 442 representing the 
growth of the human population. The popula- 
tion curve on this graph is usually called a "J" 
curve. 

Exponential population growth will not go 
on forever. Usually there are factors in the 
environment that limit the growth of a popula- 
tion, such as the amount of food and nourish- 
ment needed by the individuals in the popula- 
tion that the environment provides. As a 
population's size increases the same resources 
must be shared by more and more individuals- 
The birth rate may go down because of the 
decnz~ing  supply of resources, and the death 
rate may go up. When these are in balance, as 
long as the resources remain constant - new 
ones replacing ones that are used up - so that 
they do not diminish - the population may 
become stabilized at some constant size. This is 
called he carrying capacity of the environment in 
which the population lives. 

Typically, when a population that is not too 
dense grows, the growth is slow at first, but 
then, as numbers inaease, its speed picks up, 
and then, as it approaches the carrying capac- 
ity, it should slow, then level off when the 
carrying capacity is reached. When this occurs 
the population has what is called zero popula- 
tion growth. The births and deaths are bal- 
anced so that the population size does not 
change, wen though new members of the popu- 
lation are constantly being born into it, and 
older members are leaving it upon their deaths- 

2 Population Instability and 
Population Crashes 

Nature is not always as kind to populations 
as they would hope it to be. Sometimes natural 
resources required by a population are quite 
scarce, sometimes abundant resources become 
scare because of natural disasters such a 
drought, and could lead to widespread famine. 
Sometimes we humans destroy or damagenatu- 
ral resoucesneeded by us or other populations 
by pollution that is the by-product of our use of 
heavy industries to provide us with the am&- 
ties of life such as television sets, washing ma- 
chines, and automobiles. Hence, the carrying 
capacity of anenvironment could fluctuate con- 
siderably, and, in particular, could decrease so 
much that a flourishing population might find 
itself on the decline rather than growing. This 
will occur, typically, when the death rate in a 
population exceeds the birth rate. 

An exbeme case of such declines is when a 
population crashes. An experiment in which 
this is illustrated is one in which a single bade  
rium was put in a culture flask with a complete 
supply needed nutrients. In half an hour the 
bacterium undergoes division into two bacte- 
ria. After another half an hour each of these 
divides, thereby inaeasing the population size 
to four bacteria. If no cells die and this repeats, 
the number will double every thirty minutes. 
Thus far this population exhibits typical expo- 
nential population growth. After 9 1/2 hours 
the population will be greater than 500,000 
individuals and, as we might expect, in just 
another half an hour there will be l,OW,OOO 
bacteria. 

In reality, about twenty-five percent of the 
bacteria in the flask die between doublings. 
How does this affect the growth rate of the 
population? Well, as you might expect, it slows 
down the actual growth of the population. 
Instead of doubling every half-hour, it now 
doubles every two hours. But this does not 
mean that the explosion of a million bacteria 
will no longer occur. Rather, it will certainly 
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An experiment conducted in controlled lab* 
So why aren't these bacteria populating the ratory conditions illustrates this type of popula- 

whole Earth? The reason is simple. In this tion change pattern in a pure form. A scientist 
experiment the bacteria were provided ini- experimented with a population of flies (in this 
tially with nutrients heeded for growth and case sheep blowflies) by feeding their larvae 
reproduction. But there wasa finite amount of limited amounts of beef liver while at the same 
such nutrients presence. AS soon as the popu- time feeding the adults unlimited amounts of 
lation reached the carrying capacity of the sugar and water. When the adult population 
nutrients provided it began to level off. But density was very a correspondingly high n u -  
almost at once the population then went into a ber of eggs were laid by the flies. The resdthg 
rapid decline and completely died off. Not a larvae devoured all the food before completing 
single bacterium remained. This was because their development that would have led them to 
the nutrients were not replenished and when adulthood, and they all died. Adults died also 
oITying capacity was reached it lasted for just through the natural processes they always were 
a moment because immediately the amount of subject to. Hence, the adult population got mu& 
food for these organisms declined because it smaller because no new adults entered the goup 
was being used by the vast numbers of bacteria to take the place of the flied that died of natural 
that had entered the population. Soon it was causes. Fewer eggs were consquently hid. This 
used up. With no more nourishment remain- meant that there would be fewer larvaep and 

dramatically and the population died off. 
The experimenters hied the experiment lation size continued to fall because the new 

again but this time replenished the nutrients adults were not yet mature enough to lay eggse 
for the bacteria. What do you think happened? But when thqr were, the adult population in- 
This hadno effect on the population, in fact. It creased again exponentially. This process re- ' 
still Crashed following its initial exponential peated itself agak and again- 
growth. What happened indicated clearly that An example of the same trpe of situation has 
there are other factors that limit population been reported from one of the Pribilof Islands off 
size. As the bacteria functioned, they, like other the coast of Alaska. In 1910 four male and twenty- 
living things, produced waste products. These two female reindeer were brought to this &land. 
are not harmful in small quantities, but with a In thirty years the population had ir%aeasd to 
huge population and a confined space, these 2,000. This exceeded the carryrirPg capacity of the 
become toxic. The bacteria poisoned them- environment because there was not enoughdsod 
selves to death. for so many reindeer to eat and sunrive. The 

plants eaten by the reindeer were devoured and 
3. Population Variations because of almost disappeard. a result, in 1950 fie 
Overshooting and Undenhooting the population of the herd had fallen to eight i d -  

growth and decline as the ca-g capacity of shows us how fragile a relationship is main= 
an en~ir0nIXlent fluctLlate~ because of varia- tained between a popu$tion and the environ- 
tions in natural conditions that lead to tempo- ment in which it lives. Had a severe rair%fall 
rary shortags. like local food sho*aga, or ~hortage coincided with the depletion of the 
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ps and how they work can lead us to 
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ROSA PARKS 
1 American History Grades8-12 1 

. l  LESSON 

1 INTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS 

Think about a decision that you, someone you know, or someone you have read 
about, has made that was risky, wise, or courageous in light of the person's knowl- 
edge of the possible consequences. Students may discuss the example with partners 
and write down what made the decision risky, wise, or courageous in light on condi- 
tions in the incident. Briefly discuss three or four examples, asking what knowledge of 
the consequences tells us about the character of the person making the decision. 

In each situation the person could predict that certain things, some of them uflpleas- 
ant ones, could happen as a result. What might the person you selected know that 
helped him or her predict the possible consequences? What does that decision tell 
you about that person? In that situation, how important is it to understand the Iikeli- 
hood that certain consequences would happen? ANSWERS VARY. Students often say 
that it is very important to know whether certain consequences of their choices are 
likely because if they are very dangerous consequences, the choice may not be a wise 
one- On the other hand, some students say, you have to take certain risks sometimes. 
For example, if someone is injured and you can save them, then your decision may be a 
brave one, even if you know that there is a chance you might get injured youself. 
However, if you knew it was likely that you would be seriously injured and not save 
the person, then your decision would be unwise. So, finding out how likely dangerous 
consequences are is important. 

In this lesson w e  will consider what consequences Rosa Parks could have predicted 
as likely when she refused to give up her seat to a white man on a bus in Montgom- 
ery, Alabama in 1955, We will ask whether it was advisable for her to do what she 
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did, and what kind of person this adion shows that she is- Let's first think about the 
situation Rosa Parks was in on that bus in 1955. At that time why would black people 
have to decide whether or not to stay seated on buses? Review Plessy vs. Ferguson, the 
1892 Supreme Court decision that supported segregation. Clarify the legal sanctions it 
gave to "separate, but equal" practices and restrictions in the daily lives of black people. 
You may use films or videos that depict conditions under segregation. The videotape 
series Eyes on the Prize, for example, provides significant background information in 
sufficiently short segments for time effective use in a standard class period. 
Read the selection from Parting the Waters about the Rosa Parks incident. 

Here is a short description of the circumstances that Rosa Parks found herself in on 
that night in Mongomery, Alabama, Please read it for details about Rosa, the-bus, the 
driver, and the circumstances so that we can think carefully about what consequences 
Rosa Parks could expect to face as she thought about what to do. Give the students the 
short selection from Parting the Waters about the Rosa Parks incident (p. 270 only) 

THINKING CRITICALLY 

*What might Rosa Parks do? List her options. Solicit responses from the whole class. 
List Rosa Parks's options on the chalkboard. Correlate suggested options to similar ones 
considered by blacks daily when living under "Jim Crow" laws. Discuss the powerful 
pressures against taking options that might spare their dignity and discomfort RE- 
SPONSES MAY INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: Move to the back of the bus, stay 
seated, get off the bus and wait for another one, get off the bus and walk, try to per- 
suade the driver that she should stay seated, ignore him, appeal to black passengers to 
support her, appeal to white passengers to support her, threaten him, act sick, get upset, 
appeal to black passengers to give her a seat, appeal to white passengers to give the 
new passenger a seat, give up her seat and stand next to it in protest, comply and sue. 

Let's think about one of these options- staying seated. In small groups, make a list of 
all the consequences you can think of that might occur if Rosa Parks did not give up 
her seat Ask each group to mention one consequence until all groups have reported. 
Then ask for volunteers to add others. List the consequences on the chalkboard. m- 
SPoNSEs MAY INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT WMI'TED TO: She might be arrested, hurt, or humili- 
ated. The white may reject her. The white passengers may take her side. The 

l black passengers may reject her. The black passengers may take her side. The driver 
may seat the white passenger as far from Rosa Parks as possible on the same row. She 
may lose her job. She may not be permitted to ride the bus. Her family may be threat- 
ened or harassed. She would keep her dignity by sticking to her principles. It would 

l encourage others to change the law. A black passenger may give Rosa Pmks a seat. A 
white passenger may give the white passenger a seat. She might act sick She might get 
upset. She might become a symbol for change. 

We should also think about how likely these consequences are. Let's think, for ex- 
ample, about whether or not Rosa Parks is likely to be arrested, if she stays seated. 
We're going to use a graphic organizer for predicting the consequences of options to 
guide us in this thinking so that we can keep everything clear in our minds. Write 

I I 
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" Rosa Parks stays seated" in the box on the left and "Rosa Parks will be arrested" in the 
first box under consequences. You may use different colored markers for each different 
type of item you write on the diagram. Ask the students to follow along in their work 
groups by recording what the class puts on the large diagram on their own. 

Does the possibility of being arrested count for or against staying seated? Most 
students indicate "against". Put a "-" in the space to the left of the box containing "Rosa 
Parks will be arrested". 

Is the possibility that she may be arrested significant? Yes- Circle "Will be arrested". 

What evidence would Rosa Parks have to determine whether or not it is likely that, if 
she stays seated, she will be arrested? Example: The bus driver warned her that she 
would be arrested. Write "bus driver's warning" in the top, right box. 

Does the bus driver's warning count in favor or against the likelihood that if Rosa 
Parks stays seated, she will be arrested? Most students respond that the warning 

, supports the likelihood that she will be arrested. Mark the warning "+". Repeat the 
question asking for evidence that, if she stays seated, she will be arrested. Mark each 
item of evidence for or against the likelihood of her arrest, or "?" if it is not clear. RE- 
SPONSES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: There was a law against blacks being seated 
in seats designated by the driver for whites. Others had been arrested for similar things. 
The other black riders moved. Jim Crow laws had been enforced in Alabama. 
After all the evidence has been marked, ask students to weigh the evidence. 

When we look at all the evidence, is it likely, unlikely, or uncertain, that if Rosa 
Parks stays seated that she will be arrested. Most students agree that it is likely. Mark 
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I with an "L" the arrow pointed at "arrested." 

Work in your groups again and select another consequence of Rosa Parks' staying 
seated Write it in the next box under "Consequences" and determine if it is likely, 
unlikely, or too uncertain to judge. Follow the same procedure of gathering evi- 
dence, writing it in the corresponding evidence box, and indicating whether or not it 
supports the likelihood of the consequence. If students seem uncertain about the 
procedure, repeat it with another consequence. Because the negative consequences are 
so signrficant, it is important to make sure that some groups consider positive ones, 
such as maintaining her principles. Otherwise students will not understand why any- 
one would stay seated and interpret her actions as impulsive, foolish, or ill-conceived. 
Each group should designate a recorder to report the group's evaluation whether the 
evidence suggests that the consequence is likely, unlikely, or uncertain. Record each 
group's report on the class diagram that you have written on the board or on news- 
print. After each groups reports, decide as a class whether unlikely or uncertain conse- 
quences are so signrficant that they should nevertheless be taken into account. 

Would you advise Rosa Parks to stay seated? Why? Ask students to discuss this issue 
in their groups and to report their decision to the class. Students may write a persua- 
sive essay explaining whether or not the Rosa Parks's decision to stay seated was an 
advisable one in light of the evidence and consequences. 

In light of the risk to Rosa Parks in choosing to stay seated, what does her decision 
suggest to us about her priorities and her character? RESPONSES MAY INCLUDE, BUT 
ARE NOT LIMITED TO: Rosa Parks was brave, heroic, self-sacrificing, willing to risk harm 
to herself in order to stand up for her dignity, considered standing up for a principle 
more important than being imprisoned. Examine thi~ issue with the whole class. 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

What did we do in this activity that may be different from the usual ways we make 
decisions? Students usually respond by saying that 
they often don't think about consequences and rarely, 
if ever, take the time to figure out how likely the 
consequences are. Ask students to recall the questions 
they answered as they thought about Rosa Park's 
decision to stay seated on the bus. Write these on a 
verbal map for predicting the consequences of options 
on a poster for future reference. The result should 
resemble this: 

When would you use this way of thinking? In what 
~ c u m ~ t a n c e s  might you not use it? Some students 
say that this way of thinking should be used for im- 
portant decisions when we have the time to think about things. Other students agree 
that we should use it for important decisions, but say that even if there isn't enough 
time to gather all of the information needed, we should always do as much as we can 
to think about these decisions in this way. 

1. What.cowqwnces might M& imm a 
specme optcon? 

2 Does each ConsPqlwncr: 
a. munt b r  or against th. docisian 
b. tank as knponant 

3. How libly is the con-toqu.mc? 
r k t h o m ~ t ~ c ~ u m z b r o r  

agaiM the IiWihood ot M. 
con+eqUemr? 

b. Based on all the .vid.nce, h the 
c o ~ u e n u  6koly, unlikely. or IS its 
likel~hmd uncortlm? 
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11s it valuable to take the importance and likelihood of consequences into account in 
raking decisions? Explain. Students u s d y  respond that it is valuable because you 
can tell how much danger there is in doing certain things, and also how likely it is that 
your decision will have good consequences. 

F 

How would using this process affect your confidence in your decisions? Students 
usually respond that they would feel very confident since they would have a better 
idea ahead of time about what was going to happen if they made certain decisions. 

ISION HANDBOOK P~CUIC, I IUIY 
I 

'What insight did evaluating consequences give us about Rosa Parks' decision that 
we might have missed if we had not examined it this way? ANSWERS VARY, BUT 
USUALLY INCLUDE: When I thought about the evidence for the negative consequences 
Rosa Parks faced, I realized that she must have known how likely they were. I saw 
how brave she was in standing up for her dignity by not giving up her seat, 

APPLYING THINKING 

nmediate Transfer 

Identify examples of decisions that you are in the process of making and use this 
strategy to think through one of them. Students can do this assignment as home- 
work and share their results the-next day. - - .  . v 

we are studying Martin Luther King's decision whether to proceed past the bridge 
in Selma, Alabama, until the Supreme Court ruled on the constitutionality of the 
march to Montgomery. Think through this decision using this strategy for predict- 
ing consequences. Do you think he made the right decision? Why? 

We are studying Atticus Finch's decision in To Kill a Mockingbird whether to de- 
fend a black man accused of murder. Use the strategy for predicting consequences 
to decide whether you think he made the right decision? Why? What does this tell 
/us about Finch's character? 
l 
leinforcement Later 

When we study President John F. Kennedy's decision whether to supply military 
support for the Cuban invasion at the Bay of Pigs, use this strategy for predicting 
the consequences of his standing firm to see if you would make the same decision 
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ROSA PARKS 

n December 1,1955 Rosa Parks left the 
Iontgomery Fair department store late in 
e afternoon for her regular bus ride 
>me All thirty-six seats of the bus she 
larded were soon filled, with twenty-two 
egroes seated from the rear and fourteen 
hites from the front. Driver J.P. Blake, 
eing a white man standing in the front of 
e bus, called out for four passengers in 
e row just behind the whites to stand up 
~d move to the back. Nothing happened. 
ake finally had to get our of the drivefs 
at to speak more finnly to the four 
epjroe~. "You better make it light on 
wsdves and let me have those seats," 
! said- At this, three of the Negroes 
oved to stand in the back of the bus, but 
irks responded that she was not in the 

white section and didn't think she ought to 
move. She was in no-man's-land. Blake 
said that the white section was where he 
said it was, and he was telling Parks that 
she was in it  As he saw the law, the whole 
idea of no-man's-land was to give the 
driver some discretion to keep the races 
out of each other's way. He was doing just 
that. When Parks refused again, he advised 
her that the same city law that allowed him 
to regulate no-man's-land also gave him 
emergency police powers to enforce the 
segregation codes. He would arrest Parks 
himself if he had to. 

- - 

Parting the Waters: Arnm'ca in the King 
Years 1954-1 963 , Taylor Branch, Sirnonand 
Schuster, New York, 1988 
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USION HANDBOOK 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE ROSA PARKS INCIDENT 

From Parting the Waters: America in fh King Years 1954-63 , 
by Taylor Branch, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1988. 

The Claudette Colvin Incident 

On March 2,1955 a handful of white 
people sought to board a city bus as it 
chugged up Dexter Avenue to the Court 

I 
Street stop. Peering into the rearview 
mirror, the driver saw that the white 
section was full of whites and that both 
the Negro section and the "no-man's 
land" in the middle were full of Negroes- 
The driver turned around and pointed to a 
row in the middle section. "Give me those 
seats," he said to the four Negro women 
seated there. Two of them moved obedi- 
ently to stand in the aisle, but two of them 
pretended not to hear and stared into the 
middle distance. The driver, having 
committed himself to secure the seats, 
cajoled and warned the two recalcitrant 
women. Then he stepped outside to hail a 
foot policeman, who in turn hailed a 
squad car with two other policemen. Soon 
the policemen began pressuring some of 
the Negro men to give their seats to the 
holdout women. Seeking the point of 
least resistance, they tried to turn a segre- 
gation dispute into a question of chivalry. 
One man complied, but no one would 
move for the last holdout, a feisty high 
school student named Claudette Colvin, 
who defended her right to the seat in 
language that brought words of disap- 
proval from passengers of both races. One 
white women defended her to the police, 
saying that Colvin was allowed to sit in 
no-man's-land as long as there were no 
seats in the Negro section, but another 
white woman said that if Colvin were 
allowed to defy the police, "they will all 
take over." Colvin was crying and mad- 

der than ever by the time the policeman 
told her she was under arrest. She 
struggled when they dragged her off the 
bus and screamed when they put her in 
handcuffs. 

Four days later, the Adv- published 
a letter in which one of the white passen- 
gers commended the policemen for ban: 
dling the bus incident without violence, 
without even raising their voices. Mont- 
gomery Negroes, by contrast, disputed the 
need to handcuff a high school girl. To 
them, Colvin had been entitled to her seat 
even under the hated segregation law, and 
for her to have been insulted, blamed, and 
arrested on the whim of the driver and by 
force of law was a humiliating injustice 
not only to her, but to all the Negro pas- 
sengers who had witnessed the arrest in 
helpless, fearful silence. Prosecutors hacl 
thrown the book at Colvin, charging her 
with violating the segregation law, as- 
sault, and disorderly conduct. She might 
be going to jail instead of to Booker T. 
Washington High School ........ 

On May 6, Judge Eugene Carter aossed 
up the Colvin supporters with an appeal 
ruling worthy of a fox. He dismissed the 
segregation charge, nullifying their plans 
to take that issue into federal court on 
constitutional grounds. Dismissing the 
charge of disorderly conduct, he showed a 
willingness to forgive. Upholding the 
charge of assault-the most preposterous of 
the three-he let it be known that he would 
tolerate no challenge to authority. Finally, 
he sentenced Colvin to pay a small fine-a 
sentence so much lighter than anticipated 
that it ruined her martyr status. 
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INFUSION HANI3BOOK 

More on Rosa Parks 
Restless, King decided to step up his 

activity in the local chapter of the NMCP. 
(King had come to the Dexter Avenue 
Baptist Church in September, 1954.) He 
gave a stirring speech at one of its small 
gatherings and then accepted a position 
on the executive committee. His letter of 
appointment came from Rosa Parks, 
secretary of the chapter. A seamstress at a 
downtown department store, Parks made 
extra money by taking in sewing work on 
the side. She had come into the NAACP 
through E.D. Nixon, who served as a 
chapter president for five years before 
stepping aside for a friend. Her back- 
ground and character put her firmly 
astride the class fault that divided the 
politically active Negroes of Montgomery- 
Had the professionals and the upper strata 
from Alabama State taken over the organi- 
zation-as they were threatening to do now 
that the Brown case brought fresh excite- 

: ment to the NAACP-Parks might well 
have been replaced by one of the college 
trained members of the Women's Political 
C ~ L M ~ .  & it was, she remained the 
woman of Nixonls circle most congenial to 
the Council members. She wore rimless 
spectacles, spoke quietly, wrote and typed 
fauItiess letters on her own, and had never 
been known to lower herself to factional- 
ism. A tireless worker and churchgoer, of 
working-class station and middle-class 
demeanor, Rosa Parks was one of those 
rare people of whom everyone agreed that 
she gave more than she got. Her character 
represented one of the isolated high blips 
in the graph of human nature, she served 
as a teacher and mother figure to the lcikids 
of the NAACP Youth Council, who met at 
a Lutheran church near her home. 

The Smith Incident 
In October (1955), while King was off in 

Georgia for a week, living and preaching 
with Walter McCall, a white woman 
boarding the Highland Avenue bus asked 
the driver to make Mary Louise Smith 
vacate a seat for her. Smith refused, was 
arrested, convicted, and fined nine dollars 
under the segregation law. Negro activists 
pitched themselves into another flurry of 
battle preparation, except that it-was 
foreshortened this time by a pronounce- 
ment from E.D. Nixon. Smith, he decided, 
was no better suited to stand at the rally- 
ing point than was Claudette ColvixP the 
previous spring. Her father was an aim- 
holic. She lived in one of those see- 
through clapboard shacks out in the coun- 
try. If a legal fight started and newspaper 
reporters went out to interview the Smith 
family, said Nixon, "we wouldn't have a 
leg to stand on." In the end, Smith paid 
her fine. Nixon' S judgement prevdd,  
but leaders of the Womenf S Political Coun- 
cil grumbled that Smith's shortcomings 
were irrelevant to the principles of the 
case. 

The Arrest 
.... Parks replied that he should do what he 
had to do; she was not moving. She spoke 
so softly that Blake wodd not have been 
able to hear her above the drone of normal 
bus noise. But the bus was silent. Blake 
notified Parks that she was offiady under 
arrest. She should not move until he 
returned with the regular Montgomery 
police. 

At the station, officers booked, finger- 
printed, and incarcerated Rosa Parks. It 
was not possible for her to think lightly of 

*being arrest ed.... When she was allowed to 
call home, her mother's first response was 
to groan and ask, "Did they beat you?" 
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~NFUSION HANDBOOK RELIABLE SOURCES . 
THE BATTLE OF LEXINGTON 

LESSON 

I INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKSLUPROCESS 

We've been studying the events that led up to the start of the Revolutionary War in 
1775. We're going to read a passage from another textbook by Samuel Steinberg 
about the first battle in the war - the Battle of Lexington AS you read this accounf of 
the Battle of Lexington, picture in your own mind, as carefully as you can, what the 
author says happened on Lexington Green. 

What does this author say happened? Gather the details of the event from several 
students. Which side does he suggest fired the first shot? British soldiers. What is it 
about this account that makes you question its accuracy? Students usually report that 
the report seems biased toward the colonists bythe use of emotional language ("patri- 
ots," "atrocities," etc.) and question some information ("spread quickly to colonists as 
far away as North Carolina.") 

Now read another account of the battle from Winston ~hurchill's History of the 
English Speaking Peoples. What do we know about W i t o n  Churchill? Students 
relate that he was a trusted world leader during World War 11. 

What does this author say happened on Lexington Green? Students will respond that 
he also d e s a i k  the battle. Which side does he suggest fired the first shot? Many 
students say that he doesn't tell us who fired the first shot- The passage says "someone 
fired" did. If students don't question this, ask them to read the passage again carefully 
to clarify whether there is any reason for thinking that the "someone" was either British 
or a Colonist. Students usually report that "returning a volley" by the British suggests 
that the fist shots came from the colonial militia, characterized by the author inad- 
equately disciplined troops. They also note that the word "But" suggests a contrast, also 
indicating that the colonists fired first. 

I 
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lNFUSlON HANDBOOK HELIABLE SOURCES 
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What do you think when two people give conflicting accounts of the same event? 
Has this ever happened to you? Students usually have had similar experiences and say 
that they both can't be right. One report must be wrong. Ask a few students to desaibe 
such experiences. 

What can you do to decide whose account is more accurate? Some students say, "Read 
another account," but quickly realize that there would be the same problem with ofher 
accounts. Many say "Ask someone who was there." 

Suppose you can't find someone who was there. Is there anything you can find out 
from these accounts themselves that will help? Let's look at the first account - 
Samuel Steinberg's. Students usually say that the report seems biased toward the 
coionists by the use of emotional language ("patriots," "atrocities:' etc.) and question 
some information ("spread quickly to colonists as far away as  North Carolina."), 

What about the second account? Students usually say that the language is more ngu- 
tral, but wonder about Churchill's description of the colonists as confused and disorga- 
nized and the British as organized, disciplined, and powerful. They realize he is British 
and wonder if he may reflect the British point of view in his account Some also ask 
whether he was a professional historian. (This passage comes from is a multi-volume 
set of history books.) Students also relate that the details of the event (such as the 
quotation) and the author's journalistic style makes it seem to come from an observer, 
but they realize that he lived in the 20th Century. They comment that we should try to 
find out where he got his information. If it was from eyewitnesses, we could compare 
their accounts with his to see whether he has accurately recorded them This contrast 
grovides an opportunity to clarify the distinction between primary and secondary 
sources, and to underscore that the accuracy of secondary sources is only as good as 
the primary sources on which they depend. 

L 

THINKING CRITICALLY 

There were a number of eyewitnesses to this battle who wrote down what they saw. 
We're going to examine two of them. One is by a colonist, the other a British soldier. 
Read the accounts by Sylvanus Wood and John Bateman Work together in groups of 
three or four. Jot down what these reports tell us about who fired the first shot in the 
battle. Do these accounts seem reliable? Why? Ask the students to report. Since both 
eyewitnesses relate that the British fired first, students initially accept that as true, The 
reasons they give usually include: John Bateman was British and still said the British 
fired first, so he's not sticking up for his side. Bateman probably didn't know Sylvanus 
Wood, so they corroborate each other. Both observers were right there. Wood indudes 
details in his account (including a quote which they usuallybelieve is more reliable 
than Churchill's because Churchill wasn't there). Sylvanus says that the British fired a 
warning shot; if he wanted to make the British seem like the villains he might have left 
that out. (If students are having trouble coming up with these ideas you might want to 
raise one or two as questions.) 

It's always good to find out as much as we can about an account before we accept or 
reject it. Let's examine Sylvanus Wood's account. Work together in your groups, and 
make a list of questions you would want to have answered in order to decide 
whether this account is a reliable one. For example, you might include in your f i t  of 
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Now apply your checklist to Sylvanus' report. Let's consider one of the questions 
raised about the deposition itself - its date. This deposition was given in 1826. How 
does that information affect the accuracy and reliability of the account? Why? Stu- 
dents usually respond by saying that 1826 was too long after the event for accurate 
recall. His memory could be deceiving him or someone else might have influenced 
what he thought happened. Ask whether anything could restore credibility to the 
report (perhaps he wrote it in his diary right afterwards). 

We also know more about John Bateman. He made his statement while a prisoner of 
the colonists. What does that make you think about his statement? Students com- 
ment that the statement may have been made to seek release or in response to fear or 
torture. 

In your groups try to reach agreement about what happened on Lexington Green? 
Explain why. Usually students will say that the British and the Colonists fought and 
some colonists were killed. However, they cannot be certain who fired first because of 
the problems with the eyewitness accounts. 

See what youz textbooks or other resource books say about this incident. Suppose 
that, while some of the other eyewitness accounts say that the British fired first and 
some say that the Colonists fired first, al l  accounts have the same problems that 
Sylvanus Wood's and John Bateman's accounts have. What judgment would you 
make about the account(s) given in your textbooks and any other resource books you 
find in the light of what we have just studied? Why? Students often say that the 
authors of textbook and other secondary accounts who say that either the British or the 
Colonists fired first couldn't really know this. They sometimes raise this question about 
the accounts given by Samuel Steinberg and Winston Churchill. They also wonder 
whether there are any eyewitness accounts of the battle that are not problematic and 
that s+port one or the other account. If they find textbook accounts in which the 
authors say that no one knows, they would judge these sources as more credible. 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

Let's put these questions about the Battle of Lexhgton aside and think about how 
you developed your checklist for determining the reliability and accuracy of an 
eyewitness report. What did you think about first, and how did you proceed so that 
you had a good checklist? Answers should refer to listing the questions, categorizing 
them, and then transforming the categories into a checklist. Some students may com- 
ment on the collaborative nature of the activity also. 

IS that a good way to develop a checklist? Can you think of other situations in 
which this strategy would be helpful? Answers may include reference to making a 
Checklist of things to find out when we are making a purchase. We might make a 1st of 
questions that we would like answered to decide which of the things we are consider- 
ing we might buy, and then develop a checklist of information to gather based on 
grouping these questions in to categories. 

Is the checklist you developed to help you make a judgment about the reliability 
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and accuracy of an observation report a good and helpful one to use? Why? Answers 
will vary, but many students say that it is easy to use and it has a lot of important 
factors relevant to reliability on it. 

What advice would you give to another person about how to make sure that his or 
her observation reports are as accurate and reliable as possible? Advice may include 
using the checklist to plan how you are going to conduct and report on an observation. 

APPLYING THINKING 

Immediate Transfer 

Suppose that there has been an automobile accident in which a car collided with the 
right side of a truck that was driving on a busy street There were a number of wit- 
nesses. Which of the following witnesses is likely to give you the most accurate and 
reliable account? Which the least? Why? 

A man getting into the driver's seat of a car on the other side of the street 
A policemen directing traffic at the next intersection 
The driver of the truck that was hit. 
A three-year old passenger in the back seat of the car that collided 
with the truck. 
A man looking out of his window from a third-story window on the same 
side of the street as the accident 

Is there anything else you'd like to know about these witnesses that would be help- 
ful? 

i -  

Reinforcement Later 

Later on in the school year introduce additional transfer activities like this: 

We're studying slavery in the United States just prior to the Civil War. You've been 
reading various accounts of the slave's living conditions, some from slaves, some 
from slave holders, some from abolitionists, etc. You've also seen parts of the film 
version of Alex Haley's Roots. Which of these would you take to be the most accu- 
rate and reliable? Which are the least reliable? Why? Use your checklist to help you 
make these judgments. Resources that you can use in this transfer activity include 
Nmtziizre o f  the Life of Fr&k Douglass, an Amrkxzn She, Written by Himself, Boston, 
1845; Lay My Burden Davn (WPA slave narratives gathered in the 1930s); Journal ofa 
Residence on a Georgia Plantation in 1838-39, Frances Anne Kemble, New York, 1863 
(reprinted by University of Georgia Press); Incidents in the Life ofa Slave Girl, Harriet 
Jambs, 1841 (reprinted by Howard University Press). 

We are studying the movement west in this country. One of the topics you study is 
the way of life of the American Indian. Go to the school library and gather four 
sources of information about the American Indian. Use your checklist to decide 
which of these sources is likely to provide the most accurate and reliable informa- 
tion Explain why. Compare these descriptions to your textbook and to a movie 
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you've seen about the Old West, Describe two important things you've found out 
about the American Indian in the old west that you didn't know before and that you 
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THE BATTLE OF LEXINGTON 
ACCOUNTS 

In April 1775, General Gage, the military 
governor of Massachusetts, sent out a body 
of troops to take possession of military 
stores at Concord, a short distance from 
Boston. At Lexington, a. hmdful of "em- 
battled fanners," who had been tipped off 
by Paul Revere, barred the way. The 
"rebels" were ordered to disperse. They 
stood their ground. The English fired a 
volley of shots that killed eight patriots. It 
was not long before the swift-riding Paul 
Revere spread the news of fhis new atrocity 
to the neighboring colonies. The patriots of 
all of New England, although still a hand- 
ful, were now ready to fight the English. 
Even in faraway North Carolina, patriots 
organized to resist them. 

Samuel Steinberg, The United States: 
Story of a Free People 

At five o'clock in the morning the local 
militia of Lexington, seventy strong, 
formed up on the village green. As the sun 
rose the head of the British column, with 
three officers riding in front, came into 
view. The leading officer, brandishing his 
sword shouted, "Disperse, you rebels 
immediately! " 
The militia commander ordered his men 

to disperse. The colonial committees were 
very anxious not to fire the first shot, and 
there were strict orders not to provoke 
open conflict with the British regulars. But 
in the confusion someone fired. A volley 
was returned. The ranks of militia were 
thinned and there was a general melee. 
Brushing aside survivors the British col- 
umn marched on to Concord. 

Winston Churchill, History of the English 
Speaking People 

The British troops approached us rapidly 
in platoons, with a General officer on 
horse-back at their head. The officer came 
up to within about two rods of the center 
of the company, where I stood, the first 
platoon being about three rods distant. 
They there halted. The officer then swung 
his sword, and said 'Lay down your arms, 
you dam'd rebels, or you're all dead men - 
fire.' Some guns were fired by the British 
at us from the first platoon but no person 
was killed or hurt, being probably charged 
only with powder. Just at this time, Cap- 
tain Parker ordered every man to take care 
of himself- The company immediately 
dispersed; and while the company was 
dispersing and leaping over the wall, the 
second platoon of the British fired, and 
killed some of our men, There was not a 
gun fired by any of Captain Parker's com- 
pany within my knowledge. 

v. 

Sylvanus Wood,Deposition 

I. John Bateman, belonging to the Fifty- 
Second Regiment, commanded by Colonel 
Jones on Wednesday moming on the 
nineteenth of April instant, was in the 
party marching to Concord, being in 
Lexington, in the County of Middlesex; 
being nigh in the meeting-house in said 
Lexington, there was a small part of men 
gathered together in that place when our 
Troops marched by, and I testify and 
declare, that I heard the word of command 
given to the Troops to fire, and I saw one 
of said party lay dead on the ground nigh 
said meeting-house, and I testify that I 
never heard of any of the inhabitants so 
much as fire one gun on said Troops. 

John Bateman, Testimony 
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SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES THE BATTLE OF LEXINGTON 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RELIABILITY OF AN OBSERVATION 
BATTLE OF LEXINGTON 

QUESTIONS TYPES OF QUESTIONS 
OBSERVATION REPORT 

OBSERVER CORROBORATION 

What is his military background? 

Was he a double agent? 
Hmr(mgm!t between the tlme he saw the event 
and tfie time he wrote the account? ----------- 
Did he keep a journal, drawings, or a map of the event? . ~ - f W w e r ~ - ~ - ~ - & - g a ~ ~ ;  time of the 

observation? Was he running? 
v----- 

Was this his first battle? ---------------- 
Who was the audience for the account? ----------------- 
What was his state of mind at the time of the 
observation? Was he clear-headed enough? .nxz---- 

g m  h reportu-ig on the event the way 
he did? ----- 

I I 
I 
I I 

I 
I 

Did he write or dictate the account? , l I I I 
I l 
I 

--.l+------------ 
I I 

I 

I 
I l 
I I 

I 
I 1 

Did other accounts corroborate his report? a I l 
l I l 

I 1 
l .......................... 

t I 1 l 

l 
I I 
l I l l 

Was he in a locatioa to observe it clearly? I , 
I 

I I I 

I l 
I 
l --------------c---------- 

I 
l 

l 
I I 

l 

I I l l 

HOW many people were around h at the time? I I I I I 
l I 

I ---------------------------- I 
I I 

l 1 I I 

HOW old was he at the time? I 
l 

1 
1 

l 

1 
1 I 

I l 
I 

-------I------ I I I 

l 
I l 

l 
I I 

I l 
I 

Did he have normal sight and hearing? I I I I 
1 

l 
I l 

I I I ---------------____ 
I 
l I 

I I I 
I I 

Was he typically trustworthy? I 
l 

I 

I 
I I l 

I I I a -------------___ Q I l I 

'Who was he?: Student? Colo~lial militiaman? I I l I ; 
I 

I 

Historian?Bystander? Journalist? l I 

I 
I I I 

I I l 
l 

1 
I 

1 

l 
I t 
I I I 

I I 

Where was the testimony printed? I I I I l I 
I 

I 
I ----------------- 

1 l 
I I 

l 

1 I 
I I I 

I 

.Why was he chosen to give testimony? I I 

l I I I I 

I 1 
I ----------------____ I I 

I 
I 

I 

1 
l I 
I 

Did he write other accounts? I I I I I 

I l I 
I 

------I---_ 1 

l l 
1 I 
l I 

I 
I 

What were the circumstances of deposition? Use? . I I I 
I 

I 
I I 
l l ------------------------- 

I 
1 

I 
l 
1 

l 1 
I l 

I I 
l 

What was his politics? l 
l 
l 

I I 
I 

I l 
I 

I l --------------__-__ I I I 
I I 

I 

I I 
I 

l I 

I 

Had he been drinkin 7 
I I - ----- ----------I-- gI_ I I 
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